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Abstract
The last decade has seen the clear dominance of the Internet Protocol in the data communication 
networks. Although the killer applications have changed significantly during this time, from file 
transfer and email to Web browsing and -more recently- to file sharing, TCP has been 
consistently responsible for the overwhelming majority of Internet traffic. More significantly, 
recent protocol design efforts within the Internet community adopt fundamental features of the 
protocol, strongly suggesting that TCP and TCP-like traffic will continue contributing the 
majority of Internet data traffic, at least in the short-term future.
Given the clear IP dominance, broadband satellite networks may be viewed as yet another subnet 
over which the TCP/IP suite, in general, and TCP traffic in particular, have to be efficiently 
supported. In this Thesis, we investigate issues relevant to the support of elastic TCP traffic over 
satellite networks. We focus our attention on geostationary satellite networks, which have almost 
monopolized the interest of satcom community the last decade, in light of the high risks and 
investment involved in the development of satellite constellations.
We investigate mechanisms available at the satellite network for the provision of service 
differentiation to TCP flows. We demonstrate that fundamental satellite access network 
capabilities provide enough flexibility for the provision of qualitative service differentiation for 
TCP flows over these networks without necessitating per-flow state at the MAC layer and/or the 
computational overhead of prediction methods that are not straightforward for TCP traffic. 
Moreover, the split-TCP mechanism, despite the security-related and reliability-related concerns it 
raises, provides the network operator with significant additional flexibility in the treatment of 
TCP traffic. The mechanism forms a transport-layer differentiation mechanism that, when 
combined with lower-layer capabilities, can give rise to separate bearer services over the satellite 
network. We make two contributions to the study of the split-TCP concept. The first contribution 
is an analytical model for the estimation of split-TCP latency and the buffer requirements at the 
intermediate node that hosts the split-TCP agent. The second contribution is a split-TCP scheme, 
called split-Delayed Duplicate Acknowledgments (split-DDA), which draws heavily on DDA, a 
TCP variant presented and evaluated earlier as an end-to-end scheme in the context of terrestrial 
wireless networks.
The provision of quantitative Quality-of-Service guarantees to TCP flows necessitates some form 
of access control to the satellite network and the presence of TCP performance enhancing proxy 
agents can assist this task significantly. We present and evaluate a heuristic implicit admission
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control algorithm for TCP flows over split-TCP satellite networks that can preserve the target 
requirements in terms of TCP steady-state throughput and TCP latency.
We describe generic fixed-point approximations for the performance of TCP flows in 
geostationary satellite networks. We provide examples for the method applicability to various 
satellite network configurations evaluate the method against simulation results in the context of 
MAC-shared satellite links with dynamic bandwidth allocation mechanisms and discuss its strong 
and weak points.
The utility of these approximations is further demonstrated in the case of the algorithm we 
introduce for the dynamic control of the TCP maximum receive window variable in. split-TCP 
satellite networks. The algorithm accelerates TCP transfers at low load without overloading 
unnecessarily the MAC buffers at high load.
Finally, as an addendum, we provide a case study of Web browsing over bandwidth on demand 
satellite links. Spanning three layers, namely application, transport and access layers, the study 
demonstrates the impact of the radio interface mechanisms upon the performance perceived at the 
application layer.
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1  I n t r o d u c t i o n
1.1 Background
“Broadband” has become admittedly one of the most-used words in the telecommunications 
dictionary. From conference articles down to magazine and television adverts, there is persistent 
reference to the enabling technologies that will serve the user demand for broadband connectivity, 
irrespective of whether this demand really exists or it is artificially created. In an attempt to sketch 
the macroscopic technical background of this thesis, we identify three trends with respect to the 
“broadband” vision and the contribution of satellite communications to it that were already 
evident at the beginning of this work and which became even clearer during the four years of its 
duration.
Firstly, more definitely than ever before, the Internet Protocol (IP) has emerged as the de facto 
networking protocol embracing many current and almost all future networks under design or 
standardization. IP dominates in wireless networks as well: from the forthcoming third generation 
(3G) cellular terrestrial networks and the Wireless Local Area Networks (WLAN) descendants 
(e.g. HIPERLAN) to the more futuristic fourth-generation (4G) mobile networks [1]. In short, IP 
plays nowadays -and is expected to play even more intensively in future- the role that was 
envisaged for the Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) protocol family in the early nineties: that 
of the ubiquitous (“glue”) protocol platform that will allow maximum integration of 
heterogeneous networks and facilitate the seamless delivery of a wide range of services with 
significantly different Quality of Service (QoS) requirements. To promote IP as the enabler of 
broadband connectivity and multi-service networks, the IP set of bearer services had to be 
enriched with more elaborate capabilities than the simple best-effort mode it supports by default, 
in order to enable the provision of both qualitative or quantitative guarantees to the applications 
that require them.
Secondly, there are nowadays a number of access technologies competing for the provision of 
last-mile broadband connectivity: asynchronous digital subscriber lines (ADSL), cable, fixed 
wireless access (FWA), power-line, and -of course- the satellite to mention but a few. While each 
one features its own advantages and weaknesses, it is clear that the satellite-based solutions are 
costlier than their terrestrial competitors, against which they are frequently benchmarked. Given
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that most of the satellite system cost is related to the support of the return link, it becomes evident 
how important it is to achieve an efficient utilization of the return link bandwidth, when two-way 
satellite systems are considered. This is also the main reason why the satellite community 
increasingly turns its attention towards hybrid solutions, featuring unidirectional satellite systems 
with an interaction channel provided by some terrestrial technology (e.g. the Public Switched 
Telephone Network). This approach leads to less expensive systems but limits the service set that 
can be efficiently delivered by the satellite; services with high interactivity requirements are 
effectively excluded from the satellite service offering. As a consequence, many satellite service 
operators focus on the delivery of services that can benefit from the inherent broadcasting 
capabilities of satellites, such as high-audience multicast services, and seek synergies with 
terrestrial network operators, in order to achieve a complete service offering to the end user.
Thirdly, after more than a decade of intensive flirting with low- and medium-earth orbit (MEO) 
constellations, the satellite industry and research community have refocused their attention on 
geostationary (GEO) satellites for reasons that are only partially of technical nature [2]. Almost all 
ambitious plans for the construction of complex broadband constellations have been abandoned -  
or in the best case frozen- in some stage of the system design or implementation. The two big 
LEO constellations that made it to the sky, providing circuit-switched voice and low rate data to 
mobile users, i.e. Iridium® and Globalstar®, are far from good examples of commercial success. 
The reliance on geostationary satellites allows a more incremental system deployment and permits 
lower capital investments upfront, reducing the venture risk in a period in which funding sources 
for satellite-related business are not in abundance.
1.2 Thesis motivation and scope
Despite the quite challenging techno-economical scenario outlined above and the more general 
crisis in the telecommunication sector, satellite networks have always been regarded as essential 
parts of the future global network infrastructure. Key consideration for the system design and 
commercial success is the achieved level of integration with the terrestrial networks. In the last 
decade the study of IP networks has attracted tremendous interest and several new approaches, 
reiterating some of the fundamental principles of Internet design and operation, have been 
presented. For example, the investigation of the flow control problem within a theoretical 
optimization framework has led to various proposals about the “optimal” way to perform flow 
control, often with reference to potential charging schemes (see for example [3], [4] and 
references therein).
In spite of the impact of these studies and considering the current popularity of the Transmission 
Control Protocol (TCP), it may be taken for granted that TCP will remain the main flow control
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protocol for elastic applications within Internet, at least in the short-term future. Even more 
significantly, newer protocols that originate from the Internet Community and attempt to provide 
congestion-control features to delay-intolerant traffic such as the Datagram Congestion Control 
Protocol (DCCP) in [5] and the “TCP-friendly” congestion control mechanism described in [6], 
adopt many of the algorithmic details of TCP. Therefore, broadband satellite networks are viewed 
in this Thesis as yet another heterogeneous domain carrying significant amounts of TCP and TCP- 
like traffic that has to be efficiently supported in line with the adopted IP QoS framework, 
however hard or soft this QoS framework is.
The research literature in the area of TCP over satellite is particularly broad. The problems TCP 
faces in satellite environments have triggered the interest of many researchers and have given rise 
to numerous studies. The overwhelming majority of these studies, however, have concentrated on 
the protocol performance aspects: the satellite link is usually abstracted to a high-latency error- 
prone link, a fat pipe that has to be utilized as fully as possible despite the hostile radio 
propagation conditions. Even worse, in many of the available studies a single TCP connection is 
considered.
Although we have made our own contribution in this direction (see Chapter 5), we have attempted 
to address the protocol implications mainly from a traffic-engineering point of view. We consider 
medium access control (MAC)-shared satellite networks with various link-layer configurations 
(e.g. transparent vs. retransmission-enabled) and view TCP as the bearer of elastic traffic that has 
to be given some guarantees, either qualitative (Chapter 6) or quantitative (part of Chapter 7) over 
the satellite network.
We investigate the interaction of TCP/IP traffic with two sub-layers of what is usually called 
“Layer-2” of the OSI protocol stack [7], which constitute part of the satellite network access layer. 
Fig. 1-1 depicts the reference protocol stack considered for next-generation broadband satellite 
multimedia systems within the Broadband Satellite Multimedia (BSM) Working Group (WG) of 
the European Telecommunications Standardisation Institute (ETSI). Shaded blocks denote the 
protocols and functions this Thesis focuses on. The aim is to identify those mechanisms that can 
enable clear service differentiation and become the building blocks for the design of satellite radio 
bearers for elastic TCP/IP traffic.
Finally, we have given particular emphasis on the derivation and evaluation of analytical methods 
for TCP performance analysis over satellite networks (Chapter 4). Although these methods can 
only be characterized approximate, they can definitely contribute to the improvement of widely 
used rules of thumb for dimensioning satellite networks for TCP/IP asymmetric traffic (e.g. static 
contention ratios).
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Fig. 1-1. Focus of the Thesis with regard to the generic protocol stack adopted within ETSI BSM WG for
broadband satellite multimedia systems [8]
1.3 Thesis contributions
Contributions of this Thesis may be considered the following:
■ Derivation of analytical approximations for TCP performance analysis over satellite 
networks via generalization of existent fixed-point methods and their assessment for 
specific examples of satellite network configurations.
■ Analytical modelling of the split-TCP connection latency and buffer requirements. A 
method for extending the model in cases that TCP is combined with ARQ is also described.
■ Description and evaluation of a scheme (split-DDA) combining split-TCP with a link-layer 
connectionless ARQ protocol for TCP performance enhancement over satellite links. The 
scheme is an adaptation of an existent end-to-end scheme to split-TCP aware satellite 
networks.
■ Description and evaluation of bandwidth on demand mechanisms and transport-MAC 
cross-layer synergies that can be exploited in providing qualitative differentiated service to 
TCP flows over MAC-shared satellite networks.
■ Development and evaluation of an algorithm that allows enhancement of split-TCP 
performance at low loaded links via actively controlling the TCP receive window (rwnd) 
variable of the satellite component of the end-to-end connection.
■ Development and evaluation of an implicit admission control algorithm that increases 
flexibility regarding the treatment of TCP connections over proxy-aware split-TCP satellite 
networks.
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■ Elaboration of an application-level parametric study for Web-browsing evaluating the 
impact of MAC and transport-layer mechanisms and capabilities on the perceived 
performance at the application-layer.
1.4 Thesis organisation
The structure of the Thesis is summarized in Fig. 1-2.
Chapter 2 provides an overview of the current state-of-the art in broadband satellite system 
implementations. It reviews the three main families of systems that have been proposed within the 
last decade and the ongoing standardization efforts in the area of broadband IP-based satellite 
systems. Moreover, it provides a brief summary of research activities in this area, mainly in the 
context of European Union (EU) and European Space Agency (ESA) research frameworks. 
Appendix II, at the end of this Thesis, summarizes the main trends in the area of mobile satellite 
communication systems, reflecting the author’s involvement in EU projects in parallel with this 
Thesis. The chapter concludes with the definition of the system features that are taken as a 
touchstone in the main body of the Thesis.
Chapter 3 summarizes the technical background of this work. It introduces basic terminology and 
concepts that will be used throughout the following chapters. Firstly, it presents the Transmission 
Control Protocol in brief as the main transport bearer of elastic Internet traffic. Secondly, it 
attempts to summarize the quite broad literature regarding the problems that TCP faces in satellite 
environments and the proposed solutions. Thirdly, and as its main focus, it provides a comparative 
description and evaluation of the existing trends in the analysis of TCP/IP networks. It concludes 
by positioning chapters 4-7, which constitute the research core of the Thesis, with regard to this 
background.
Chapter 4 describes an analytical framework for the performance analysis of TCP over satellite 
links. It generalizes existing fixed-point methods outlined earlier in chapter 3 with respect to 
network features such as asymmetry and MAC-shared links, frequently encountered in, but not 
limited to, satellite networks. We discuss the applicability of the method to several satellite 
network configurations and mechanisms and comment on its limitations, considering as study 
cases broadband satellite network configurations described in chapter 2.
Chapter 5 looks closer into two TCP performance-enhancing mechanisms that can be deployed 
locally in the satellite networks rather than end-to-end, namely split-TCP connections and link 
layer retransmissions (ARQ). We derive an analytical model for the overall latency of a split-TCP 
connection and the required buffer sizes at the satellite nodes hosting the proxies. We also present 
the adaptation of an end-to-end TCP scheme (split Delayed Duplicate Acknowledgments) to
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proxy-capable satellite networks. The scheme can guarantee performance enhancement 
consistently at both low and high link error rates.
Chapter 6 studies the interaction of the TCP protocol with Bandwidth on Demand procedures 
envisaged and already implemented in broadband satellite networks. The focus is on the 
identification and demonstration of the available mechanisms at the transport and MAC layers and 
the way they can be combined so that TCP flows can obtain qualitative service differentiation 
over the satellite network. Both error-free and error-prone links are considered.
Chapter 7 describes additional mechanisms that expand the capabilities of split-TCP satellite 
networks with respect to the TCP traffic treatment. We propose a heuristic algorithm that 
improves the performance of the split connections at low load, while avoiding the overloading of 
MAC buffers at high load, via active control of the TCP receive window variable. Further, we 
introduce an algorithm for TCP Implicit Admission Control that can be deployed if some form of 
quantitative QoS guarantees are to be provided to TCP flows.
Finally, chapter 8 provides an application-level study of Web traffic, in an attempt to identify the 
impact of the performance differentiation mechanisms investigated in chapter 6 on the application 
level. The additional factors taken into consideration in this chapter are the HTTP features and the 
user browsing behaviour.
Chapter 9 provides the conclusions of this Thesis and highlights directions for future research 
work in this area.
Chapter 1 
Introduction
Chapter 2 Chapter 3
Trends in broadband satellite Elastic traffic and TCP
networking
If ± ±
Chapter 4 Chapter S Chapter 6 Chapter 7
Fixed point approximations for TCP Split-TCP and link-level TCP and bandwidth on Implicit admission control and proxy-assisted
performance in GEO satellite networks retransmissions demand in GEO TCP receive window control in split-TCP
satellite networks satellite networks
I
Chapter 8
Case study: web browsing over MAC- 
shared GEO satellite links
Chapter 9
Conclusions and directions for 
further research
Fig. 1-2. Thesis organisation
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2  R e c e n t  t r e n d s  i n  b r o a d b a n d  s a t e l l i t e  
n e t w o r k i n g
The purpose of this chapter is the review of the current state-of-the-art and trends in the field of 
fixed broadband satellite systems in terms of protocols and offered capabilities at both the space 
and ground-segment level. It is deemed necessary in order to sketch the background of the work 
reported in this Thesis and position it in the research arena. We outline the system architecture 
evolution towards more IP-based solutions, drawing links with related research activities in the 
context of ESA and EU research initiatives1.
2.1 ATM-based systems
Most of the systems proposed in the early 90s were Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM)-based. 
Satellite constellations were envisaged for a significant portion of them, the most ambitious of all 
being Teledesic. The system initially (1994) advertised 840 LEO satellites, later (1997) reduced 
them down to 288 and was officially abandoned in October 2002, shortly after a second design 
reiteration that led to a 30 MEO satellite system. Spaceway, Astrolink, Celestri (before merging 
with Teledesic), WEST and Skybridge were also ATM-based schemes, at least in their initial 
stage [9]. Spaceway has proposed a more native-IP design, the Astrolink project was abandoned 
in an advanced stage due to lack of funding and Skybridge has replaced its LEO constellation 
with a GEO-based service while the rest did not get far beyond the paper design stage. 
Nevertheless, ATM switching is still an option for systems that support on-board switching. The 
Wideband InterNetworking engineering test and Demonstration Satellite (WINDS), which is 
being developed in the context of Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA) projects and has 
been scheduled for launch in 2005, features a regenerative payload with an ATM on-board switch 
[10].
1 Research activities under the EU umbrella are structured in consecutive four-year programs called 
framework programs (FPs), each one featuring certain thematic priorities. 1ST (Information Society 
Technologies) is one of these thematic priorities in FP5 and the forthcoming FP6. The ESA-fimded 
activities are organized into program lines, known as ARTES (Advanced Research in Telecommunication 
Systems) elements.
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There was no single standard interface for ATM-based satellite systems. Most of the systems have 
relied on proprietary designs; nevertheless, at least at high-level, two main options could be 
identified for the radio interface architecture, representing different coupling levels between the 
satellite and the terrestrial network [11]. In the first approach, the satellite radio interface can be 
any proprietary, satellite-specific interface. The ATM cells are encapsulated/decapsulated at the 
ingress/egress node of the satellite network. The ATM functionality is terminated at the border of 
the network and hidden from the satellite network nodes.
The second approach, on the other hand, features a tighter coupling of the two networks. The 
satellite border nodes use an adaptation of the terrestrial ATM and the ATM protocols both at 
control-plane and user-plane, penetrating the satellite network rather than being terminated at its 
border.
The assumption behind the second approach was the dominance of ATM; by the time these 
systems were designed there was even the expectation for a ubiquitous ATM Application 
Programming Interface (API) that would allow the programming of native-ATM applications. 
The support of TCP/IP traffic in these systems was achieved via the ATM adaptation layers, as 
shown in Fig. 2-1.
Forward link 
< -------------
IP
AAL5 LLC
MACS-ATM
A ir
interface PHY
IP
L LC
MAC
PHY Return link 
M---------
IP
AAL5 LLC
MACS-ATM
A ir
interface PHY
App
TCP
UDP
IP
LLC
MAC
PHY
Fig. 2-1. Example protocol stacks of ATM-based satellite systems and support of TCP/IP traffic
2.2 MPEG-2 based broadcast satellite systems
2.2.1 MPEG-2/DVB-S
The Digital Video Broadcasting over satellite (DVB-S) standard is a special case for the satellite 
industry, at least its European and Canadian legs, in that it constitutes the single standard for 
satellite communication (satcom) systems that has enjoyed wide acceptance. The DVB project 
was initiated by the broadcasting community in an attempt to come up with a common platform 
for digital television broadcasting. It led to a series of specifications for different transmission
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media: cable, terrestrial radio and satellite. In North America there was a similar effort that led to 
a series of specifications by the Advanced Television Systems Committee [12]. Common in both 
standards is the use of Moving Picture Experts Group (MPEG)-2 transport streams [13] for 
delivery of audio and video streams, which were initially the focus of these systems.
Data broadcasting and Internet access were added later to the service capabilities of these systems 
[14]. The required interactivity is provided by interaction channels that rely on a wide range of 
transmission media and technologies (e.g. dial-up, GSM). These hybrid terrestrial-satellite 
solutions have been popular both in Europe and United States, where Direct Broadcast Satellite 
(DBS) services such as the proprietary Direc-PC and Direc-TV systems have been commercial 
successes.
The forward link of these unidirectional systems relies on the MPEG-2 transport services, 
described in [13]. Transmitted information is organised into logical channels called transport 
streams, which are multiplexed into a transport multiplex on the basis of an identifier called 
packet ID (PID). This is carried on the header of each MPEG-2 packet of a specific transport 
stream (Fig. 2-2). A single MPEG-2 packet can carry more than one MPEG-2 Segment Data Units 
(SDUs), produced by the encapsulator.
MPEG-2 SDU
MPEG-2
header MPEG-2 payload
Encapsulation
header IP  datagram
MPEG-2
header MPEG-2 payload
__________________ _________J
MPEG-2 TS packet
Fig. 2-2. Generic encapsulation o f IP datagrams into MPEG-2 TS packets
The currently most popular approach for encapsulation of IP datagrams over MPEG-2 is 
Multiprotocol Encapsulation (MPE). Data packets are encapsulated in data sections that adhere to 
the DSMCC (Digital Storage Media, Command and Control) section format for private data [15]. 
The encapsulation uses the MAC-level address of the destination host for addressing puiposes.
2.2.2 DVB-RCS
DVB-RCS (DVB-Retum Channel over Satellite) is a more recent standard; its first version was 
released in April 2000 [16]. Its main objective is the definition of an interaction channel via 
satellite for GEO satellite interactive networks. The standard mainly addresses air-interface 
issues: physical layer aspects such as modulation, coding, synchronization and medium access 
control procedures for sharing the return link, maintaining MF-TDMA as the reference radio
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transmission technology (RTT). The system features a star architecture (Fig. 2-3): satellite 
terminals (RCSTs) transmit towards the Hub (gateway station) over the medium access controlled 
return link, whereas the Hub uses a forward broadcast link for transmitting data towards RCSTs. 
All communications, including those between the two DVB-RCS terminals, have to be routed via 
the Hub.
SAT FW SAT RT
Fig. 2-3. Reference architecture for DVB-RCS network [16]
In general the standard does not go into much detail, leaving great deal of implementation aspects 
open for individual operators to determine. At medium access control (MAC) level, the standard 
only describes capacity request categories that can be used as building blocks for implementing 
elementary MAC transfer capabilities over the satellite network. A separate technical report 
stands complementary to the standard specification, in providing guidelines for the actual standard 
implementation [17].
Interestingly, two types of RCS terminals are identified, called type A and B: the former supports 
IP traffic (Fig. 2-4) and the latter is envisaged for the support of native ATM protocols. User data 
are carried over two types of bursts, the one carrying ATM cells and the other (optional) MPEG-2 
packets. IP traffic is encapsulated into either ATM cells via ATM adaptation layer 5, or, 
optionally, MPEG-2 bursts via Multi Protocol Encapsulation and is carried by the respective types 
of traffic bursts. ATM is therefore present in DVB-RCS, although in the case of RCST-A, its
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functionality is limited to the packetisation of the variable-length IP datagrams. There is no ATM 
signalling or ATM QoS framework.
The BroadBand Interactive (BBI) system of the Luxemburg-based satellite operator SES-ASTRA 
has been the first commercial DVB-RCS based system. It launched service in end 2001 targeting 
primarily the enterprise market.
IP
MPE AAL5 LLC
MACMPEG ATM
Air interface PHY
App
TCP
UDP
ip
LLC
MAC
PHY
Return link
Fig. 2-4. User plane protocol stack for type A RCS terminal [16]
The DVB-RCS standard enjoys the strong support of ESA. An expression of this support has been 
the set-up of two special interest groups, the ad-hoc RSAT group and, more recently, the SatLabs 
group. The RSAT group consists of major, mainly European, industrial players. It produced a 
report listing the changes that are necessary to expand the standard applicability to the 
regenerative satellite scenario [18], thus enabling single-hop mesh connectivity between DVB- 
RCS terminals. Most of the proposed changes have been incorporated in the latest version of the 
DVB-RCS specification and the group is currently inactive. The SatLabs group introduces itself 
as an international, non-profit association, whose main objective is the large-scale adoption of the 
DVB-RCS standard as a platform for system interoperability. The group consists of many 
significant industrial players, ranging from satellite manufacturers to system integrators and 
service providers, and has recently produced its first set of recommendations [19].
Moreover, ESA is the principal funding source for the Amerhis (Advanced Multimedia Enhanced 
Regenerative HISpasat system) project. Amerhis is a broadband satellite interactive multimedia 
services system that will use the geostationary Amazona satellite, currently under construction for 
the Spanish satellite operator Hispasat [20]. The system will cover Europe, South and North 
America with Ku-band beams and provide TV and data services. Its main novelty is the use of a 
DVB on-board processor, compatible with the DVB-S and DVB-RCS interfaces, which can 
switch MPEG-2 TS packets between the system beams. Commercial launch of service is planned 
for 2005.
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The Amerhis system builds on work carried out earlier in the ARTES-3 Domino series of 
projects. The project aimed at the development of a two-way Ka-band multimedia system 
targeting the end-users in Western and Eastern Europe, It included both development tasks, 
related mainly to space segment, and engineering studies for basic network functions.
In the case of EU 1ST GEOCAST the main achievements were related to the support of IP 
multicast over MPEG-2/DVB-S based satellite systems. The project defined the required 
modifications to available Internet protocols for efficient operation in the satellite environment. In 
particular, the Internet Group Management Protocol (IGMPv2) was adapted and coupled with the 
IGMP proxying principle [21] to support dynamic multicast in the satellite network, whilst a 
reliable multicast protocol using both packet level forward and backward error correction 
mechanisms was implemented [22].
2.3 Towards more native IP-based systems
The dominance of TCP/IP applications in current data networks is well established. The socket 
API is the most popular tool for writing networking applications in the industry. On the other 
hand, the systems described previously are clearly not optimised for these applications. Some of 
the systems and their respective interfaces (i.e. ATM-based) were designed under now proven-to- 
be-wrong assumptions about the availability of ATM applications and the role of ATM in future 
networks, while others (i.e. DVB based) had a clear orientation towards broadcasting applications.
Nevertheless there are certain functions of these systems that are not dramatically affected by the 
actual networking technology that has to be supported. These functions lie mainly at the lower 
layers of the radio interface and constitute what is called the RTT-dependent functions. The 
modulation and coding functions at the physical layer, the capacity request and the bandwidth 
allocation mechanisms at MAC layer come under the first category. Opposite them stand the 
network-dependent, RTT-independent functions that, as their name suggests, are network 
technology-specific but do not depend on the deployed RTT2.
The efficient transport of IP datagrams over DVB-based networks is one of the areas of current 
experimentation. Internet traffic features a packet distribution biased towards a limited set of 
sizes. The overhead introduced by MPE, in particular for small packets (e.g. TCP ACKs), is non- 
negligible. Alternative encapsulation methods are investigated within the ipdvb standardisation
2 This discrimination of system functions into RTT-dependent and RTT-independent is a concept with wide 
acceptance within telecommunication standardisation community. To our knowledge, the term was coined 
first during the RAINBOW project, partially funded by EU under the 4th research framework program. 
Since then it has been extensively invoked for the description/definition of a wide range of air interfaces 
(e.g. UMTS) and systems.
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initiative, which is a candidate IETF working group: the Ultra Lightweight Encapsulation (ULE) 
[23] places IP datagrams or Ethernet frames directly on top of the MPEG-2 transport streams (Fig. 
2-5). The aim of the initiative is the definition of protocols and procedures that will allow more 
efficient deployment of IP over MPEG-2 transport networks, including, besides lighter 
encapsulation schemes, dynamic address resolution and mapping of multicast flows on the 
MPEG-2 transport streams [24].
There have been more activities either within the frame of projects or within standardisation 
bodies that depart more clearly from the ATM and/or DVB/MPEG-2 system design paradigm. We 
review these activities in the sections that follow.
MPE {
IP
Private Sections 
MPEG2-TS
DVB-S
IP
MPEG2-TS
DVB-S
ULE
Fig. 2-5. Multiprotocol Encapsulation vs. Ultra Lightweight Encapsulation for IP datagrams over MPEG-2
2.3.1 DOCSIS and S-DOCSIS
The DOCSIS (Data-Over-Cable Service Interface Specifications) standard [25], as its name 
suggests, is not a satellite standard; it is a standard for provision of data over cable networks. It 
was produced by an industrial partnership active in the service provision over cable, as a reply to 
the delay noted within IEEE in tackling this standardisation task. DoCSiS, currently in version 1.1 
that succeeded version 1.0, is in the same time the North-American counterpart of the European
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Fig. 2-6. Cable modem protocol stack [25]
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DVB-RCC standard, over which it claims a number of advantages: removal of the inefficient 
AAL5/ATM framing (Fig. 2-6), better granularity in QoS support, higher flexibility in physical 
layer. There are significant analogies between the cable network (Fig. 2-7) and the satellite 
network from an architectural point of view. The cable modem (CM) can be regarded as the 
analogue of the satellite terminal, whilst the Cable Modem Termination System (CMTS) 
functionally resembles the satellite Network Control Centre (NCC) or the satellite itself, 
depending on how functions are distributed between the two regarding bandwidth allocation and 
connectivity provision. The shared uplink of the satellite system corresponds to the upstream 
direction of the fibre part of the Hybrid Fibre-Coax (HFC) cable network, whilst the satellite 
TDM downlink resembles the downstream of the fibre part of the HFC distribution network.
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Fig. 2-7. Cable network physical entities and interfaces [25]
The interest for the satcom community/industry lies in the currently ongoing adaptation of 
DoCSiS in the satellite case. The specific adaptation is expected to build upon the advantages of 
the original standard and promises a more efficient and cost-attractive solution for broadband 
satellite system implementation, when compared with its European competitor DVB-RCS [26]. 
The “S-DOCSIS” interface will be the basis for the WildBlue system, a Ka-band two-way 
broadband satellite system that targets the consumers and small offices in the continental US. It 
makes use of two geostationary satellites, one of which will have only Ka-band transponders. The 
system has advertised service launch in the second half of 2004.
2.3.2 The IP-dedicated scheme and relevant EU projects
IP-based satellite systems were the subject of two EU 1ST projects in the context of the 5th 
research Framework program.
The 1ST BRAHMS (BRoadband Access for High speed Multimedia over Satellite) project (Jan 
2000-March 2002) adopted the Generic Radio Access Network concept in its system design, in an 
attempt to promote the convergence between fixed and mobile multimedia networks: system 
functions are separated into radio technology independent (RTI) and radio transmission dependent 
(RTD). The former include standard higher layer functions that are mandatory for the support of 
the IP suite such as unicast/multicast routing, group management, QoS management, network
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layer address resolution and mobility support. The latter corresponds to the lower layers of the 
radio interface, encompassing link layer and MAC layer functions, as well the physical layer 
procedures. Two shim adaptation layers allow the interfacing of these two types of functions (Fig.
2-8).
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Fig. 2-8. The 1ST BRAHMS layer model for Broadband Multimedia Satellite Systems (BMSS)- from [27]
The first one, called Brahms Network Layer (BNL), was added to the RTI parts and included 
performance enhancement functions that -though not mandatory for the support of the IP suite- 
provide significant benefit when deployed: TCP performance enhancement proxy (TCPPEP) 
functions, compression, techniques for reduction of signalling overhead (e.g. regarding group 
management and IP QoS support) as well as security framework adaptations that allow the 
deployment of these performance enhancement techniques.
The second adaptation layer, called Radio Transmission Adaptation Layer (RTAL), was added to 
the RTI parts and comprised traffic control mechanisms as well as those functions at the control 
layer that interpret the higher layer signalling of the RTI parts to the RTD-specific control 
functions of the individual radio transmission technology (mainly resource control functions).
BRAHMS also proposed a new native-IP (they called it “IP-dedicated”) access scheme [28], [29]. 
It features a connectionless service at layer 2, differentiating it from the ATM- and DVB/RCS 
based schemes discussed so far (Fig. 2-9). The scheme includes a new encapsulation option for IP 
datagrams, which relies on a L2 identifier called destination label (Dest label). The Dest label 
carries information about the source and the destination of the information. The latter are grouped 
together under the term subnet, and differ from the IP/MAC addresses, CoS information and the 
type of the datagram. The receiving satellite terminal (ST) filters the incoming MAC frames and 
reassembles the ones destined for end hosts behind them on the basis of the Dest label, while the 
main level of filtering takes place at the end host at IP layer. The scheme supports regenerative
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satellites and mesh topologies. MAC frames can be switched on-board the satellite on the basis of 
a semi-static, configurable lookup table carrying the label-to-destination beam(s) mapping. The 
switching can also take place without need for a lookup table if the label is split into two fields, 
the one carrying info for the destination beam and the other for the destination subnet. The former 
is used by the on-board switch to select the appropriate downlink beam(s), while the latter is used 
from the receiving ST for the first-level filtering of MAC frames. An additional label distribution 
protocol, the Satellite Address Resolution Protocol (S-ARP), is envisaged for exchanging 
information about the IP address-to-Dest label mappings.
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Fig. 2-9. The IP-dedicated access scheme protocol stack, as presented in [28]
The 1ST SATIP6 (SATellite broadband multimedia system for IPv6) project (2001-2003) was the 
follow-on project of BRAHMS and advertised two objectives. The main efforts of the project 
were devoted to the adaptation/optimisation of the existing DVB-RCS standard in order to 
achieve closer integration with other layer 2 technologies of the terrestrial networks such as 
ADSL and MPLS. The project elaborated further the concepts of BRAHMS and, in particular, 
those functions at the user-plane and control-plane that intervene between the IP layer and the 
access scheme layers, i.e. the BRAHMS BNL and RTAL layer functions. To a lesser extent the 
project explored more native-IP solutions such as the aforementioned IP-dedicated scheme and 
regenerative satellite architectures as well as the integration of satellites into the evolving IPv6 
infrastructure.
2.3.3 MPLS over satellite
The use of label switching within the “dedicated-IP” scheme described in 2.3.2 is effectively a 
generalization of Multi-Protocol Label Switching (MPLS)-based switching. MPLS [30] is a 
technology that was initially introduced as a way to accelerate IP routing taking advantage of the
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availability of cheap fast ATM switches, although it can equally operate over any layer 2 protocol. 
It later evolved to an architecture that supports traffic engineering and QoS provision [31],
The use of MPLS for IP QoS provision in GEO satellite networks is addressed in [32]. The space 
segment is assumed to be capable of on-board switching and the whole network is regarded as an 
MPLS domain: satellite terminals and gateways at the edge of the network perform the functions 
of the Label Edge Routers (LERs), whereas satellites act as Label Switching Routers (LSRs). 
Label Switched Paths are set up on the basis of labels that are inserted at the LERs and are 
distributed between the satellite network nodes via the Label Distribution Protocol (LDP). A 
packet may generally carry multiple labels, which are organized in a last-in, first-out stack and 
they are inserted/extracted in different network nodes. The labels are used for forwarding of 
packets by the satellite LSR and their filtering at the egress ground LSRs.
The study provides a discussion of the main trade-offs related to the use of MPLS in mesh GEO 
satellite networks. MPLS over an ATM switch is also one of the options considered for the 
network architecture of the WINDS network described in 2.1.
2.3.4 IP over proprietary satellite systems
EuroSkyWay is a system that has featured in a series of EU and ESA projects in the last decade. 
The system relies on geostationary satellites implementing on-board circuit switching. The system 
is proprietary but advertises full compatibility with MPEG-2/DVB-S and DVB-RCS standards. 
Both fixed and portable terminals for professional applications are supported.
The EuroSkyWay ground segment has evolved with time to include various IP features. In the 
case of EU 1ST VIP-TEN [33] and ICEBERGS [34] projects the focus was on the support of 
voice over IP (VoIP) and multimedia, multi-party conferencing respectively over the 
EuroSkyWay system. The development of the EuroSkyWay communication system has also been 
one of the main ESA projects in the area of satellite multimedia systems under ARTES 3 
program.
The iPSTAR system of a Thai satellite network operator also features a proprietary air interface 
for which little information is available. The system will cover Oceania, Central and East Asia, 
Far East and India with around 100 Ku-band and Ka-band spot- and shaped-beams. The system 
acts mainly as access network for direct-to-home and enterprise customers with rates up to 
2Mbps; it also provides backbone connectivity.
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2.3.5 Broadband Satellite Multimedia (BSM) systems
The ETSI Broadband Satellite Multimedia Working Group (WG) aims at the derivation of 
specifications and standards for the support of IP over broadband satellite systems [8]. Rather than 
producing a single radio interface, the approach taken within the group is to standardize a family 
of interfaces, parameterised according to the supported connectivity level (star/mesh/backbone) 
and on-board processing capabilities (transparent, regenerative). This is facilitated via the 
separation of the system functions into satellite dependent and satellite independent (Fig. 2-10). 
Access to the satellite independent functions is enabled by so-called Satellite Independent Service 
Access Points (SI-SAPs). There are obvious similarities between this approach and that of 
BRAHMS regarding the separation of system functions and the introduction of adaptation layers 
to interface the higher layer functions to the radio interface procedures.
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Fig. 2-10. Protocol architecture defined/adopted within ETSI BSM WG
The group has produced a number of technical reports summarizing the current state-of-the-art 
and the particular problems that have to be addressed within the context of broadband IP-based 
satellite systems. Ongoing is the derivation of technical specifications addressing key issues with 
respect to the support of end-to-end functions and protocols over the BSM network: multicast, 
addressing and routing, security, IP QoS.
Regarding the radio interface aspects, two main system families are under standardization. The 
first one, called RSM-A, refers to Regenerative satellite systems with on board Switching 
providing Mesh connectivity. The air interface is effectively the revised Spaceway air interface, a 
native-IP interface that originates from the earlier ATM-based system design.
The second system family under standardization is the DVB-RCS family of systems.
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2.4 Reference system for our work
Clearly, the trend in the design of broadband satellite systems is towards IP-based technology. 
Nevertheless, the satellite remains significantly different from an IP router at the sky, despite 
recent experimental efforts towards this direction [35]. Even in the more native-IP system 
architectures described earlier, labels are envisaged for on-board switching of traffic amongst the 
satellite beams.
In our work we have avoided restricting ourselves to a particular system design or radio interface. 
However, the main capabilities assumed for our reference system stand in close agreement with 
the trends described in section 2.3 and, in particular, with the directions followed within the ETSI 
BSM framework. The reference system capabilities include the following:
■ Dynamic bandwidth on demand mechanisms: these come under the radio transmission
dependent system functions and are similar in all types of systems described earlier.
■ Mesh connectivity: in the main part of the Thesis, it is assumed that two satellite terminals
can directly communicate with each-other in a single hop, rather than via the hub station at 
the expense of an additional hop. In general mesh connectivity does not require on-board 
switching or even regenerative payload; however we consider that at least the second 
feature is available in the system and the BoD Controller (scheduler) is located on-board 
the satellite.
■ TCP performance enhancing capabilities: from the broad variety of TCP Performance 
Enhancing Proxy (TCPPEP) features, we focus our attention on the split-TCP mechanism. 
Both symmetric and asymmetric TCPPEP implementations are addressed.
■ Link layer reliability mechanisms enabling local recovery of information such as
retransmissions over the satellite radio interface.
We believe that the research reported in the thesis is relevant to a wide range of current and future 
broadband satellite systems irrespective of the actual engineering details that enable the 
aforementioned system functions.
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3.1 Background
The support of real-time, multimedia applications over the Internet has motivated endless 
discussions during the last decade. Since the Internet has been traditionally offering best-effort 
service with no quality of service guarantees, several proposals have been put forward to enable 
the use of more demanding applications over the most popular data network of our times. 
Proposed changes concern both the network architecture and the application domain.
With respect to the Internet architecture, the research community has investigated new service 
architectures, which depart significantly from the best-effort paradigm. The Integrated Services 
(IntServ) framework [36] emerged first in the early 90s. It can provide strict per-flow guarantees 
relying heavily on explicit signaling carried by the Resource Reservation Protocol (RSVP) and 
admission control functions at the individual network elements [37]. These same features that 
allow the architecture to provide hard QoS guarantees increase its complexity and limit its 
scalability. The Differentiated Services [38] architecture was proposed as an answer to these 
concerns. The complexity related to admission control and per-flow state is removed and the 
service differentiation is achieved via a set of functions (traffic policing, packet marking and 
scheduling, buffer management) that are applied at the class level. However, the QoS guarantees 
in this case are softer and qualitative, namely the network’s single commitment is that packets of 
a high priority class will obtain better service than those of a lower priority class. Neither IntServ 
nor DiffServ have yet achieved becoming commercially successful, dictating in the same time a 
fundamental trade-off between complexity/scalability and QoS provision capabilities [39]. More 
recent proposals attempt to strike a better balance between these two requirements. The 
combination of IntServ at the edge with DiffServ at the core of the network [40] at first and, more 
recently, the Dynamic Packet State (DPS) concept [41] and the Proportional Differentiated 
Service model [42] are all frameworks that aim to preserve the scalability advantages of DiffServ, 
while enhancing the QoS guarantees the network can provide.
In the application domain, more flexible application implementations, such as streaming, take 
advantage of end host capabilities (e.g. processing, storage capacity) to relax the requirements 
posed on the network side. It is not clear where one should draw the line between the two 
approaches, namely whether the network should be designed to accommodate a given service set
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with well-defined requirements or the applications should be written, having in mind standardized 
network transfer capabilities. The broad variety of existent Internet applications and the 
unpredictability of emerging applications only complicate this decision.
Shenker in [43] invoked the concept of utility function in an attempt to interpret the different 
requirements posed by the broad application space into mathematical terms and segregate them 
into discrete categories. These functions are a subjective measure of the satisfaction the 
application -eventually the “user”, man or machine- obtains and they are expressed in the same 
paper as a function of the rate that is available to the application. Four different application types 
were identified there on the basis of their utility functions: hard real-time, elastic, delay-adaptive 
and rate-adaptive (Fig. 3-1).
Hard real-time applications impose strict packet-level requirements on the network in the sense 
that all the application packets have to respect some maximum delay threshold in order to be of 
some value. The rate provided to the connection should satisfy this requirement; higher values are 
of no added value, whereas failure to guarantee this rate cannot be tolerated by the application. 
Traditional telephony and applications that need circuit-switched service come under this 
application category.
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Fig. 3-1. Application utility as a function of available data rate for different types of applications
qualitative representation from [43]
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Elastic traffic, on the other hand, features a logarithmic utility function. Since there are not strict 
packet-level requirements, increase of the rate achieved by the application improves the user 
satisfaction, the performance enhancement being more dramatic at smaller rates. File transfer and 
electronic mail, introducing performance requirements at the flow-level rather than the packet- 
level, come under this category.
The other two categories of applications, namely delay-adaptive and rate-adaptive, represent more 
Internet-specific trends for the provision of real-time applications (e.g. audio and video) that are 
more tolerant to delay and loss in the network. Delay-adaptive applications still feature some 
inherent rate related to the non-controlled source packet generation rate. The capacity offered by 
the network has to approach this inherent rate before the performance becomes acceptable. With 
rate-adaptive applications, the rate of the source can be controlled, offering additional flexibility 
to the application. Although there is still some critical rate that leads to good performance, the 
user can gain higher satisfaction than with delay-adaptive applications at lower rates and perceive 
more clearly rate increments at levels beyond this critical rate. At the network level, and also from 
a teletraffic point of view, the above classification may be -and often is- interpreted with less 
precision [44], Internet traffic can be broadly classified to either one of two fundamentally 
different traffic categories: stream and elastic traffic. Stream traffic, which essentially supports 
voice and video communications, refers to traffic flows whose packets need to be delivered in a 
timely manner. Packet delay, delay variation and loss are the most important quality measures. On 
the other hand, elastic traffic refers to transmission of data where emphasis is laid on flow/session 
level performance metrics such as the overall transfer delay or the achieved throughput rather than 
packet-level metrics. Elastic traffic can adjust to a wide range of changes in delay and throughput 
across the Internet and still meet the needs of the applications. Typical elastic data applications 
are email, Web browsing and applications involving file transfers such as FTP or peer-to-peer 
applications.
The nature of the traffic and its QoS requirements dictate the way it should be handled by the 
network. Elastic traffic can benefit from buffering and feedback control mechanisms provided, for 
example, by the ATM Available Bit Rate (ABR) service class or TCP. Both protocols aim to fully 
exploit available network capacity while achieving fail- shares between competing flows3. The 
difference between the two lies in the way the respective intelligence and complexity are 
distributed between network and end-hosts. In the case of ABR, the main processing takes place 
at the network nodes, reflecting the more centralized approach taken in the ATM protocol design. 
With TCP, the intelligence is distributed at the end hosts.
3 Both protocols /mechanisms have an inherent bias against connections with higher round-trip times, i.e. 
longer loop. This bias is more dramatic with TCP due to its Additive Increase Multiplicative Decrease 
(AIMD) window-based flow control
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3.2 TCP
TCP is the protocol supporting the most popular Internet applications, the ones generating the 
overwhelming majority of the Internet traffic at present, despite the increase of voice over IP 
(VoIP) and video streaming traffic. At the same time it is the expression of the different network 
control paradigm of Internet when compared to conventional telephone networks or the ATM 
networks. In the latter, strict access control is applied: the end user has to specify, more explicitly 
or less explicitly, its traffic requirements and the network responds to them, accepting or rejecting 
the traffic request. In the Internet on the other hand the network intelligence and complexity were 
placed at the edges of the network. The traffic request is always accepted but the end user has to 
perform the necessary functions to prevent congestion collapse under this more liberal policy. 
TCP is central to this task.
TCP [45] is a connection-oriented transport-layer protocol, providing reliable data transfer service 
on top of the connectionless network layer service of IP. It includes explicit connection set-up and 
termination phases as well as data retransmissions, enabling the in-sequence data delivery to the 
upper layer. Data are carried in the form of data units of variable size called TCP segments, under 
the command of the flow-control and congestion-control algorithms of the protocol. TCP 
performs dynamic window-based flow control, assisted by feedback in the form of 
Acknowledgment (ACK) packets. The send rate of the connection is dynamically and implicitly 
adjusted via the variation of the congestion window (cwnd) value. An upper limit to this value 
(rwnd), hence to the connection rate, may be imposed by the receiving TCP peer due to buffer 
availability limitations or by the application requesting TCP services. At any instant, the value of 
the TCP send window is set to the minimum of these two window values.
The bandwidth-delay product (BDP) of a connection path is defined as the product of the path 
round-trip delay (RTD), involving only propagation delays rather than buffering or serialization 
ones, times the capacity C of the slowest link on this path
BDPsegmenls=RTD>C/MSS (3-1)
where division by MSS, the Maximum Segment Size of the TCP connection, yields the BDP 
equivalent in TCP segments.
Setting the rwnd value higher than the BDP of the path ensures that the connection is not a priori 
constrained from taking full advantage of the bandwidth available to it. Fig. 3-2 plots the time 
required for the completion of a 500kB transfer over a high latency link of 0.54s round-trip delay. 
Increase of the rwnd results in decrease of this time only as long as rwnd < BDP, whereas 
increase of the link capacity improves perfonnance only when rwnd > BDP. When the first 
inequality holds, the connection is receive window-limited, since the ultimate limitation comes
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from the rwnd setting rather than the available capacity. Increase of the link capacity in this case 
will not benefit the connection. Otherwise, the connection is capacity-limited. We will see later in 
chapter 6 that in a shared environment, the TCP connection may be capacity limited even when 
rwnd < BDP, when one or more links on the connection path are shared among many TCP 
connections. In that case, the connections benefit from the bottleneck link capacity increase.
The cwnd value is controlled via certain algorithms. Although the details of some of them differ 
and actually create the broad variety of TCP variants encountered in the literature, one may 
identify five basic phases (including the connection set-up and termination phases) that can be 
considered as a reference for the description and characterization of every TCP flavour [46].
When the data transfer is initiated, after the connection is set up, TCP enters the slow-starl (SS) 
phase. During slow-start, TCP increases its window exponentially. For any ACK packet it 
receives in the reverse direction, confirming correct reception of a TCP segment sent in forward 
direction, the sender increases its window by one. It continues doing so until either the cwnd 
exceeds the slow-start threshold (ssthresh) -a value set during the connection set-up or earlier and 
adjusted subsequently during the connection progress- or a packet loss is inferred. In both cases 
the connection enters the congestion avoidance (CA) phase. The window evolution in this phase is 
slower, since the window is now increased by one segment per correctly received window of TCP 
segments rather than per ACK packet, as the case was during slow-start.
Fig. 3-2. TCP latency for a 500kB transfer- dependence on the TCP rwnd and the link capacity
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Losses of transmitted segments in the forward direction are inferred at the sender in two ways. 
The expiration of the TCP retransmission timer is the first and the only one supported in early 
TCP implementations (TCP Tahoe and earlier). The protocol maintains an estimate srtt of the 
round-trip time RTT of the connection, one that includes queuing and serialization delays at the 
individual network nodes on the connection path. The estimate is updated upon reception of 
ACKs corresponding to one or more correctly received TCP segments, according to a low-pass, 
exponential average filter that smoothes out the impact of individual samples. This estimate is 
used to set the retransmission timeout (rto) variable. The retransmission timer is reset upon each 
ACK. If the timer expires before the reception of a new ACK, or reception of duplicate ACKs, the 
sender reduces the cwnd to one and re-enters SS.
The second “loss sensor” is based on the reception of duplicate ACKs. In case of an out-of-order 
segment, the TCP receiver will produce a duplicate ACK, i.e. an ACK for the last correctly 
received segment. When the number of duplicate ACKs exceeds some threshold allowing for re­
ordering of segments in the network (by default 3), the sender concludes a packet loss. It will then 
retransmit the lost segment (Fast Retransmit) and -depending on the specific TCP variant- will 
either timeout, reduce cwnd to 1 and enter SS (TCP Tahoe) or enter the Fast Recovery phase 
(TCP Reno and later variants). In Fast Recovery (FR), the sender typically sets ssthresh to half the 
current cwnd and increases its current cwnd by the duplicate ACKs’ threshold number. The 
sender remains in FR, increasing its cwnd by one for each additional duplicate ACK received 
until an ACK for new data is received. The sender then sets cwnd to the current congestion 
threshold value and returns to the normal CA phase.
3.2.1 The growing list of TCP variants
TCP Reno (TCP-R) improved the responsiveness of the protocol to lost segments via introducing 
an additional phase (FR). TCP-R FR is not effective when there are multiple segment losses from 
a single window of data. TCP SACK (Selective Acknowledgments) [47], [48] addresses this 
inefficiency, modifying the TCP response when three duplicate ACKs arrive at the sender. The 
use of selective acknowledgements enables the receiver to inform the sender about multiple non­
contiguous blocks of successfully transmitted data segments. Thus, the sender can skip the 
retransmission of all SACKed data, and retransmit the first unacknowledged, non-SACKed data 
segment. In this way, TCP SACK allows the sender to avoid retransmitting segments whose 
successful delivery at the other end is not evident from the duplicate ACKs that arrive at the 
sender and accelerate the loss recovery procedure.
TCP NewReno (TCP-NR) proposes a modification to the Reno FR algorithm that consists of 
responding to partial acknowledgements received during FR [49]. A partial ACK is an ACK that
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covers new data but not all data outstanding when loss was first detected. The purpose of the 
modification is to address the TCP-R inefficiency in case of multiple losses per window of data 
and accelerate the retransmission of lost segments in the absence of TCP SACK capabilities.
TCP Westwood (TCP-W) is a more recent proposal [50] that again attempts to reduce the duration 
of the Fast Recovery phase but in a different manner from TCP-NR and TCP SACK. TCP-W 
modifies the way the cwnd and the ssthresh values are set after inference of packet loss, which 
may be due to either congestion or link errors. Westwood measures and filters the returning rate 
of acknowledgments with a low-pass filter, in order to derive an estimate of the bandwidth that is 
available to the connection. It then uses this estimate to choose less conservative values for the 
cwnd and the ssthresh variables after the congestion episode is over.
TCP Vegas [51], [52] also relies on measurements and packet timestamps in order to better tune 
the TCP sender. However, it introduces more significant changes than TCP-W and TCP-NR to the 
TCP flow control algorithms. The changes address slow-start (increase of the window eveiy other 
RTT), congestion avoidance and the way retransmissions are determined. In short, Vegas attempts 
to prevent congestion rather than react to it. This makes it less aggressive than Reno and penalizes 
its performance when it competes with Reno connections for the same resource.
Tahoe, Reno, NewReno and SACK are the main TCP variants implemented currently in Internet 
according to reported measurements [53]. Many more implementations have been proposed and 
become the subject of experimentation. Their majority addresses the particular requirements of 
the wireless environments. The interested reader is referred to [54] and [55] for detailed lists of 
the numerous TCP variants that have been thrown into the research arena in the last decade.
3.3 TCP in satellite environments
Satellite environments have been a challenge for TCP. The difficulties the protocol faces across 
these environments have been documented in [56] and proposed solutions to address these 
difficulties are summarized in [57]. Focusing our attention on geostationary satellite systems, 
GEO satellite links combine at least two features that differentiate them from standard wired links 
and have a detrimental impact on TCP performance:
■ High latency: this latency may lead to high delay-bandwidth products and necessitates 
changes in standard TCP so that the connection can fully exploit the available bandwidth 
(“fill the pipe”), when the conditions (link errors, congestion level) do not pose additional 
constraints. More significantly, the high latency lengthens the duration of the slow-start 
phase and delays the growth of the sender window, resulting in longer transfer times.
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■ Link errors: whereas transmission losses are rare in wired links, satellite links are wireless 
links, hence non error-free. Although satellites have been part of the Internet TCP/IP 
infrastructure as early as 19804, TCP algorithms evolved subsequently under the 
assumption of wired, error-free links, so that packet losses were implicitly interpreted as a 
congestion signal. As a result even losses due to link errors trigger congestion-oriented 
action at TCP sender, lowering -most often unnecessarily- the connection throughput and 
lengthening the transfer duration [59].
Besides these two aspects, real-life satellite system configurations also introduce some form of 
asymmetry, which is usually an engineering choice rather than an inherent satellite environment 
feature. We will not say more about asymmetry at this point; we will rather resume discussion on 
it in chapter 4.
The first problem had been addressed as early as 1992 within the context of LFNs (Long Fat 
Networks), i.e. networks including high BDP paths. Two options were introduced for TCP in [60] 
to cope with such paths. The window scale option allowed the TCP receive window to exceed the 
65kB limit due to the protocol header engineering, so that it can exploit the BDP of the respective 
paths and utilize fully the high latency link. With the timestamps option, on the other hand, the 
sender derives one RTT measurement per acknowledged segment rather than window of data. 
RTT measurements become more reliable and the perfonnance of flow control algorithms is 
improved. Nevertheless, these options did not really answer the efficiency problem related to the 
slow-start phase. Three proposals reported in [57], namely the Larger Initial Window option [61], 
the Delayed Acknowledgments after Slow Start (DAASS) algorithm [62] and the Byte Counting 
modification to the TCP congestion control [63] during slow-start attempt to reduce the duration 
of this phase, each one in its own way:
■ the Larger initial window option starts with an initial window value higher than one,
■ DAASS deactivates the Delayed Acknowledgments option during slow-start, so that the per 
ACK packet increase of the cwnd is faster
■ Byte counting combines the use of Delayed Acknowledgments with slow-start acceleration, 
in that it requires the sender to increase its window on the basis of the cumulative bytes 
acknowledged by each ACK rather than the pure number of ACK packets.
None of these three proposals are satellite environment-specific.
Regarding the problem of link errors, the list of proposed actions is even longer. Again, the 
majority of the respective proposals are related to modifications of the end hosts’ protocol stacks:
4 TCP was traversing the satellite transatlantic links connecting Europe with the US ARPANET backbone, 
the predecessor to what we now know as Internet [58]
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the sender and/or -to a lesser extent- the receiver implementation. A first set of proposals is 
related to the standard TCP implementations such as TCP NewReno, TCP-SACK and its 
variations (TCP-FACK [64], TCP-DSACK [48]) featuring improved performance during loss 
recovery, i.e. achieve faster recovery from losses. On top of them, there are several protocol 
implementations addressing explicitly the case of wireless environments.
The main drawback of all these TCP-oriented solutions is that the TCP sender cannot infer 
whether the loss of a packet is due to congestion or corruption, a problem spotted already in [65], 
Attempts to conclude this on the basis of heuristics have not been successful, (ref. section 5.1) 
leaving two alternatives for performance enhancement:
* inform the sender explicitly about the reason for the packet loss so that it can act 
accordingly, namely retransmit with or without invoking congestion-oriented action. 
Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN) [66], Explicit Loss Notification (ELN) [67] and 
Explicit Bad State Notification (EBSN) [68] are mechanisms belonging to this category, 
where a network element -router, gateway or a base station at the border between the wired 
and the wireless networks- or the peer TCP entity provides this feedback to the TCP 
sender.
■ attempt to hide the losses due to link errors from the terrestrial sender, letting it assume that 
any loss incidence is due to congestion. Link level retransmissions [69] fall under this 
category.
The satellite, and more generally the wireless, community have gone one step further: TCP 
Performance Enhancing Proxies (TCPPEPs) are among the favourite methods of enhancing TCP 
performance over satellite links.
We will elaborate further on these alternatives, focusing on link-level retransmissions and split 
connections, in chapter 5.
3.4 TCP analytical models
Despite the problems it faces in a number of environments, TCP remains the de-facto transport 
protocol for elastic Internet traffic; and given its adaptive nature it does not just carry this traffic 
but rather shapes it. To this end its analytical modelling becomes relevant not only to protocol 
performance analysis but also to traffic engineering tasks. Traditional sources of free traffic such 
as Poisson or ON-OFF have been characterized at the packet level on the basis of attributes such 
as the mean/peak rate and burst length that are source-specific and do not depend on the network 
conditions.
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On the contrary, TCP does not feature an inherent rate. Its send rate is adjusted dynamically with 
respect to the available network capacity; or, to be precise, with respect to its own understanding 
of the available capacity. In the ideal case of a well-performing feedback loop the two should 
coincide. While the instantaneous rate of TCP varies, following the variations of its window and 
the RTT of the connection, analysis focuses on the mean rate of the connection. Note that one 
should discriminate among three different notions of TCP connection rate: send rate, throughput 
and goodput. The throughput of the connection is lower than or equal to its send rate, since some 
of the packets sent by the sender may not reach the receiver due to link errors or congestion loss. 
It is also higher than or equal to the connection goodput, since there may be duplicate packets at 
the receiver due to TCP retransmissions that are not forwarded to the application.
Analytical models for TCP have addressed the two main metrics that are of interest for TCP 
connections:
■ Throughput: the models provide expressions for the both the TCP send rate and throughput. 
Throughput becomes more relevant for long transfers, where the impact of slow-start is less 
significant. The implicit assumption in the derivation of formulas is that the connections are 
of infinite duration.
■ Latency, namely the time required for the completion of a TCP transfer5: the models 
consider the Slow Start phase and assume finite transfers, i.e. the size of the transfer (in 
bytes/segments) is one of the explicit parameters of these expressions.
Estimation of the TCP mean throughput can be made via detailed stochastic models. The random 
variable under question is the size of the TCP window w that evolves probabilistically over time. 
The behaviour of TCP in congestion avoidance is followed at the level of round, which involves 
the back-to-back transmission of a number of packets equal to the window of the TCP connection. 
Assuming that there is no correlation between packet losses in successive rounds, the window 
evolution can be formulated in terms of Markov Chain processes and can be solved via numerical 
methods to derive the mean window value and, in a second straightforward step, the TCP 
throughput [70].
This is the approach taken in [71], Nevertheless, there are two much simpler approximations for 
the TCP throughput that are broadly invoked in the literature. They both yield a closed-form 
expression for TCP throughput as a function of the RTT of the connection and the loss p 
experienced by the TCP sender. The latter is generally different than the percentage of lost 
packets due to the memory property of TCP: TCP can -and this capability depends on the actual
5 Latency is often used as a synonym o f delay. We use the term in the same context it is used in [75] as a 
abbreviated synonym for the duration of a TCP transfer, measured from the moment the data transfer is 
initiated from the TCP sender till the moment the last byte of data reaches the TCP receiver.
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implementation of TCP under consideration- interpret multiple packet losses as a single loss 
event and invoke congestion-oriented action only once.
The first approximation, the simpler of the two, is known as the inverse square-root p  formula
Thr _ W  <MS$-()-p) _ Ic M S S f l - p )
RTT'eff 4 p RTT'
(3-2)
eff
MSS is the maximum segment size used by TCP (assumed constant in the derivation, W is the 
mean window value maintained by the connection and k is a constant, ranging from 0.87 to 1.31, 
depending on the assumptions about the loss nature (random, periodic) and the use of the Delayed 
Acknowledgments option [72], which is recommended for the general Internet.
There may well be a limitation Wimx on the upper value of the window, corresponding to the 
rwnd variable explained earlier. In this case (3-2) can be written in the more complete form:
ThrMM0 = min
RTTeff ■Jp RTT,
(3-3)
eff J
The simplicity of (3-3) -in [72] it is derived graphically in a couple of lines- comes apparently at 
some cost. The formula addresses the congestion avoidance phase; the slow-start impact is 
ignored. Neither the Fast Retransmit and Fast Recovery mechanisms nor retransmissions due to 
timeouts are taken into account. Therefore the formula is precise in a limited range of p  values: 
low enough p  implies long duration of slow-start, while high enough p  increases the impact of 
TCP timeouts. In both cases the assumptions underlying the formula derivation are violated.
An improved version of the inverse square-law formula, including the effect of timeouts and 
retransmissions, was provided by Padhye et al. in [73]
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where:
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and T0 is the base timeout value of the TCP retransmission tinier. The sensitivity of the formula to 
T0 is discussed further in section 3.4.1. Though less simple than (3-3) and still ignoring the slow- 
start effect, (3-4) has been reported to be more precise at higher loss rates [74], where timeouts are 
more frequent and have a more detrimental impact on throughput.
The impact of slow-start has been addressed in [70] and [75]. In both studies the transfer was split 
into two phases, slow-start and congestion avoidance, each one subject to separate analysis. The 
TCP throughput formula in [70] takes into account packet loss due to buffer overflow and random 
link errors, whereas in [75] the interest was in the derivation of the average time required for the 
completion of a finite data transfer of size DF, called TCP latency. In comparison with the 
aforementioned steady-state throughput formulas, the analysis in [75] takes also into account the 
slow-start initial window W/n as well as the rate of the window growth y , due to the use or not of 
the Delayed Acknowledgments option. However, it does not give a closed-form expression for the 
latency TCSA (from the initials of the paper authors). Given the computation of TCSA an estimate of
the equivalent mean throughput achieved by the connection during the finite transfer is 
straightforward via
The metric of interest when considering TCP traffic is definitely related to the specific elastic 
application, mainly via the size of the file transfers involved. Throughput is more relevant to the 
usually long transfers earned out by FTP or peer-to-peer applications, while latency is of higher 
interest in the case of shorter transfers, which are more common for Web browsing.
Note that for all formulas (3-2)..(3-5), the respective send rate of the connection may be estimated 
after dividing with 1-p, namely
Fig. 3-3..Fig. 3-6 compare the model predictions for throughput and latency over high propagation 
delay links, in the order of GEO satellite link propagation delay, reflecting their main differences 
and similarities. Throughput is measured in TCP segments (MSS) per second. We use (3-5) for 
interpreting estimated latency to throughput and vice-versa, while we refer to formulas
tcsa (jfnax ^ F,RTT, p,T0,Win>y) (3-5)
SRX= xe{PFTK,CSA,MMO}
1 - p (3-6)
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(3-2)/(3-3), (3-4) and (3-5) as MMO, PFTK and CSA respectively from the initials of the authors 
appearing in the respective papers.
The square-root p formula (MMO) is more optimistic at higher error rates, in that it yields higher 
(resp. lower) estimates for throughput (resp. latency) of TCP transfers. The formula does not 
account for timeouts, which become more significant at these error rates and differentiate the 
outcome of the PFTK formula from the MMO formula. On the other hand, the CSA formula 
coincides with PFTK for higher error rates, since at these error rates the impact of the slow-start 
phase is significantly reduced and the former invokes the latter for the throughput estimation 
during the CA phase. At lower error rates, the deviation of the CSA from the PFTK formula 
increases with smaller transfer sizes, along with the portion of time spent in slow-start. 
Removal/relaxation of maximum receive window restrictions lFmax at low error rates can push the 
throughput estimates of (3-2)/(3-3) and (3-4) up to much higher values.
PFTK
—e - MMO
—e - MMO-no Wmax
CSA
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Fig. 3-5. Equivalent TCP latency estimates for DF = 
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3.4.1 Sensitivity of the PFTK and CSA formulas on T0 parameter
It is worth noting the impact of the T0 parameter on the estimates obtained from the PFTK and 
CSA formulas for TCP throughput and latency respectively. Later in section 3.5.2 we w ill see that 
these formulas are building blocks of methods used in the analysis of TCP/IP networks. Whereas 
the other model parameters (RTT, p) are outputs of these methods, T0 is a free parameter.
In real TCP implementations the TCP retransmission timeout (RTO) variable is continuously 
updated on the basis of the round-trip time measurements performed by the TCP sender. The 
measurements of TCP connections statistics in [73], report ratios T" o f T0 over RTT that vary 
between 1.5 and >10. The impact of T0 on the model estimates is summarized in Fig. 3-7. It is 
clearly dramatic at higher error rates, where the weight of timeouts -second term in the 
denominator of (3-4)- increases. Throughput (resp. latency) numbers in Fig. 3-7b and d are 
normalized with respect to the throughput (resp. latency) value for 7"=1.
a) Throughput vs. mean timeout value b) Throughput reduction with timeout value
c) TCP latency v s. mean timeout value d) TCP latency increase with T0
Fig. 3-7. Impact o f T0 on the estimates obtained by the PFTK and CSA formulas
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3.5 TCP/IP networks analysis
The models presented in section 3.4 yield TCP throughput/latency estimates for a single 
connection abstracting the network to mean values for p  and RTT. On their own, these models are 
not of much use. Rather than being free parameters that vary independently, both p and RTT as 
well as the timeout value T0 depend on the send rate of the individual TCP connections and they 
are the outcome of the interaction of the network with the adaptive TCP protocol agents. Even 
more significantly, these parameters cannot be known in advance: Padhye et al. measure them in 
[73] in order to validate their PFTK formula.
The analysis of multiple connection scenarios and their interaction with the network relies on 
more elaborate methods that do not necessitate a priori knowledge of the aforementioned 
parameters. Two main trends have emerged in the last years in this direction, processor-sharing 
models and Jixed-point methods. Both approaches can be of use with respect to two tasks:
■ Performance analysis: this task consists in predicting the performance of TCP flows for 
given network topology and resources such as link capacities and buffers.
■ Dimensioning: this is the dual task and consists in the estimation of the required network 
resources for given performance requirements.
3.5.1 Processor-sharing based models
3.5.1.1 Rationale and main features
Processor-sharing based models have been amongst the most popular approaches in modelling the 
interaction of TCP flows with the network. The models address TCP performance at the flow- 
/connection-level. In other words they predict the throughput obtained by a connection or the time 
required for the transfer of a file but they cannot provide insight into the packet-level dynamics of 
the traffic (expressed as buffer queues, losses etc)6.
The models are effectively an abstraction of the TCP-controlled bandwidth sharing that is 
performed in individual links. There is no explicit model for TCP in their formulation, i.e. no use 
of formulas (3-2)..(3-5) is made. The adaptive nature of TCP is captured in the processor-sharing 
model, namely the assumption that all active connections share the bottleneck link capacity in a 
fan manner. Further engineering details of the protocol are ignored. Most of the models address 
the single-link case, implicitly assuming the presence of one bottleneck link on the connection 
path.
6 In [79] processor-sharing concepts were expanded at packet level. There, the N-Burst model introduced 
earlier in [80], was adapted along the lines of the modified Engset model in [81].
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Application-level behaviour is an integral part of the models. The input load Le is expressed as a 
function of the mean file size /  and the rate of file transfer requests X and may be generated by 
infinite or finite source population. The fundamental advantage of PS-based models is their 
insensitivity property, namely the fact that the model outcome is not affected by the actual 
distribution of file size or file transfer requests (connection arrivals) but only depends on the ratio 
of their means (for example, see [76] section 4.4). This enables the generalization of analytical 
results derived under Markovian assumptions to more realistic scenarios regarding the dynamics 
of TCP traffic dynamics: both TCP flow arrivals and sizes of transferred files exhibit power-tail 
distributions (see [77], [78] and references therein).
3.5.1.2 Description of models
An estimate of the mean connection throughput, based on M/G/l/°°-PS model, was proposed in 
[82]. The model assumes that a single TCP connection can saturate the bottleneck link, i.e. there 
are no rate limits due to the access network or other bottleneck links on the connection path. This 
assumption is relaxed in the M/G/R-PS models, first considered in [83] and later invoked in [84]. 
Both models assume infinite number of sources producing an input data rate
= (3-7)
Two models are concerned with finite number of sources. In the TCP-modified Engset model [81] 
the source alternates between an active and idle state. The active state is entered when the user 
initiates a file transfer, while the off (idle period) starts after the transfer is completed. Contrary to 
the infinite-source models, the actual load offered to the system is a function of the actual system 
it is offered to. The independent variable in this case is the intended offered load per idle source
k ., = V /  (3-8)
where Xs is the file request arrival rate per idle source.
The second fmite-source model is the Closed Queuing Network (CQN) model proposed in [85] 
and its main contribution is the derivation of “effective bandwidth” formulas, applicable to 
network dimensioning for elastic data traffic. These formulas are based on normal approximations 
and hold under heavy traffic load.
All models consider the two metrics mentioned in section 3.4 and variations of theirs (mostly 
normalized). For example, the M/G/R-PS and the TCP modified Engset models consider two dual 
parameters, delay factor and Figure of Demerit respectively (refer to section 4.6.1 for more 
details), which express the relative performance degradation in terms of throughput decrease and 
latency increase respectively. In the case of CQN model, two throughput-related criteria are
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considered, its mean and its 90%, 95%, 99% percentiles. The TCP modified Engset model is the 
single model that was expanded for multiple user classes, where a user class is related to different 
As and /  . Nevertheless, the RTTs of all connections are assumed to be the same.
3.5.1.3 Comparison of models
Fig. 3-8 compares the throughput approximation in [82] with the predictions of the M/G/R-PS 
model for various values of the number of servers R -higher values of R correspond to tighter 
restrictions on the rate of an individual TCP connection. Both the obtained throughput and the 
offered load are normalized with respect to the link capacity. The M/G/l-PS based approximation 
is more optimistic than the M/G/R-PS|R=i prediction throughout the load range. The two 
predictions only coincide at the two extremes of the load range. For higher values of R, the 
distance between the two model predictions grows as the offered load decreases, the estimates of 
the M/G/R-PS model at low load being hard limited by the access line speed.
Fig. 3-9 illustrates the use of the two models for dimensioning purposes. The rate limit imposed 
per connection in the M/G/R-PS model is set to 128kb/s. The number of servers R varies and is 
deduced together with the actual required capacity from the iterative procedure that estimates the 
latter. In line with the remarks made on Fig. 3-8, the M/G/l-PS model yields more optimistic 
estimates about the required capacity. The respective overprovisioning factor Cn (the ratio of the 
required capacity over the offered load Le) decreases as the offered load increases, providing a 
demonstration of the economy of scale principle.
Regarding the finite-source models, we compare the CQN model and the modified TCP Engset 
model estimates for the throughput TCP connections achieve over a GEO satellite link of 
2.048Mb/s without multiple-access sharing. The estimates of the second model almost coincide
Infinite-source models (M/G/l -PS vs. M/G/R-PS)
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Finite-source models (TCP modified Engset vs. CQN) - Xs = 0.2 , f  = 200kB
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Fig. 3-10. Mean TCP throughput versus number o f  
sources for different models and metrics
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with those of the CQN model when the mean throughput is considered, as long as connections are 
capacity-limited. For low values of N, the connections in the second model are rate-limited by the 
access line speed (128kb/s). The mean and the 95th percentile of the throughput estimates tend to 
converge for higher N, in agreement with the results reported in [85]. Fig. 3-11 is the dual of Fig.
3-10 and lends to the same interpretation. It plots the required capacity estimates for different 
throughput requirements. The latter are normalized with respect to the link access speed, which is 
one of the parameters of the TCP modified Engset model (128kb/s in these plots).
Note: Contrary to the CQN model that does not account for buffering at all, the buffer size is one 
of the inputs to the TCP modified Engset model. Although the model cannot provide queue 
statistics, its estimates in terms of TCP throughput are sensitive to the buffer size. In the results 
shown above, we fix the normalized buffer size in 1.35 times the bandwidth delay product of the 
link.
3.5.2 Fixed-point methods
3.5.2.1 Rationale and main features
The use of fixed-point methods in the field of telecommunication network analysis is not novel. 
Fixed-point techniques had been used already in [86] in the context of circuit-switched networks. 
The interest in them has revived in the context of TCP/IP network analysis.
Whereas processor sharing-based models attempt to capture the TCP elasticity in a single model 
for the network node, fixed-point methods feature separate, explicit models for the TCP source 
and the network resource that are coupled with each-other: the TCP send rate is an explicit 
function of the loss and delay experienced by the connection in the network nodes (3-2)..(3-4),
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which are in turn a function of the TCP send rates via the resource models. Classical queuing 
models such as the M/D/l/K or the M/M/l/K model (see for example [87]), as well as Active 
Queue Management (AQM) models [88] have been proposed for this purpose.
Enumerating the weak points of these models, let us first repeat that the formulas used for the 
TCP send rate already introduce some inaccuracy: all three expressions ignore the details of TCP 
congestion control algorithms (i.e. Fast Retransmit and Fast Recovery), while the square root p 
and the PFTK formulas do not consider the slow-start phase at all. Likewise, the Poisson 
assumption for the packet arrivals underlying the use of M/M(D)/1/K formula may allow the 
reuse of well known queuing theoiy results but is contradicts with extensive evidence in literature 
that the packet arrival process for TCP/IP traffic is largely different than a Poisson point process, 
even at high aggregation levels [89].
3.S.2.2 Description of methods
The TCP source is abstracted into one of the formulas presented in 3.4. The inverse square-root p 
formula is used in [90]-[92]. Bu and Towsley in [74] considered both the MMO and PFTK 
formulas in their analysis for “infinite” transfers and the CSA formula for finite transfers. Finally, 
in [93], the authors solved analytically the Markov Chain rather than relying on any of the closed- 
form expressions, under the simplifying assumption that all connections react in synchronisation 
to the network state.
Regarding resource models, the variety is broader. Classical Markovian models were used in [90], 
[92] and [93]. Roughan et al used the M/D/l/K model, Casetti and Meo used the M/M/l/K 
model, whereas Gibbens et al used some variation of the M/M/l/K model, earlier proposed in 
[94]. These models yield directly the loss and the delay in each link as a function of the incoming 
load, which is -in this context- the sum of the TCP send rates.
Misra and Ott in [91] and Bu with Towsley in [74] considered AQM models. Misra and Ott 
consider a model for the standard RED queue [95], whereas Bu and Towsley modelled its 
“gentle” variant [96], called gentle RED. Contrary to the Markovian queues, in AQM the 
loss/marking probability is a function of the queue size rather than the input load. Queue size 
(hence delay) and loss probability are decoupled in AQM schemes. The extra formula that 
ultimately relates the loss probability to the TCP source send rates is derived in a further step, via 
the “bottleneck link” condition that the sum of the input rates of the TCP connections should be 
equal to the link capacity.
Regarding the application-level behaviour, Casetti and Meo consider a finite number of 
connections alternating between ON (transfer under progress) and OFF states. The other models 
provide the analysis for a static number of connections N. It is however possible to account for
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application level dynamics following the approach in [90]. The connection arrival process is 
abstracted to a distribution for the number of connections that are simultaneously active and long­
term statistical performance of the network is obtained via Monte-Carlo simulations. Notably, 
multiple user classes are treated only in [74], where the generalized processor sharing model is 
invoked to capture the non-uniform capacity sharing amongst different connection classes; the 
latter correspond to different propagation delays.
3.5.2.3 Comparison of methods
Fig. 3-12 demonstrates the impact of the resource models on the performance predicted by the 
fixed-point methods, both in the case of Markovian and AQM models, for a single bottleneck link 
of high latency. The link capacity is 500 segments/s and the buffer size for the Markovian models 
K =50. The MMO formula was used as the TCP model. For the two RED queue versions, the 
maximum drop probability parameters pjnax  is set to 0.2, whereas the two threshold parameters 
minth and maxth as well as the buffer size are a function of the connection number N 
(3N/2, 9N/2 and 9N  respectively [74]). In agreement with the recommendations in [96], Gentle 
RED achieves better delay and loss scores over standard RED for the same queue operational 
parameters leading to higher throughput for the TCP connections. On the contrary, the M/M/l/K 
and the M/D/l/K models represent a trade-off between loss and delay. The resulting throughput 
for TCP connections with the M/D/l/K is slightly higher for small number of competing 
connections, dictating the higher weight of the loss factor in the TCP formula; the queuing delay 
impact is smoothed by the high propagation delay of the link. The difference in per connection 
throughput becomes negligible for higher N  since the higher link throughput achieved by the 
M/D/l/K model is shared among more connections.
AQM resource models Markovian resource models
a) Throughput versus number o f  connections
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b) Packet loss versus number o f  connections
c) Queuing delay versus number o f  connections
Fig. 3-12. Comparison o f resource models used in the fixed-point approximations
In Fig. 3-13, we compare all models under the same number of connections and for a given link 
capacity (500pkts/s). The buffer size for the M/M(D)/1/K models is set to K = 100, whereas the 
settings for the two RED models are the same with the earlier runs, namely proportional to the 
number of connections N. Fig. 3-13c reflects the aggressiveness of the AQM schemes in dropping 
packets: although the physical buffer space allocated to them exceeds K already for N -  12, the 
loss seen by the TCP segments is comparable almost throughout the range of N. Their dropping 
policy allows them to achieve queuing delays lower or equivalent to the Markovian schemes for N 
up to 45 (Fig. 3-13d) and eventually offer higher throughput to the TCP connections (Fig. 3-13a).
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a) Throughput versus number o f  connections b) Link utilization versus number o f  connections
G e n t l e  R E D  
- e -  R E D
M / M / 1 / K  
- T -  M / D / 1 / K
20 30 40 50
N u m b e r  o f  c o n n e c t i o n s
c) Packet loss versus number o f  connections
is 0.15
e -  G e n t l e  R E D  
e -  R E D
a -  M / M / 1 / K  
▼  -  M / D / 1 / K
20 30 40 50
N u m b e r  o f  c o n n e c t i o n s
d) Queuing delay versus number o f  connections
Fig. 3-13. Comparison o f all resource models -  link capacity C=500pkts/s, RTT=0.54s
Table 3-1 provides a classification of the analytical models along a number of axes: whether their 
formulation involves fixed-point methods, whether they incorporate application-level statistics or 
not, the way they model the behaviour of TCP sources and the network elements.
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Table 3-1: Classification o f  TCP analytical models
.......  ' ' —
M odel Application-level Single model for the interaction o f TCP  
with network
TCP-modified N- 
burst/M/1 [79]
Finite sources alternating 
between data transfer/idle 
phases
N-burst/M/lwith modifications catering for 
TCP flow control (packet-level)
TCP modified 
Engset [81]
Finite sources alternating 
between data transfer/idle 
phases-insensitive to file 
size/arrivals distribution
TCP modified Engset model, i.e. an 
adaptation o f  standard Engset model 
accounting for the impact o f buffers and 
TCP (flow level)
M/G/l-PS [82] Infinite sources-Poisson 
distributed flow arrivals
TCP flow control captured in a M/G/l -PS 
model (flow level)
M/G/R-PS with 
blocking or not [83]
Infinite sources-Poisson 
distributed flow arrivals
TCP flow control captured in M/G/l/oo-PS, 
M/G/R/K-PS and M/G/R/oo-PS models 
(flow level)
TCP-modified 
M/G/R-PS [84]
Infinite sources-Poisson 
distributed flow arrivals, TCP- 
controlled service time
TCP modified M/G/R/oo-PS (flow-level)
CQN [85] Finite number o f sources 
alternating between data 
transfer/idle phases-Poisson 
arrivals
M /G/l-PS (flow-level)
..... ................... .
Mode)
. .
Fixed-point m
-----------------------------------
Application-level
odels
— --------------------—
t " r ' ‘ V"\ x ?
TCP model
Bu & Towsley [74] Finite number o f sources 
(static)
Gentle RED 
approximation
PFTK and CSA
Gibbens et al. [90] Finite number o f sources 
(Poisson distributed number o f  
active sources)
M/M/l/K modified 
according to [94]
Square root p
Misra and Ott [91] Finite number o f sources 
(static)
RED
approximation
Square root p
Roughan et al. [92] Finite number o f sources 
(static)
M /D/l/K Square root p
Casetti & Meo [93] Finite number o f sources 
alternating between data 
transfer/idle phases
M /M/l/K Analytical Markov 
chain
Massoulie [97] Infinite sources-Poisson 
arrivals
M/G/l-PS PFTK
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3.6 W hat will be addressed in the following chapters
The main aim of this chapter has been the presentation of the required technical background and 
the introduction of the main terms and concepts that are central in the following four chapters. 
These chapters constitute the main bulk of our contributions and the core of this Thesis.
The analytical methods reviewed in this chapter have been derived with terrestrial, point-to-point 
networks in mind. On the other hand, satellite networks feature broadcast and MAC-shared links, 
as well as asymmetry. In chapter 4, we take as a starting point one of the studies [92] enumerated 
in section 3.5.2 and describe a generalization of their fixed-point method accounting for these 
effects. We demonstrate how the method can be applied to different types of satellite networks 
and accommodate satellite-related, though not satellite-specific only, features such as split-TCP 
connections and MAC-shared return and/or forward links.
In chapter 5 we provide contributions to the topic of TCP performance enhancement over satellite 
links, one of the most-studied research topics in the last decade. We follow a step-by-step 
approach in investigating split connections and link-level retransmissions. We advocate the 
combination of the two mechanisms into a single satellite radio bearer in order to preserve 
performance enhancement over a wide range of operational conditions in both the satellite and the 
terrestrial network. In parallel, we present an analytical model for split-TCP latency that builds on 
what was presented in section 3.4. We then describe the adaptation of the Delayed Duplicate 
Acknowledgment (DDA) scheme to split-TCP capable satellite networks and evaluate its 
performance both in terms of user-centric and network-centric metrics. Besides boosting the 
protocol performance in satellite environments, these mechanisms are deemed mandatory for the 
consistent support of service differentiation for TCP flows over satellite networks featuring error- 
prone satellite links.
We have already discussed in section 1.2 that although “TCP over satellite” seems a saturated 
area, the overwhelming majority of these studies approach satellite links as little more than high 
latency, error-prone links. Their majority addresses the single connection case, addressing the 
protocol incapability to “fill the pipe”, ignoring the broadcast, MAC-shared nature of current and 
envisaged broadband satellite systems. We address this gap in chapter 6, retaining as reference the 
system features described in section 2.7.
Finally in chapter 7, we touch upon proxy features that can be of use to the satellite operators, 
always with relevance to TCP traffic. The additional features trade-off complexity with flexibility 
in satisfying QoS requirements of TCP flows, in line with the more generic QoS trade-off outlined 
in section 3,1,
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4  F i x e d - p o i n t  a p p r o x i m a t i o n s  f o r  T C P  
p e r f o r m a n c e  i n  G E O  s a t e l l i t e  n e t w o r k s
4.1 Introduction
In the following, we investigate the use of fixed-point methods for predicting the performance of 
multiple TCP flows sharing geostationary satellite links. The problem formulation is general in 
that it can address both error-free and error-prone links, proxy mechanisms such as split-TCP 
connections and account for asymmetry and different satellite network configurations. Our 
starting point is the vector-based representation of Roughan et al in [92]. We generalize their 
formulation regarding two aspects that have to be considered when addressing satellite networks, 
although they are not limited to them:
asymmetry: asymmetric network configurations will be incorporated within the vector-based 
representation of the method
broadcast and MAC-shared links: these will be accommodated within the context of network 
resource models described in section 3.5.2.1 and also have to account for transmission errors.
In addition to this, we describe how particular mechanisms of satellite networks such as split-TCP 
connections can be accommodated in this formulation.
4.1.1 Asymmetry
In general, two distinct but closely interrelated types of asymmetry, at least with regard to their 
impact on TCP, may be identified.
Of close relevance to the fixed-point method is the path asymmetry, since it is directly reflected in 
the matrix-based formulation of the method Path asymmetry implies that the connection reverse 
path, i.e. the path followed by TCP ACK packets, is not identical with the forward path, namely 
the path followed by the TCP segments of the connection. Path asymmetry is a feature of many 
operational satellite networks: the unidirectional DVB-S systems, where the return interactive 
channel is provided via different access technologies (e.g. PSTN, GSM), are one example. The 
two-way Very Small Aperture Terminal (VSAT) networks, and more recently, DVB-RCS
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networks featuring a MAC-shared return link and a broadcast TDM forward link, at different 
frequency slices or even bands, are another example.
From a protocol point of view, what really matters is bandwidth1 asymmetry. This occurs when 
the capacities available to TCP segments in the forward direction and ACK packets in the reverse 
direction are different. However, bandwidth asymmetry does not always pose problems to TCP. 
The problems for the smooth operation of the protocol actually occur when the capacity available 
to the connection in the reverse direction is reduced to such an extent that the self-clocking 
mechanism of TCP breaks down; then the throughput of the connection ends up being restricted 
by the rate of ACK packets rather than the available capacity or link errors in the forward 
direction.
Path asymmetry almost always generates bandwidth asymmetry. On the other hand, the latter does 
not presuppose the former; it can be experienced even in cases of path symmetry. For example, it 
can result from different treatment of TCP segments and ACK packets in the queues of 
intermediate nodes (routers) on the symmetric connection path.
4.1.2 Broadcast and MAC-shared links
The discrimination between forward and return link is relevant to systems with star architecture. 
In these systems, data communication between any two satellite terminals may only be 
established via intervention of the Hub station, in two hops. The forward link is almost always a 
broadcast TDM link8. It can be regarded as a conventional multiplexer in terms of the queuing 
delay, and the packet loss it introduces for connections sharing it. However, with regard to 
physical transmission and channel conditions, it corresponds to many point-to-point (p-t-p) links 
due to the physical separation and the heterogeneity of the satellite terminals. The actual variation 
of transmission errors among the receivers depends on a range of parameters including the 
frequency band of operation, receiver quality, spot-beam size, spatial distribution of weather 
conditions and their geographical distribution.
Similar considerations apply to the return link case. A medium-access controlled link is the 
distributed equivalent of a conventional multiplexer. In other words, it can be regarded as a 
distributed queue. Again, the shared link can be abstracted to a “single link” in terms of delay/ 
congestion loss but it is equivalent to many p-t-p links with regard to link error probabilities.
7 The term bandwidth is used here as a synonym o f capacity. There are a lot of objections in the Internet 
community regarding this practice. We succumb to it in our discussion not because we advocate it but 
rather because we want to be inline with the terminology used in IETF RFC 3449 [98].
8 We refer to fixed broadband satellite systems proposed in early 90s and later. The only system relying on 
CDMA has been the Skybridge constellation of Alcatel Space,
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4.2 Generic formulation
Let L be the set of network links and R the set of routes (paths) of the TCP connections. If M  and 
N  are the cardinalities of the two sets, i.e. M  = \L\ and N  =|i?|, then two N  x M routing matrix Af 
and Ar can be defined, one for the forward path and one for the reverse (ACK packets path). 
Their elements a*,a* equal unity when the link j, j  e L, is included in the forward/ reverse 
connection path i respectively, ie  R, and 0 otherwise
_ F , R  _a, = [i if
lo if N r ,  (4' ,)
Let also c = (cj) denote the capacities of the network links and d = (dj) the one-way propagation 
delays, related to them. Then the vector of the round-trip-time delays of the A paths t = (t\) can be 
written as:
t = (af + AR )• (d + dq) = tp + (ap + AR )• dq (4-2)
dq = (dqj, j  e L) are the queuing delays at the output buffers of the links and tp = ( t f )  is the
component of the total path delay that is related to the link propagation delays.
If n{ is the number of connections sharing the same path foiward path i and mfcp,mfCK the TCP
maximum segment size and the ACK packet size respectively on foiward (respectively reverse) 
path, the total send rates of the TCP peer entities can be written
sF=n.-SR(wma%mTCP,p,t)
(4-3)
sR = n. • SR(wmax,mTCP,p,t)- (1 -  p). • u. •m
m,
The notations x. y  and x./y, where x and y  are vectors, denote element-wise multiplication/division 
respectively. The vector p is defined in (4-10), whereas u accounts for the reverse path load 
reduction due to delayed ACKs
0.5 <w; <1 i e R .  (4-4)
SR;(fV/mx, mfcp, p(,tt) denotes the mean send-rate of the connections on path i, as given in (3.1)- 
(3.4).
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The offered load upon the network queues9 is then written as
b = sJ .v F + sJ - v R
where the elements of the N x  M  traffic-thinning matrices Vp, VR are
v " = <
n ( i _ ? /)  v
j'eRt :pos(j',r)<pos(j,r)
0 otherwise
(4-5)
(4-6)
Linkk
Node n
Link j resource k
resource 1
resource j
resource m
Linkl
J  Link m 
]
Fig. 4-1. Network node versus network link
where pos(j,r) yields the position of the queue (link) j  within path i and qj is the aggregate loss 
probability due to both congestion and link errors over the respective link.
The assumption is that:
qk = 0 and p ik = 1 for k : pos(k, r )  < pos(m,r) Vm er t>m ^ k .  (4-7)
In other words, there is no TCP data loss at the sender part of the connections, at the end hosts.
What is then needed is to develop efficient resource models, i.e. models for the actual loss or 
delay that is experienced at the buffers of or over the different links (link errors). In general, 
losses and delays may occur in any link on the connection path
dq7 = fKbpCf) (4-8)
and
Qj =qCj + q !j :=f,J(bj;cJ) + q,J (4-9)
9 A single network node may be related to more than one queues, one per output link (Fig. 4-1)
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where f j  and //a re  functions (formulas) yielding the delay/loss suffered at each link j  of
capacity cy, when load bj is offered to it. The term q'. is the loss probability related to link
errors, which can be neglected in the case of wired links. In order to make the analysis feasible, 
the assumption of independent losses at each link is invoked, so that, if 1 is the vector of size N 
whose components are all equal to unity, the path loss experienced by the TCP senders on the 
connection paths may be written:
p = l  —A „ -(l-q )  (4-10)
The TCP send rate is then dictated by the queuing loss (qj)  and the link errors (q] ) encountered
in each link on the connection path and the limitations set by the buffer availability at the TCP
receiver peer or the application Wmax (see section 3.2).
Example:
The routing matrices Af  and A r  and the traffic-thinning matrices V f  and V* for the simple 
network topology of Fig. 4-2, consisting of only p-t-p links, are
Reverse path - route 1
Forward path - route 1
Fig. 4-2. Example network topology with point-to-point links and path asymmetry
AF =
“1 1 1 0  0 0 0 0 0 0“
ar =
"0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 "
0 1 0  1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
VF =
1 1 - q { {l -q, )-{l~q2) 0 0 0 0 0 0 O'
0 l - q 4 0 1 ( l - ^ 4) - ( l-g 2) 0 0 0 0 0
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0 0 0 0 0 1 l - ? s ( l - 9 6) - ( l - ? 7) 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0 1 1 - q 9
Note: In Fig. 4-2 and in subsequent figures, the letters S and C denote the TCP connection end-points 
(server-client), whereas the letter R denotes intermediate nodes (routers).
4.2.1 Medium access controlled links
One way to expand the described vector representation so that it can accommodate MAC 
controlled links is to slightly modify (4-6), (4-9) and (4-10). For the MAC-shared link j s , (4-9) 
may be rewritten as:
(4-11)
while, under realistically small loss rates, (4-10) becomes
p = l - A F - ( l-q )  + p' (4-12)
and the factors allowing for the successive thinning of traffic on routes i that contain j s are 
written
H i 1 “ ? /)  lf  J'e ri npos{j , i)<pos{f  ,i)
j 'sr t .pos(j',i)<pos(j,i)
n ( l  -  q/)~ p ! if j e  n n pos(j,i)>pos(j\i)  . (4-13)
j'er, :posU',i)<pos{j,i)
0 otherwise
In other words, the link error probabilities in the shared link are separated from the link 
congestion losses and are added at connection (i.e. route) level as separate terms. These 
adaptations are applicable when there is a single MAC-shared link on the connections’ paths or, 
equivalently, when other MAC-shared links, e.g. Ethernet networks at the TCP server/client side, 
may be considered error-free.
4.2.2 Split connections
To allow the fixed-point method to account for the split-TCP mechanism, the elements al,af. of 
the new routing matrices Af and Ar can be defined as
AF (:, f )= AR (:, j ) —8jk • 1 (4-14)
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where k is the index of the satellite link, Sjk is the Kronecker Delta and the elements w{ and W™*
are replaced by the respective values in the satellite portion of the connection. The assumption 
behind this modification is that the satellite component of the connection determines the actual 
connection throughput. In general, its validity is dependent on the relative values of the actual 
throughputs achieved by the individual connection components -hence on all those factors 
affecting the throughput, such as RTT, delay/losses, enabled options in each of the connection 
components. It holds as far as the throughput of the terrestrial component of the split connection is 
at least such that it does not let the satellite component starve. We will elaborate further on this 
assumption and the conditions for its validity in Chapter 5.
4.3 Vector representation o f possible satellite network configurations
In chapter 2, a number of satellite network configurations already implemented or envisaged for 
future broadband satellite systems were described. In the following, we demonstrate the flexibility 
of the aforementioned notation to address several network configurations via a series of simple 
examples, featuring a couple of server and client nodes. The emphasis is put on the satellite 
network configuration, whereas the terrestrial network part is kept minimal. Extension to more 
realistic network scenarios is straightforward.
4.3.1 Hybrid terrestrial and satellite network
This is an architecture implemented in several operational systems. The foiward link is via 
satellite, whereas the return link may be provided by a variety of access technologies such as 
PSTN, ISDN lines, GSM. This configuration implies both path and bandwidth asymmetry and a 
broadcast foiward satellite link. There is no satellite MAC-shared link, therefore we do not need 
the adaptations in (4-11)-(4-13). The vector representation for the simple example of Fig. 4-3 is
Fig. 4-3. Abstraction o f hybrid configuration with forward satellite link and return 
link via terrestrial network
M =ll, N=2
' 1 0  1 0  1 1 0  0 0 0 o '
An =
‘o 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  1 0 “
0 1 0  1 1 0  1 0 0 0 0 R _0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  1 0  1
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VF =
1 0 ( l - ?1) 0 ( l - ?1) . ( l - g 3) ( l - 9 l) - ( l - ?J) . ( l - ? 3) 0 0 0 0 o '
0 1 0 1 - q 2 0 ( 1 - 9. ) - ( 1 - ? 2) ' ( 1 - ? s) 0 0 0 0
V -
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  \ - q z 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1  0 1 - q 9
Note: In Fig. 4-3 and in subsequent figures, the symbol Gs and ST denote the satellite gateway and the 
satellite terminal respectively, in configurations where there is an explicit discrimination between forward 
link (Hub/Gateway) and return link (ST). In figures that follow MAC stands for a satellite MAC-shared 
link.
4.3.2 MAC-shared return link -  star architecture
The forward link is a satellite broadcast link, whereas the return link is MAC-shared. The DVB- 
RCS network architecture is an example of such a configuration that features path asymmetry. 
The vector representation for the simple scenario of Fig. 4-4 is:
® = r ©
Gs
■ < &
10
<@>— 
<MAC>
Fig. 4-4. Abstraction o f satellite network configuration with TDM forward satellite 
link and MAC-shared satellite return link (e.g. DVB-RCS)
M=12, N=2
“1 0  1 0  1 1 0  0 0 0 0 o '
a r = “o
0 0 0 0 0 0  1 0  1 1 0 '
0  1 0  1 1 0  1 0 0 0 0 0 _ R 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0  1 1 0  1
1 0 (1 - q x) 0 ( l - ^ ) . ( l _ ^ ) . ( l _ g 5) 0 0 (5 )'
0 1 0 1 - q 2 ( l - q 4) ' { l - q 2) 0 ( l - ^ 4) - ( l - ^ 2) - ( l - ^ 5) 0(5)
V =
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  1-,
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1  1-,
( i - 0 8M i-£.o) o
0 ( l - ^ 9) ' ( l ~ ? i o )
Note that the case of multiple uplink carriers, as in MF-TDMA, can be directly derived from this 
network configuration.
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4.3.3 MAC-shared links- mesh architecture, no “forward” and “return” 
link, global beam
This architecture is effectively an evolution of the previous network configuration, in that mesh 
connectivity between satellite terminals can be achieved via a single satellite hop without 
intervention of the satellite Hub (NCC). There is no explicit difference between foiward and 
return link; both are subject to the same control mechanisms for gaining access to the satellite 
network resources. The latter features a MAC-shared link but no path asymmetry.
Fig. 4-5. Abstraction o f mesh-connectivity satellite network with MAC-shared links (no discrimination 
between forward and return link) -transparent satellite
M=13, N=2
Ap — 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0  0_
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1  0' 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1
V =
1 0 (1-9,) 0 (l-9 ,)-(l~ 9 3) ( l-9 ,) - ( l-9 3)- ( l-9 5) 0 0(6)'
0 1 0 l - 9 2 ( l - 9 4)’( l - ^ )  9 (l-^4)*( l ~ )*(l“ ) 0(6)
0(4) ( l - t f s M l - t f J  0(2) 1 0 l - 9 8 0 ( l - t f s M l - t f io M 1- ^ )  0 
0(4) ( 1 - 9 9) . ( 1 - 9 U) 0(2) 0 1 0 \-q9 0 ( i - * 9) . ( l - * 1Q) . ( i - f t )
Note: In the notations above and subsequently the 0(K) denotes that there are K consecutive elements in the 
same matrix row that are equal to 0
4.3.4 MAC shared links with regenerative satellite and on-board buffering -  
global beam
This is in turn an evolution of the previous architecture, where the MAC-shared uplink terminates 
at the satellite and the downlink is broadcast from satellite to the satellite terminals within a single 
beam. The satellite has a regenerative payload and data are buffered on-board. Path asymmetry
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may exist or not, depending on the resource distribution to TCP senders/receivers; for example, in 
MF-TDMA the two peers may be assigned a different set o f earners. Configurations such as that 
o f Fig. 4-6 are abstracted to the following set o f  matrices:
Fig. 4-6. Abstraction of mesh-connectivity satellite network with MAC-shared links (no 
discrimination between forward and return link) -on board switching capable satellite
A F =
1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1
1 0 (l — </,) o ( l - g r j l - f c )  ( l - # i ) ( l “ & ) ( l -& )  (l ~  <h )(l ~  #3)(l -  #5)(l “  tfs) 0 0(6) 
o l o \ - q 2 (1 q i )(i q $ )(i q j )  o & )( ! -& )  0(6)
0(4) (l-g9Xl-<7„) (l-^Xl-^nX1- ^ )  0(2) 1 0 l - q 9 0 (l-^Xl-tfnXl-tfsXl-tfJ 0 
0(4) (l-^10X1 - ^ 12) (l — ^ 10Xl- ^ 12X1 -^5) 0(2) 0 1 0 l - q w 0 (l — ^ toX1 “ ^izX1 ~^sX1 “
4.3.5 MAC shared links with on-board L2+ switching -  multiple beams
Finally, in the most demanding configuration, there are a number o f multiple MAC-shared links, 
such as in MF-TDMA for example, but also multiple broadcast links, one per downlink beam. 
The satellite performs buffering and L2/2+ switching at the level o f the s a t e l l i t e  p a c k e t .
Fig. 4-7. Abstraction of multi-beam, mesh-connectivity satellite network with MAC-shared links (no 
discrimination between forward and return link) -  regenerative satellite
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Chapter 4: Fixed-point approximations for TCP performance in GEO satellite networks
4.4 TCP source and network resource models
Besides the specific network configuration and the respective values of the matrices AF and Ar, 
VF and VR in each case, we still need to define:
■ the response function of TCP connection to delays and losses experienced on its end-to-end 
path
■ the f j(b ;c ) and f ,J(b\c) vectors, i.e. the resource models that yield loss and/or delay at 
the network links.
4.4.1 TCP source models
TCP source models do not introduce additional considerations with regard to the discussion made 
in section 3.4. The formulas described there are applicable to every type of network, bearing in 
mind that the end-to-end loss experienced by the connection is a function of both congestion and 
channel impairments over the links on its path, as Eq. (4-9) suggests. The models considered for 
the TCP response function are summarized in Table 4-1.
In the case of persistent connections (infinite transfers), when the satellite link is assumed error- 
free, the only restriction upon the send window of TCP connections comes from W max (3.1). The 
square root p formula (3.2) and the PFTK formula (3.3) are used for the case of link errors.
Table 4-1. Models for finite-duration and persistent TCP connections
Tram
Finite
r ^ type
------------------------
Infinite
Link errors
Satellite
S R csa(p )
S R p ftA  3-4),
square-root p formula (3-3)
link
lim p_>0 S R CSA{ p )  (3-4) w max
RTT
For finite transfers we can rely on the latency model in [75]. Under link errors, the latency 
expression is given therefore by the CSA formula (3.4), whereas for error-free satellite link, the 
latency may be either estimated directly from the analysis in [70] or derived from (3.4) for
p  -»  0 .
t csa(^ max A  RTT ,T0,Win,y ) = limp^ 0TCSA(lFmax D,RTT, p, T0,Win,y ) (4-15)
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4,4.2 Loss and delay models
On the contrary, it is required to identify/develop appropriate resource models that can address the 
specific properties of the satellite links and provide analytical expressions for the delays and 
losses experienced at the satellite network nodes. These include:
■ the satellite terminals, in the scenarios featuring MAC-shared links - scenarios 4.3.2..4.3.5.
■ the gateways (hubs) in configurations where there is a clear separation of the forward from 
the return link - scenarios 4.3.1, 4.3.2.
■ the satellite, in the case that it features on-board buffering and switching on top of signal 
regeneration - scenarios 4.3.4 and 4.3.5.
■ nodes of the terrestrial network, on the path of the connections traversing the satellite 
network - relevant to all scenarios investigating end-to-end performance.
Models that have been considered in the context of the wired networks (section 3.5) can be used 
for modelling delay and loss at the satellite gateways, in the scenarios where there is an explicit 
separation between forward and return link, whether the latter is provided via satellite or not. The 
same holds in the case of the on-board switching satellite. Of course, the use of these methods is 
subject to the limitations already described in section 3.5.2.1.
The MAC-shared links are a slightly different case. Their analytical treatment in the scientific 
literature is as distributed time multiplexers [99, chap. 5]. The relevance of the long list of satellite 
M A C  protocols in literature (see chapter 6) to the fixed-point approximations we describe 
depends on the actual treatment of TCP traffic in satellite network. Unfortunately, no strict rules 
apply there. In general, the resource allocation mechanisms may differ depending on factors such 
as:
the traffic aggregation level, namely the number of connections per M A C  protocol entity:
Higher levels of aggregation render reservation protocols more relevant, whereas at low levels of 
traffic these protocols penalize severely resource utilization
type of connections: connections may be short (“mice”) or longer (“elephants”). Short 
connections result in more dynamic load variation (for the same average number of connections), 
hence favour packet-level on demand protocols
the satellite network QoS policy: an operator has to resolve a fiade-off between the QoS 
guarantees provided to the TCP traffic and the resource utilization efficiency
the load of the network: adaptive protocols might alter the way they treat TCP traffic according 
to the availability of resource
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[100]-[114] are examples of analytical delay and throughput estimation for different types of 
medium access control protocols. The following remarks can be made:
■ the majority of these studies assume infinite terminal population producing Poisson traffic 
or finite terminal population generating traffic according to Bernoulli trials
■ all studies assuming finite population restrict their scope to the homogeneous traffic load 
case (exception is the Aloha family of random access protocols, which has been extensively 
analyzed under a wide variety of assumptions ([100], [101]).
■ in all cases we are aware of, infinite buffer models are considered for the analysis of the 
M A C  protocols. In the best case, integrated voice-data protocols (e.g. [102], [103], [104]) 
also allow for blocking of real-time calls but do not consider the data loss probability (data 
buffer overflow probability).
In the following, we are going to focus on dynamic bandwidth allocation protocols, where the 
resource allocation is made in response to requests corresponding to the instantaneous buffer 
occupation or is distributed, when spare, among active terminals. These types of protocols are 
more suited to low levels of traffic aggregation that are relevant to residential users but are also a 
possible approach for higher levels of traffic aggregation, in particular under less strict network 
QoS commitments and “mice” TCP connections. We are going to say more on the TCP traffic 
treatment by M A C  layer in chapter 6. In the next paragraphs we discuss the appropriateness of 
three analytical models for satellite M A C  delay (hereafter called access delay) to our fixed-point 
method.
4.4.2.1 Erlang and Engset multiple server queuing models
The Erlang multiple server model (M/M/CA» in standard queuing notation, C is the number of 
servers) has been extensively used for the estimation of packet data delays in terrestrial wired 
multiplexing models. The model has also been used for the packet delay estimation in wireless 
M A C  protocols, but only with reference to terrestrial wireless networks, where the delay due to 
resource reservation requests can be ignored. In satellite networks with dynamic bandwidth 
allocation mechanisms, where propagation delay is much higher than the frame transmission time, 
the model is not appropriate, i.e. it yields overoptimistic predictions for the access delay. 
Likewise, the Engset model is the M/M/C/<*> analogue for finite sources and has also found use in 
terrestrial wireless M A C  protocol models. It is not applicable to the case of satellite networks for 
the same reason.
Fig. 4-8 is a demonstration of the economy of scale effect related to Markovian models: for given 
load performance becomes better for smaller packet service time, whereas Fig. 4-9 compares the 
estimated delays by the Erlang and the Engset models for variable number of sources. Delays in
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both cases include and are normalized with respect to the packet transmission time. The source 
arrival rate for the finite-source Engset model is estimated so that the offered load is the same for 
both models. Clearly, the estimates of the Engset model tend to the ones of the M/M/C/°° model, 
as the number of sources increases.
The two models are only presented as reference for comparisons and discussion rather than as 
promising models for the satellite access delay.
Fig. 4-8. Queuing delay-throughput curves for the M/M/c/°° model
Fig. 4-9. Queuing delay-throughput curves for Erlang and Engset models
4.4.2.2 Pure-reservation Non-Interleaved-Frame Fixed-Length (PR-NIFFL) delay 
model
The Non-Interleaved-Frame Fixed-Length (NIFFL) protocols are introduced and analyzed in 
[103]. They are modifications of another protocol family proposed by the same authors, called 
Interleaved-Frame Flush-Out (IFFO) protocols [105]. In the latter the frame length is variable, 
namely it adapts dynamically to the traffic level variations. On the contrary, NIFFL protocols
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feature a fixed number of slots L that makes them more suitable for the integrated voice/data 
schemes considered by the authors in the same study, in the more generic context of wireless 
networks.
The pure-reservation NIFFL protocols are a particular instance of the NIFFL protocol family. In 
[103], PR-NIFFL serves the data traffic and is combined with a reservation scheme for voice 
traffic to form the Wireless Integrated Multiple Access (WIMA) protocol. The analysis of the PR- 
NIFFL is provided therein as an intermediate step of the W I M A  scheme analysis.
Each ground terminal generates one packet per frame slot according to Bernoulli trials yielding a 
binomial distribution for the aggregate traffic produced by the whole terminal population M. The 
first slot of the frame is split into mini-slots equal in number to the terminals, allowing the latter to 
submit capacity requests in a collision-free manner at the beginning of each frame. Requests are 
broadcast by the satellite so that terminals can maintain and update the reservation list and arrange 
their data transmissions accordingly. A  Discrete Markov Chain is derived and solved analytically 
by authors for the requested slots at the beginning of M A C  frames, which are assumed longer than 
the one-hop delay of the satellite link (L>R). The packet delay experienced at M A C  layer is then 
derived in the context of the fixed-boundary scheme analysis.
Fig. 4-10. Access delay-throughput curves for the PR-NIFFL protocol (M=10)
Fig. 4-10 plots the access delay according to the PR-NIFFL protocol against the normalized input 
traffic load -also throughput since the buffers are assumed infinite. The delay is normalized with 
respect to the frame duration. The throughput estimation caters for the overhead of reservations, 
namely one slot per frame. The first drawback of the model is its processing complexity: the 
estimation of each delay value necessitates the solution of a Markov Chain. The size of the 
respective finite-size transition probability matrix increases with the offered load to the system, 
since the original infinite-size matrix has to be truncated so that the reduced set of states
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approximates as closely as possible the model’s infinite state space. Solution of the non-linear 
system of equations (4-2)..(4-13) involves iterations, each requiring the formation of the Markov 
Chain and its solution. The second disadvantage is that it does not account for the free capacity 
allocation (FCA) mechanism in estimating the access delay.
4A2.3 Combined Free Demand Assignment Multiple Access (CFDAMA) delay 
model
The PR-NIFFL protocol analysis did not account for the impact of spare capacity. Capacity 
becomes available to terminals only after this is explicitly requested. In the C F D A M A  family of 
protocols, spare capacity left after the requests are served is distributed to terminals that are 
logged on, even if they have not submitted a request. This results in reduced delays with respect to 
D A M A  schemes at low and medium traffic loads [102].
Several members of the C F D A M A  family have been introduced and analyzed during the last 
decade; their main differentiation point is the way requests are submitted, the request mode. 
Random access (for example, Slotted Aloha), piggybacking or collision-free reservations in pre­
assigned slots/mini-slots are the three main alternatives for the request mode.
We consider further the analysis provided for the C F D A M A  with collision free requests in [106]. 
The load produced by each terminal follows the Poisson distribution with arrival rate X per time 
slot. Requests are submitted in pre-assigned slots and processed by an on-board scheduler. The 
frame length is again larger than the one hop-delay R. The basic analysis provided therein first 
solves a fixed-point equation for the average percentage of frame slots that are demand-assigned 
and then estimates the access delay in terms of long series of summed terms, resulting in a high 
computational burden. However the authors exploit the dependence of the protocol performance 
on the terminal population and suggest a much simpler, closed-form, approximation for the case 
of low terminal population. The latter is quantified via the normalized terminal population rjT, 
defined as
(4“16)
where NT is the terminal population and t is the slot duration.
For nT «1, the C F D A M A  scheme was modelled as an M/G/l queue with a geometric service 
discipline. The average delay T was derived to be
^  Ar X -N T '(2 -N t -l) xr S -(2 -N t - \ )  A7 x T = N t + ----f A - — £ - /  = # _ + — v y /5 y f s  N ) ,4_1T)
r 2 - ( l - X -  N t ) t 2-(l- S )  T) y n
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Normalized throughput
Fig. 4-11. Access delay-throughput curves for PA-CFDAMA protocol 
(Geometric approximation)
Fig. 4-11 depicts the access delay in slots estimated by the geometric approximation (1.15)
making apparent the dependence of the access delay on the number of terminals NT. The larger the
terminal population, the lesser the spare slots corresponding to individual terminals, therefore the
higher the delay for the same normalized throughput.
4.4.2.4 Constraints of satellite M A C  models
The model we are going to consider further in our investigation is the analysis provided for the 
C F D A M A  protocols (section 4.4.2.3). The protocol combines dynamic reservations and free 
capacity allocation modes, namely two capacity allocation mechanisms that are particularly 
attractive for the bursty, low-aggregation TCP traffic, are applicable to the reference system we 
described in chapter 2 and resemble closely the system we simulated (Chapter 6 - Appendix A). 
Moreover the closed-form approximation (4-17) makes it particularly attractive from a 
computational point of view.
Nevertheless, the model relies on assumptions that severely restrict its applicability. First of all, 
the analysis is provided for Poisson traffic. Second, the request allocation period is higher than the 
one-hop delay, when the BoD Controller is located on-board the satellite, setting a lower bound to 
the resource allocation period. Third, the analysis only addresses the case of load equally 
distributed among the terminals sharing the link. Finally, it is a no-loss model, namely the M A C  
buffering space is assumed infinite. We will further comment on the impact of these assumptions 
in section 4.6.
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4.5 Graphical solution
In some cases, the solutions of the method can be illustrated graphically. In the following, we 
present two scenarios that may be regarded as particular instances of the network configurations 
in 4.3.2 and 4.3.3.
4.5.1 An example: full mesh network
We consider a network where TCP connections are subject to bandwidth on demand mechanisms 
in both directions (a la 4.3.3). Assuming that the bottleneck link is the shared satellite link, so that 
delays and losses in other links are negligible, and respecting the constraints of the access delay 
model in 4.4.2.4, the problem becomes a special case of the generic formulation described in 4.2 
where
dq j — dqk • 8  jk
T F(:,k) = A^(:,k) = 1 
where k is the index of the shared satellite uplink and Sjk is the Kronecker delta. 
Replacing index k with sat,(4-17) yields
(4-18)
(4-19)
- «, ■ <*■)
T = dqm =f<J*--------------------------------- (4-20)
where NG is the number of BoD entities, each one serving NBoD = N
Nr.
TCP connections.
a) Wmax=16kB, NG=1
1.5
■° 1
—  Wmax=8kB—  Wmax=16kB—  Wmax=32kB
T=g(S,N)
T=f(S,N)
T ,S
0.7 0.8 0.9Normalized throughput S
b) N=20, Ng=1
Fig. 4-12. Graphical representation of the fixed-point solution for access delay and link utilization
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Equations (1.2) and (4-20) in combination with the TCP send-rate formulas of Table 4-1 form a 
non-linear system of equations that can be solved numerically or even graphically (Fig. 4-12) for 
T and the link utilization S (equivalently TCP send rates SR — SR Vz), for given Wmx, N, No and 
p . In all cases, the main restriction in the method application is the requirement for uniform load 
input into the C F D A M A  model of (4-17).
The fimction g(S,N ) in Fig. 4-12 relates the access delay T to the TCP throughput (send rate) 
and, consequently, to the link utilization, via the formulas of Table 4-1. In Fig. 4-12, we plot it for 
the persistent TCP flows-error-free satellite link case.
4.5.2 A counter-example: MAC-shared return link
This is the configuration that resembles the DVB-RCS system; the difference is that the scheduler 
is on-board rather than in the Network Control Centre (NCC).
Assuming that the bottleneck links are the satellite links, the forward T D M  or/and the MAC- 
shared return link, so that delays and losses in other links are negligible, and respecting the 
constraints of the access delay model in 4.4.2.4, we have
(4-21) 
(4-22)
q.j — 0 (4-23)
where k is the index of the forward and m is the index of the return uplink.
Even under the uniform load condition necessitated by (1.15), we get a non-linear system of 3 
equations (forward/return link delay, forward link loss) that does not lend to graphical analysis.
4.6 Method evaluation against simulations
The fixed-point method can be used for both tasks mentioned in section 3.5, namely performance 
analysis and dimensioning. Apparently these two tasks are dual; therefore we focus subsequently 
on the first task. The satellite network configuration we consider is the full mesh network of 4.5.1.
4.6.1 Methodology and metrics
For persistent connections, the metric is TCP throughput and the number of connections remains 
fixed in each simulation run. For finite connections we use a normalized measure of latency called
A v(‘>k) A r(., rn) 1 
dqj = 0 V j  t* k,m
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Figure of Demerit10 (FoD) [81]. It is defined for each transfer as the ratio of the actual transfer 
time over the minimum time required for the transfer on an error- and congestion-free path
T
FoD = — (4.24)
o
The difference with respect to the definition in [81] is in the definition of Ta. The authors define it 
as the ratio of the mean file size D to be transferred over the link capacity C
ro“*(Z5,C) = -E (4-25)
as if the whole transfer is performed in congestion avoidance by a connection that fully utilizes
the link. In our case Ta is computed according to (4-15).
It is not difficult to see that both formulas are incomplete. Eq. (4-24) accounts for the bottleneck
link capacity but not for the propagation delay and the TCP receive window ITmax constraints. In 
fact, this formula does not account for the TCP algorithmic details. The impact of the link 
capacity upon the estimate is dramatic throughout the transfer size range, whereas ffniax affects 
the T0 experienced at low error rates, in particular by larger transfers. On the contrary, Eq. (4-15) 
is more complete including slow-start and the round-trip delay impact but does not account for 
rate constraints due, for example, to access line capacity limitations11.
10 10 Transfer size (kB)
  HLN C=2048kb/s HLN C=128kb/s
-0- CSAp=10-2 
-e~ CSA p=10'3 
_________________ CSA p=10~6
101 102 1 03 1 04 Transfer size (kB)
a) Wmax =  16kB b) Wmax =  64  kB
Fig. 4-13. Nominal latency T0 estimates vs. transfer size for several packet loss rate p values
10 Riedl e t al. in [84] adopt a similar metric called d e la y  f a c to r  f R for the evaluation of the M/G/R/°o -PS 
model, whilst the “fun factor” of Charzinksi in [192] is the inverse of the F o D  and the f R,
11 These constraints might be indirectly accommodated via Wmax however they are not explicitly treated 
during the latency formula derivation in [75].
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Finite TCP flows enter and leave the system dynamically. A  direct comparison of simulation with 
the analytical method requires some assumption about two procedures that vary stochastically: the 
connection arrivals and the size of the transferred files that affects the (now finite) duration of the 
connection. In fact, the first procedure can be indirectly captured in the analytical method via 
reproduction of the distribution of active connections via Monte Carlo techniques [90] (see 
section 3.S.2.2). W e  call active those connections that implement a transfer simultaneously, 
therefore sharing the link. In the following, we will test two assumptions about this distribution: 
the Poisson distribution, corresponding to the M/G/oo model for connection arrivals [115] and the 
geometric distribution. We also compare these two with the actual distribution that arises from 
simulation of the system.
Ns2 [116] was used for the simulations. Our extensions to it for bandwidth on demand -shared 
links are described in Chapter 6 and -in more- detail in Appendix A. TCP NewReno was taken as 
a reference for the simulations with a TCP segment size of 536 bytes and the timestamp option 
activated.
4.6.2 Results and discussion
4.6.2.1 Persistent flows -error free links -single T C P  connection per BoD entity
The number of BoD entities equals the number of connections, namely NGW -  N .
Fig. 4-14 compares the throughput predicted by the analytical method against the simulation 
results for different TCP maximum buffer size values. The precision of the method varies with the 
offered load range. Firstly, there is close agreement between analysis and simulation at the link 
saturation area, where the TCP throughput is limited by the availability of link capacity. The 
accuracy of the method is less at moderate/low load. The deviation of the analytical estimates 
from the simulations results is due to the TCP burstiness. For moderate load values (4-17) 
-derived under the assumption of Poisson arrivals- predicts much lower delay than the one 
actually suffered from TCP segments/ACK packets that arrive in batched mode at the satellite 
M A C  buffers, resulting in higher estimates about TCP throughput. At saturation, the delay 
predictions of (4-17) increase much more quickly and tend to agree with the ones measured from 
simulations.
The accuracy of the method increases again at veiy low load, when few connections with small 
W„iax values share the satellite link. The access delay approaches zero and the round-trip time of 
the TCP connection almost coincides with the propagation delay. Note that the agreement is good 
for Wmax equal to 8 and 16kB but it is not for 32kB (and above). In that case, the connection is
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aggressive enough to give rise to non-negligible access delays and generate mismatch between the 
(4-17) estimate and the real access delay experienced by TCP segments.
Fig. 4-14. TCP throughput vs. number of connections- one TCP connection per BoD entity, no link errors
4.6.2.2 Persistent flows -error free links - multiple T C P  connections per BoD entity
In this set of simulations, the BoD entity still submits requests to the Controller on the basis of the 
M A C  buffer occupancy but now queues carry the packets from a variable number of TCP 
connections. We performed two sets of comparisons. In both sets we vary the number of 
connections per BoD entity; we fix the number of BoD entities in the first scenario and the total 
number of TCP connections in the second.
The trend in both cases is not significantly different than in the single connection per entity 
scenario. Again the agreement is closer at higher load and at very low load, where the limiting 
factor upon the connection throughput is not the bandwidth availability but the maximum window 
constraint. In the simulation runs plotted in Fig. 4-16, the number of connections is always such 
that the satellite link is moderately loaded or saturated, hence there is no demonstration of the 
agreement at low loads.
Apparently, at moderate load levels and despite the aggregation the of TCP traffic at the BoD 
entity buffers, the TCP segment/frame arrival process remains significantly different than what 
the Poisson distribution implies. Therefore the model keeps on underestimating the access delay 
and overestimating the achievable TCP throughput (Fig. 4-15a, c and Fig. 4-16a) and the link 
utilization (Fig. 4-15b, d and Fig. 4-16b).
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theory  simulation
a) T C P  throu ghpu t -  4  B o D  en tities  b) L in k  u tiliza tio n  -  4  B o D  en tities
c) T C P  throu ghpu t -  6  B o D  en tities d) L in k  u tiliza tion  -  6  B o D  en tities
Fig. 4-15. Multiple TCP connections per BoD entity -  fixed number of BoD entities, variable connections
Simulation Theory
TCP connections per BoD entity TCP connections per BoD entity
a) T C P  throughpu t
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b) L in k  u tiliza tion
Fig. 4-16. Multiple TCP connections per BoD entity -  fixed number of connections, variable BoD entities
4.6.2.3 Persistent flows -link errors- single T C P  connection per BoD entity
The simulation results are compared against the analytical estimates relying on both TCP 
throughput formulas, the square root p and the PFTK (Table 4-1). The agreement is closer in the 
second case, due to the formula’s ability to capture the impact of timeouts, which are more 
frequent at the rather high M A C  frame error rate (FER+10'3) considered.
: square-root p ------: PFTK simulation
Fig. 4-17. TCP throughput versus number of connections -  one TCP connection per
BoD entity, FER=10'3
The analytical method captures the impact of the W max constraint but overall the deviation from 
the simulation results is higher when compared with the no-errors case. The reason is that now the 
link is saturated for a much higher number of connections than in the no-errors case, since
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connections are hard-limited by the link errors rather than the bandwidth availability almost 
throughout the offered load range, in terms of numbers of TCP connections sharing the link.
4.6.2.4 Finite flows- error free links
Regarding simulations, TCP flows arrive according to a Poisson process, whereas the connection 
duration is assumed exponential and is varied to give rise to different traffic load over the satellite 
link. The comparisons with the analysis were performed via a Monte Carlo technique, similar to 
the one described in [90]: for each value of the mean number of connections sharing the satellite 
link, we perform 1000 computations, each one with a different sample N s . Table 4-2 and Table
4-3 report in the first column the mean number of active connections, as measured from 
simulations and in the second one the measured Figure of Demerit. The third and fourth columns 
list the model estimates for FoD when Ns follows the Poisson (resp. Geometrical) distribution 
with a mean equal to the mean value estimated from simulations (column 1).
Table 4-2. TCP latency for mean file size 50kB
.........
Figure o f Demer
____________________________
Simulation M/G/oo
It
Geometric
8.45 / 3.05 1.46 1.01 1.01
20.7/6.06 1.91 1.10 1.206
39.5/12.14 2.56 1.73 1.96
Table 4-3. TCP latency for mean file size 200kB
- i s s s r -
Fi
Simulation
igure or Demei
r........ ..............
M/G/ao
■it
Geometric
9.22/3.75 1.56 1.01 1.12
26.1/9.72 2.44 1.47 1.72
91.62/47.11 5.95 5.19 5.47
Both the Poisson and the Geometric model for the number of active connections underestimate 
the actual TCP latency. The estimates in the second case are more pessimistic than the first due to 
higher variance of the Geometric distribution, but still tend to underestimated the TCP latency, so 
that they can only be used as upper performance bounds. The distribution of active connections is 
clearly different; in fact, their empirical cumulative distribution function (cdf) in Fig. 4-18 
suggests that the distribution is not monotone, not even uni-modal.
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Fig. 4-18. Comparison of sample distribution of active connections against Poisson 
and Geometrical distribution
4.7 Conclusions
We described a fixed-point method for the analytical investigation of the performance of TCP 
flows in geostationary satellite networks. The method formulation caters for several features of 
these networks such as asymmetry, broadcast and MAC-shared links, split-TCP connections, 
providing a flexible framework for the analytical investigation of various satellite network 
configurations. Moreover, the explicit separation of TCP source and network resource models 
enables the method to accommodate different satellite M A C  protocols, as long as a 
computationally-friendly analysis is available. Likewise, it can incorporate future advances in the 
area of analytical TCP modelling in a straightforward manner.
The method has been applied to the particular case of satellite networks with MAC-shared links 
subject to dynamic bandwidth allocation mechanisms. The resulting non-linear system of 
equations can be solved via analytical methods; in simple scenarios a graphical solution may be 
feasible. We have addressed in more detail the impact of link errors, traffic aggregation at the 
BoD level and TCP connection type (short or long) on the mesh satellite network configuration of 
section 4.3.3.
The weakest link in the method chain appears to be the satellite M A C  protocol model. Most of the 
analytical studies in literature in this area assume infinite/finite terminal population giving rise to 
packet arrivals following the Poisson distribution or, its discrete analogue, binomial distribution. 
These models cannot cater for the TCP burstiness. Nevertheless, the analytical estimates of the 
method are precise at high load ranges and can capture fundamental dynamics of TCP 
performance such as limitations stemming from the maximum TCP receive window value. The
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ultimate limitations to the method applicability have to do with the lack of models addressing the 
non-homogeneous traffic load case and the traffic prioritisation mechanisms at the M A C  layer.
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5 Split-TCP and link-level retransmissions
5.1 Background
In section 3.3 we referred to the TCP inability to infer whether a packet is lost due to congestion 
or link errors relying only on its own state. The end-to-end discrimination of congestion from 
losses due to wireless transmission errors (hereafter wireless losses) may take place at two places: 
the TCP sender and/ or the TCP receiver and has been investigated within the broader framework 
of wireless networks.
In [117] the authors introduced the concept of loss estimator at the sender side in an attempt to 
identify the nature of losses on the basis of sender-side heuristics. The loss estimators predict the 
nature of a potential future packet loss resorting to the heuristics underlying the congestion 
avoidance schemes that were proposed in [51], [118] and [119]. The common feature of these 
schemes is that the TCP window increase or decrease will be determined by each sender not 
simply on the basis of A C K  feedback but via measurements of metrics such as connection 
instantaneous RTT and throughput that should reflect the state of the network (i.e. level of 
congestion in the network) with more accuracy. A  packet loss incidence, while the congestion 
avoidance scheme suggests that the connection window should be increased, is interpreted as 
wireless loss. The outcome of the concept evaluation was not encouraging: in a lot of scenarios 
the estimator performed similar to a random “blind” estimator. Two factors were deemed 
responsible for the failure of this approach [117]:
■ the robustness of the heuristics underlying the original congestion avoidance schemes: the 
single connection dynamics often do not have significant impact upon the network state, 
reducing the accuracy of the loss estimators and invalidating the congestion avoidance 
schemes.
■ the limited success of the loss estimators themselves in tracking congestion under widely 
different path round-trip time and network buffer size values.
Receiver-based heuristics are investigated by the same authors in [120] and independently in
[121]. Both studies rely on the packet inter-arrivals at the receiver for concluding the packet loss 
reason, reporting positive results in certain scenarios. The underlying heuristic is the same in both 
studies: wireless losses are random in nature, whereas congestion is related to bursts of lost
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packets. Therefore, as long as the interval between the arrivals of the two packets surrounding the 
lost one(s) is smaller than some threshold related to the serialization time over the wireless link, 
the receiver concludes a wireless loss; otherwise the loss is assumed to be due to congestion. In 
[121] the authors introduce an additional timer before transmitting back to the sender the non­
congestion packet loss indication, accommodated as one bit at the header of TCP packets or an 
additional TCP option. Besides being tested in very limited scenarios, the potential of these 
approaches is restricted by:
■ Studies reporting that congestion losses also appear to be random in nature (for example, in
[122]). The randomness of congestion losses is also expected to increase via use of A Q M  
routers in the network, cancelling the fundamental assumption of these heuristics.
■ The impact of the algorithms’ misses on the terrestrial network, an aspect not addressed in 
the evaluation of the algorithms in [117] and [121]: interpretation of a congestion loss as 
wireless loss can have detrimental impact on the stability of the terrestrial network during 
congestion epochs.
In chapter 3 we also outlined the two main approaches that cope with this protocol inefficiency. In 
this chapter we focus on the second approach, namely the use of link level retransmissions over 
wireless segments of the connection for recovering losses locally and hiding them from the 
terrestrial sender. In particular, we describe a scheme that combines split connections and link- 
layer retransmissions and could be regarded as the adaptation of the Delayed Duplicate 
Acknowledgments (DDA) scheme to split-TCP capable satellite networks. Before doing so, we 
review current practice and proposals related to the use of link-level retransmissions and split- 
connections for TCP performance enhancement and present an analytical model for the split-TCP 
latency and the buffering requirements split-TCP connections introduce.
5.1.1 Link level retransmissions and TCP
Although TCP appears to be the de facto standard protocol at Internet transport layer, there is 
broader variety of options for error recovery at the lower layers of the protocol stack, namely the 
physical and the data link layer in ISO terms. Physical layer forward error correction (FEC) and 
Automatic Repeat-reQuest (ARQ) protocols are two link-layer (LL) mechanisms that increase 
reliability. Whereas the use of AR Q  in terrestrial wired networks is unusual, ARQ protocols have 
been of broad use over wireless, generally, and satellite, in particular, links (for example see 
[123]).
At a first classification, AR Q  protocols can be classified into reliable and unreliable. Although 
the precise definition of the two terms varies slightly in the literature, the word reliable 
subsequently implies a protocol that performs full error recovery and delivers LL frames
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according to the original transmitted sequence to the upper layers. Whereas reliable protocols 
have been reported to be optimal when combined with connection-oriented network protocols 
such as the X.25 protocol [124], they are less suited to the connectionless network service of IP, 
in particular when the connection-oriented TCP lies on top of it.
In [125] the authors relax the requirement for in-sequence frame delivery and limit the persistency 
of the reliable protocol in [126] to come up with the Robust Data Link Protocol (RDLP). 
Nevertheless, they do not take any action against out-of-sequence reception of segments at TCP 
layer that may trigger duplicate ACKs and lead to congestion-oriented action at the sender side. 
The improvement over reliable protocols comes because the protocol limits the probability of 
TCP timeouts that appear to be more harmful than the Fast Recovery phase for the TCP 
throughput.
Purely TCP-oriented schemes have also been described in literature. The Snoop protocol [127] 
introduces a TCP-aware link-layer agent at the border of the wired and the wireless networks, 
which may be a base station or a satellite earth station. The agent intervenes in the end-to-end 
exchange of TCP segments and ACKs: it caches copies of TCP segments before transmitting 
them over the wireless link, processes the A C K  stream and, when necessary, retransmits lost TCP 
segments over the wireless links. It also filters the duplicate ACKs travelling in the opposite 
direction that otherwise would reach the TCP terrestrial sender and trigger congestion oriented 
action (i.e. entry in Fast Recoveiy phase and throughput reduction).
Delayed Duplicate Acknowledgments [128] also perform retransmissions but -contrary to 
Snoop- they adhere to the layering principle. D D A  combine a connectionless, TCP-unaware, link 
layer protocol with a modified TCP receiver. When the latter receives out-of-order segments, it 
delays the 3rd, or generally nth duplicate A C K  that could trigger Fast Recoveiy at the sender, 
giving the link layer the time to recover locally the lost segment. The only requirement from the 
link-layer protocol is to perform error recovery. In fact, in the original description of D D A  in 
[128] the protocol is tested with a simple ARQ protocol, hereafter called Simple Connectionless 
Link Layer protocol (SCLLP). The protocol operation is described in (Fig. 5-1). The sender 
retransmits frames that are implicitly inferred to be lost, on the basis of LL ACKs sent by the 
receiver for each correctly received frame.
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Fig. 5-1. Example of SCLLP operation
Another popular family of LL protocols is the Service Specific Connection Oriented Protocol 
(SSCOP) and its connectionless variations. SSCOP was initially devised as a new A T M  
adaptation layer protocol [129], drawing on concepts initially introduced in [130] for the SNR12 
protocol. Instead of sending LL A C K  (NACK) frames for each correctly received (resp. 
corrupted) LL data frame, the protocol peers exchange state information periodically. POLL 
messages that originate from the transmitter trigger STATUS messages from the receiver peer 
reporting frames that have not been received correctly. Unsolicited STATUS frames (USTAT) 
resembling negative acknowledgment (NACK) frames are also envisaged by the protocol (Fig.
5-2).
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Fig. 5-2. Example of SSCOP operation
Regarding the impact of these proposals in standards, the IETF RFC 3435 provides some 
arguments in favour of ARQ deployment over error-prone links. Connectionless variants of the 
SSCOP protocol have been adapted for the acknowledged mode of 3GPP UTRA Frequency 
Division Duplex (FDD) interface [123]. The DVB-S standard does not include any reference to
12 The protocol was named after the initials of its inventors: K. Sabnani, A. Netravali, W. Roome
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ARQ; in any case, the system is unidirectional, complicating the implementation of ARQ over the 
satellite link. The trend here is to strengthen the physical layer: BERs down to 10"10 are advertised 
after decoding and retransmissions are left to upper layers. Likewise, no reference to ARQ is 
made within the DVB-RCS standard. In the mesh, regenerative on-board switching scheme 
(RSM-A) currently standardized in ETSI B S M  W G  (see chapter 2) the use of retransmissions is 
described as an alternative for future use.
5.1.2 Split-TCP connections
Besides the air interface mechanisms described in the previous paragraph, middleware solutions 
have been widely deployed within satellite, and more generally, wireless networks. TCP spoofing 
and split-TCP are two similar approaches in this direction.
In TCP spoofing an intermediate agent at the entiy of the satellite network prematurely 
acknowledges the arriving TCP segments before they reach the peer TCP agent at the other end of 
the satellite link. This allows the terrestrial sender to open its window quickly and accelerate the 
transfer rate. In the same time, it caches TCP segments so that when a loss is inferred via 
duplicate ACKs or timer expiry, it retransmits the segment from its cache. Proprietary transport 
protocols have been used over the satellite link.
TCP splitting resembles spoofing in that A C K  packets are sent prematurely to the TCP sender. In 
this case however, the connection is split into two components by an agent known to the TCP 
endpoints. Split connections were studied extensively as a solution for the terrestrial wireless 
networks -see [67] and references therein. The additional problem in the case of a GEO satellite 
network is the high link latency that increases the buffering requirements at the border node 
between the wired and the wireless network. The transport protocol over the wireless link may be 
either a TCP variant enriched with optimisations related to satellite environments or an 
independent protocol. In [131] TCP SACK is combined with three options, namely window 
scaling, timestamps and larger initial window, to make up an enhanced TCP version that is 
deployed over the satellite link. The advantage of this approach is that the satellite component of 
the connection inherits the flow/congestion control algorithms of TCP that are necessaiy in a 
shared satellite environment (we will elaborate on this in chapter 6). On the other hand, the 
departure from TCP features allows higher flexibility in the protocol optimisation. In [132] the 
authors propose the Satellite Transport Protocol [133] as the satellite component of the end-to-end 
connection. STP, being effectively a transport-layer adaptation of the SSCOP, replaces the per- 
TCP segment(s) ACKs with periodic exchange of reports between sender and receiver that results 
in significant savings in the reverse path, namely the path followed by A C K  packets.
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Spoofing and splitting have been of use in Very Small Aperture Terminal (VSAT) networks but 
details of the actual implementations have rarely been made publicly available. Such solutions 
have never been standardized. Interestingly, the current work of the ETSI SES B S M  W G  on 
traffic classes makes provisions for traffic handled by Performance Enhancing Proxies, although 
no explicit reference to TCP splitting or spoofing is made. Within IETF these solutions are not 
recommended for reasons that are further discussed in section 7.1.
Server TCPPEP1 TCPPEP 2 Client
Fig. 5-3. Example of split TCP transfer evolution - RTTii2and RTTS are the round-trip times of the 
terrestrial legs and the satellite leg of the end-to-end connection respectively
5.2 Modelling split-TCP latency and buffering requirements
In the following, we focus on split-TCP connections featuring TCP as the transport protocol over 
the satellite link. The term gateway denotes the physical node hosting the proxy agent that 
performs the connection splitting. The model can be expanded to embrace split TCP connections 
with different transport protocols over the satellite link, as long as analytical expressions for that 
protocol behaviour (throughput, latency) are available.
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5.2.1 Steady-state analysis
A  quick, first-level insight into the buffering requirements raised by split-TCP connections is 
possible via use of the square root formula, which predicts the steady-state TCP connection 
throughput in TCP segments under packet loss p for given round-trip time RTT and receive 
window limitation JVmax
B(RTT,p,W max) = m in k W'
R T T - A P ’ R T T
(5-1)
where k, as mentioned already in section 3.1, is a constant related to the nature of packet loss and 
the use of delayed ACKs. If T  and S  are indices denoting the terrestrial and satellite component of 
the connections, the cumulative number of packets at the gateway buffers increases as far as
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Therefore the actual buffering requirements at the gateway decrease with higher receive window 
values and more robust error recovery techniques over the satellite link. On the other hand, the 
less congested the terrestrial network the higher the buffers required. Given that congestion 
probabilities of the order of 0.1 are not unusual in the wired networks and current physical layer 
designs achieve BER rates in the order of IO"10 after decoding, there are a number of scenarios 
where (5-2) does not hold. Nevertheless these equations describe the steady state of a TCP 
connection and assume infinite duration transfers, effectively limiting the utility of (5-2). In the 
case of error free satellite links for example, the satellite component of the connection needs 
[log 2lfymax J • R TT s  seconds to reach W fax and this time is often enough for the terrestrial 
component of the connection to transfer all TCP segments to the satellite gateway. Therefore, a 
finite transfer model accounting for the slow-start effect is necessaiy in order to achieve an 
accurate estimation of these requirements.
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5.2.2 Split-TCP latency model
Our starting point is the TCP latency model described by Cardwell, Savage and Anderson in [75] 
and already outlined in section 3.4. The model addresses connections that transfer a finite amount 
of data D, catering for the slow-start phase and the first loss recovery and captures the impact of 
several protocol parameters such as the initial window Win, the Delayed Acknowledgment option 
and the TCP receive window limitations Wmm.
5.2.2.1 Terrestrial component of the split-TCP connection
Let p T be the TCP segment loss rate in the terrestrial component of the connection. This loss rate 
may be due either to congestion at the network buffers or link errors13. Following [75], the 
transfer evolves generally in three phases. The duration, or even relevance, of each phase to the 
transfer progress depends mainly on the encountered loss rate.
Without loss of generality, let us assume that the data transfer begins at time t = 0. The expected 
number of TCP segments delivered in slow-start from the terrestrial connection is given by
D sT8m
(l~(l~ Ar )3)'(l-A>r) , ][
P t
tf  Pt = 0 
if  p T > 0 (5-3)
where D sf " = D
MSSr
is the transfer size in segments respectively and MSST is the TCP
segment size used by the terrestrial TCP sender.
Let W f be the initial window of the terrestrial connection and yT the rate of exponential growth 
during slow start, which accounts for the use of Delayed Acknowledgments (see [75]). Ignoring 
for a moment the constraint of the maximum buffer size W fax, we can estimate the window size 
at the end of slow-start had no receive window constraint been imposed
Yt Yt
(5-4)
Depending on the relation between 2?[j7r"] and Wfxax, two scenarios are possible. When 
] < WTmax, the slow-start phase is terminated at time
13 The link error probability is independent of the congestion loss. The opposite does hold in general.
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=RTTT -\ogrr{E[WJ-]) (5-5)
dui'ing which the connection transfers e \d  'J ] segments. Otherwise, slow-start evolves in two sub- 
phases. The first one is terminated when the window reaches W f at time
tla — RTTt log, Wi + 1
Y t
(5-6)
y  . jymax —  W'n
during which the connection transfers D? = —— 1---- —  segments. The second involves the
yT — 1
transmission of W2Inax segments per round and completes the transmission of e [d sts ] segments at 
time
h ~ a ± RTTr {HpH-py)WJ (5-7)
The slow-start phase will be terminated upon a segment loss with a probability 
leading to a retransmission timeout with a probability [73]
(5-8)
Prto = m m (5-9)
In that case the suffered delay will be equal to
T  = TRTO XT
— t ° + Pt + 2 - p l+ 4 '  p l + 8 '  Pr+16> P r+ 3 2 ' p*)
1 - p T (5-10)
where T° is the base timeout value (see also section 3.4.1).
With probability 1- p RTO the connection will enter Fast Recoveiy, whose duration in [75] is taken 
to be one round-trip time. Overall the connection will recover from the first segment loss in time
G  ~ h  ' (P rto ' ? rto a  P rto ) * R T T t ) (5-11)
The connection then proceeds in congestion avoidance mode, with a rate RT derived in the steady- 
state throughput analysis in [73] and repeated in ([75], Eq. 22]).
The connection finally completes the transfer of D bytes in time:
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t l  = t l  + [p*r -e [d sts ]) (5-12)
Therefore the evolution of data transfer in bytes with time at the terrestrial component of the 
connection is summarized into
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5.2.2.2 Satellite component of the split-TCP connection
Assuming that the initial connection setup messages are let pass through end-to-end, the data 
transfer over the satellite link begins with a hysteresis equal to RTTt / 2 (Fig. 5-3).
Forgetting for a moment the dependence on the terrestrial TCP connection, the satellite 
component tends to evolve in a similar manner. Therefore we can estimate as in
equations (5-3) and (5-4) on the basis of Wj", ys , W fa , MSSs , RTTS and if we add a constant 
time shift to the relevant time instants
t sx = t sx x<= {l la 2 3} (5-14)
we can write for the cumulative data sent over the satellite link
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5.2.2.3 Latency
Depending on the relation between Dr {t),Ds (t) we can then identify two cases:
a) D T( t ) >Ds (t) Vu RTTt t (5-16)
In this case there are always segments in the gateway buffers and the satellite component of the 
connection never starves. The overall transfer latency is dictated by the satellite component of the 
connection that evolves more slowly than its terrestrial counterpart
(5-17)
b) 3/:{a.('')<£+') H L < . t ' < L t l \ (5-18)
In this case there is at least one interval during the transfer completion, where the gateway buffers 
empty. Therefore the TCP performance over the satellite link is actually constrained by the 
terrestrial portion of the connection. The overall transfer latency is now:
*PV»] = >I + RTTs (5-19)
5.2.2.4 Buffer requirements
Apparently, the buffered data B(t) at the gateway are given by
BW=rZ>r( < M s(f)T (5-20)
where [Y|* denotes the minimum non-negative integer number that is equal to or larger than x.
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5.2.3 Split-TCP latency model validation
W e  evaluate the model accuracy against simulations performed with ns2 . The scenario is 
depicted in Fig. 5-4. We perform file transfers ranging from 20kB to 2MB under a variety of 
assumptions about the quality of the satellite link and the round-trip time and packet loss faced by 
the terrestrial component of the connection. The default satellite link capacity (data rate) is 
512kb/s. We used the TCP Newreno variant [49] with the timestamps option activated. W max is 
set to 32kB, which is an intermediate value between the default settings for Windows 2000 
(16kB) and the Windows XP (64kB), unless otherwise stated. The TCP MSS is 526 bytes 
allowing for the timestamps option (10 bytes) and 40 bytes TCP/IP headers. We discuss the 
impact of MSS on the model accuracy in section 5.2.3.1.3. The granularity of the TCP timer is 
100ms and the initial window is one TCP segment.
Fig. 5-4. Simulation scenario for the validation of the split-TCP model
For all simulation results shown in the rest of the chapter, we plot mean values along with their 
95% confidence intervals.
5 .23 .1 T C P  latency
5.2.3.1.1 No packet loss at the wired network
In this case, the split-TCP latency is dictated by the latency of the satellite component of the end- 
to-end connection. As far as no packet loss is met at the terrestrial networks, the RTTt does not 
affect the overall latency (Fig. 5-5 and Fig. 5-6). The terrestrial component has a smaller error- 
free loop and its throughput is only constrained by the receive window FTrmax that is set to 32kB
for these runs. The link errors start having an impact on the latency after some value that depends 
on the transfer size, ranging from BER = 10~6 for 20kB transfers to 10~7 for 2MB transfers.
The model predictions follow closely the simulation outcome. The precision of the model 
increases with larger transfer sizes and higher error rates, whereas it is slightly optimistic at lower 
error rates. This is attributed to the non-negligible transmission (serialization) delay and the
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consequent queueing delay at the satellite link buffers. For a 512kb/s satellite link, this delay is 
not negligible14. Its impact on the model accuracy is further demonstrated in section 5.2.3.1.3.
Fig. 5-5. Split-TCP latency vs BER over the satellite link for various transfer sizes (RTTT=40ms)
Fig. 5-6. Split-TCP latency vs BER over the satellite link for various transfer sizes (RTTT=200ms) 
5.2.3.1.2 Packet loss at the terrestrial leg o f  the connection
We perform two sets of simulation experiments. In both sets we vary the packet loss rate p T at 
the terrestrial network, whereas we maintain fixed BER over the satellite link. In Fig. 5-7, the 
BER is set to the rather pessimistic value of 10'5. Although the throughput of the terrestrial 
connection is reduced, the overall split-TCP latency is still determined by the latency of the
14 Note that the authors in [75] validate their TCP latency model simulating transfers over a lGbps link, 
circumventing this way the impact of transmission and queueing delays.
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satellite component of the connection, since the high BER prevents TCP from reaching full speed 
over the satellite link. Only for p T as high as 0.2 is there a notable performance deterioration 
suggesting that we enter the {pT, p s} regime, where (5-18) holds. On the contrary, Fig. 5-8 plots 
the split-TCP latency when the BER is set to 10'8. Now, the terrestrial component of the 
connection appears to be the slower one and it is its own speed that defines the overall latency, 
according to (5-19).
Loss probability
Fig. 5-7. Split-TCP latency vs. packet loss at the terrestrial network (RTTT=40ms, BER=10'5)
Loss probability
Fig. 5-8. Split-TCP latency vs. packet loss at the terrestrial network (RTTT=40ms, BER=10'8)
Both figures basically confirm the robustness of the model to the dynamics of the terrestrial 
portion of the connection but also reveal the original TCP latency model inaccuracy with respect 
to the timeout value parameter Ta. This becomes obvious in the BER = Iff8 case, where the
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overall latency is determined by the dynamics of the terrestrial connection. The probability of a 
timeout increases with p T along with the weight of the respective delay on the overall latency 
(5-10), (5-11). The model becomes more sensitive to the T0 setting, which is static in the latency 
model of [75] as it is static in the PFTK formula [73] that is incorporated in the former model. On 
the contrary, in the real protocol operation, T0 is adjusted continuously according to the 
experienced RTT. The default value of Is, chosen for these runs according to the suggestions in 
[73] and [75], appears to be reasonably good for high packet loss rates but too high for moderate 
error rates, as intuitively expected. Note that this inefficiency is hidden in Fig. 5-7, since the 
latency is determined by the slower satellite component of the connection.
5.2.3.1.3 Model sensitivity to TCP segment size MSS
The size of the TCP segments introduces a fundamental trade-off between achieved latency 
(equivalently throughput) and TCP retransmission overhead for given channel conditions and 
physical layer performance. Assuming random bit errors the probability of TCP segment 
corruption p is given by
p = 1 - (l - pER)(MSS+HDm (5-21)
with HDR denoting the per segment TCP/IP headers, resulting in latency
Tcsa (d , Wmax,p,RTT,T0,Win,y) according to the analysis in [75], earlier discussed in section 3.4,
for a file transfer of size D. The retransmission overhead in packets is p  ■ D sgm and, normalized 
with reference to the transfer size D,
, , D (MSS + HDR)Rtx overhead — p      = p (5-22)
MSS D y J
Therefore the overhead is always an increasing function of MSS, whereas the dependence of TCP 
latency on MSS is not monotone for every value of D , Wmax, RTT and p. Fig. 5-9 and Fig. 5-10 
depict the retransmission overhead and latency variation with MSS for D = 50kB and
W max =32kB. In this case the minimization of TCP latency and TCP retransmission overhead can 
be regarded as two contradictory objectives. The feasible solutions are Pareto optimal and yield 
the trade-off curves of Fig. 5-11.
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Fig. 5-10. TCP retransmission overhead vs TCP 
segment size (D=50kB)
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Fig. 5-12. Latency- retransmission overhead trade­
off curve as a function of MSS (D=50kB)
Fig. 5-12 plots the feasible solutions for Z) = 500&5 and W™* =32kB. In this case latency 
features a minimum with regard to MSS for BER=1(J\ whereas it monotonically decreases with 
MSS for lower error rate values.
5.2.3.1.3.1 Model evaluation with respect to MSS
The model yields accurate predictions for both MSS values tested, namely 526 and 1450 bytes 
accounting for the timestamp option and the TCP/IP headers. The agreement of the model with 
simulation results improves when simulations are performed with higher link capacity C values 
(Fig. 5-13 versus Fig. 5-14), in particular for MSS =1450 bytes, where the impact of serialization 
and queuing delays becomes more important.
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Fig. 5-13. Model evaluation against TCP MSS (D=500kB, C=512kb/s) -solid lines correspond to
simulation
Fig. 5-14. Model evaluation against TCP MSS (D=500kB, C=6Mb/s) -solid lines correspond to simulation 
5.2.3.2 Buffer requirements
In Fig. 5-15a-d we plot percentiles of the buffer requirements. The buffered data were logged 
during simulation with a time step equal to 100ms, whereas the respective model values were 
obtained via sampling of (5-20). The median and the 70th, 90th and 99th percentiles of the two data 
sets were obtained subsequently via standard procedures. The agreement of the model with the 
simulation outcome is very good and improves with larger transfer sizes and greater percentiles.
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Fig. 5-15. Statistics of buffer requirements vs BER over the satellite link for R T T f= 2 0 0 m s  and p T= 0
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Fig. 5-16. Cumulative transferred data from the two components of the split connection and buffered data at
the intermediate host during a transfer of D=50kB
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A  closer look at the way the buffer size evolves with time is given in Fig. 5-16a and b, which plot 
DT(t), Ds (t) and B(t) according to (5-13), (5-14) and (5-20). The increase of error rate over the 
satellite link affects both the duration of the slow-start phase of the satellite component of the 
connection and its steady-rate during the congestion avoidance phase. Since no packet loss is 
encountered at the terrestrial network, the higher percentiles approximate the size of the transfer. 
In particular, the 99th percentile of the buffer requirements is a good estimate of the maximum 
buffer space that is required for no loss of data
5.3 Comparison of end-to-end schemes with Snoop and split-TCP
5.3.1 Simulation methodology
Five different TCP connections are compared at this stage. Three of them are end-to-end 
connections, based on TCP Newreno (TCP-NR), TCP SACK (TCP-SACK) and the TCP 
Westwood analogue of TCP-NR respectively (TCP-W NR). The fourth is a split connection, 
deploying TCP-NR at the terrestrial part of the connection and TCP-SACK at the satellite portion 
of the connection (SPLIT-SACK). The final connection under consideration is a TCP connection 
deploying a Snoop agent at the gateway node [127]. The simulation setup is the same with the one 
used for the evaluation of the split-TCP latency model (Fig. 5-4). Again, multiple transfer sizes 
are considered under random (section 5.3.2.1) and burst (section 5.3.2.2) link errors and packet 
losses at the terrestrial network (section 5.3.2.3).
5.3.2 Simulation results
5.3.2.1 Random link errors
Fig. 5-17 plots the latency achieved by all five connections as a function of random link error rate 
over the satellite link. The following remarks can be made:
■ the latency achieved by the TCP-NR and TCP-SACK end-to-end connections is the same 
for all transfer sizes. The advantage of TCP-SACK with respect to multiple losses per 
window of TCP segments cannot be expressed under the random errors of this experiment.
■ TCP-W N R  achieves the same latency with the other two end-to-end schemes for lower 
error rates but significantly outperforms them at higher error rates, taking advantage of its 
more aggressive reaction to packet loss.
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Fig. 5-17. Comparison of the five connections for random link errors (pr=0, RTTT=200ms)
■ the SPLIT-SACK connection clearly outperforms all end-to-end connections and Snoop at 
low BER. However, under less favourable link conditions, its performance deteriorates and 
becomes worse than both Snoop and TCP-W. At these error rates, Snoop exploits its
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retransmission mechanism, recovers its losses locally and prevents the sender from 
unnecessarily invoking congestion-oriented action. The crossing point, where SPLIT- 
SACK’s lead turns into lag varies with transfer size: the larger the transfer, the lower the 
critical BER.
■ Snoop and TCP-W N R  achieve the top scores at high error rates, owing their efficiency in
different mechanisms. Snoop takes preventive action with regard to TCP throughput
decrease in that it recovers losses locally and hides them from the TCP sender, whereas 
TCP-W reacts to congestion aggressively so that its send rate is eventually not affected by 
the link errors.
5.3.2.2 Burst link errors
The error process assumed in this scenario is a two-state semi-Markov process at packet level 
[134]. The link may be either in good state or bad state, the respective intervals being 
exponentially distributed. The model parameters are the mean durations of each state, a and b 
respectively, and they are given by
PER - —°L~  (5-23)
a + b
B -T  = b (5-24)
for given PER, mean burst size of corrupted packets B and TCP segment transmission time T. The 
results for a mean error burst size of 3 packets are given in Fig. 5-18, allowing the following 
conclusions to be derived:
■ the advantage of TCP SACK connections in treating multiple losses is expressed so that 
TCP-SACK outperforms TCP-NR.
■ Again Snoop and TCP-W show the best performance, the former having the lead. The 
performance lag of SPLIT-SACK is now wider and it only slightly outperforms the end-to- 
end TCP-SACK connection. Note that the performance gap increases with the higher 
RTTt values.
■ In absolute terms, the performance of all connections is now better for burst losses of the 
same average rate. This is in perfect agreement with reported results from other analytical 
and simulation studies and is a demonstration of the memory effect of TCP [134]: the 
protocol does not react to each single packet loss encountered but rather benefits when 
losses are encountered in batches. Apparently the TCP memory feature is a function of the 
particular TCP implementation, i.e. TCP-SACK owns more memory than TCP-NR.
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Fig. 5-18. Comparison of the five connections for burst link errors (pr=0, RTTT=200ms)
5.3.2.3 Loss at the terrestrial network
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Fig. 5-19 confirms the main advantage of split-connections, namely their potential to isolate the 
user attached to the satellite -generally wireless- network from the wired network congestion.
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Fig. 5-19. Comparison of the five connections under congestion at the terrestrial network (BER=10‘8,
RTTT=40ms)
1 Snoop suffers from congestion as well, since its flow control is performed end-to-end. The 
latency it achieves almost coincides with the one achieved by TCP-NR and TCP-SACK.
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■ Again, TCP-W N R  outperforms the other two end-to-end schemes exploiting its 
aggressiveness; in contrast with Snoop, TCP-W does not differentiate between losses 
encountered at the wired or the wireless path segments.
■ Finally, the SPLIT-SACK connection outperforms clearly schemes that adopt end-to-end 
flow control. The performance of SPLIT-SACK is actually defined by the link error rates 
and is immune to what’s going on at the wired network over a wide range of loss rates.
5.4 Combining split-TCP connections and link-layer retransmissions: 
the split-Delayed Duplicate Acknowledgments scheme
The simulation comparisons of the previous paragraph have made clear that, although split-TCP 
connections can effectively protect the protocol performance from congestion experienced at the 
terrestrial network (Fig. 5-19), just splitting the connection cannot enhance TCP performance in 
all possible scenarios (Fig. 5-17 and Fig. 5-18). Ideally we would like to preserve the advantages 
of split connections with respect to packet loss at the terrestrial network while enhancing their 
performance under high satellite link error rates.
In this context, we consider subsequently a split-TCP implementation relying on the Delayed 
Duplicate Acknowledgement (DDA) scheme. The scheme, first proposed and validated as an end- 
to-end solution in terrestrial wireless networks as described in section 5.1.1, is tested as the 
satellite component of a split-TCP connection. The performance gain reported in [128] when 
losses were due to link errors was outweighed by the perfonnance deterioration when there were 
congestion losses, since in the latter case delaying the critical duplicate A C K  was actually 
reducing the sender’s responsiveness to congestion. However in our scenario and by deploying 
the scheme in the frame of split connections, we effectively eliminate the probability that this 
scheme has to cope with congestion and we obtain only positive results15. We maintain two 
options for the LL protocol that can be deployed over the satellite radio interface. The first one is 
the SCLLP (Fig. 5-1), used in the original scheme introduction [128]. The second is a 
connectionless adaptation of the Service Specific Connection Oriented Protocol (SSCOP).
In the following, we evaluate the scheme in the context of a single connection and compare it with 
the STP protocol. The latter also combines split connections with retransmissions, being 
effectively a transport-layer adaptation of SSCOP. On the contrary, split-DDA inherits the
15 the main issue with Delayed Duplicate Acknowledgements is the tuning of the respective timer, which prerequisites 
that the receiver has some knowledge of the RTT of the connection; however for TCP connections over a GEO satellite 
link the receiver can have a better estimate of the RTT, with stricter bounds on its variation than in the usual case.
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flow/congestion control mechanisms of TCP and performs retransmissions at the link layer, where 
the minimum retransmitted data unit is the LL frame instead of the full TCP segment.
5.4.1 Split-DDA with SCLLP
SCLLP performs segmentation and reassembly of higher layer packets and error recovery via 
retransmissions. It does not provide in-sequence delivery of packets to the upper layer; a packet is 
foiwarded as soon as it is reassembled from its fragments. The protocol attempts up to Nmax
retransmissions of lost segments. In fact, A max = 1 should be considered adequate for medium and 
low bit error rates advertised by current broadband satellite systems (see discussion in chapter 6).
5.4.1.1 An analytical model for split-DDA with SCLLP
The use of ARQ techniques over the satellite link affects the connection dynamics in various 
ways: first of all it presents a channel with less (or even no) errors to the TCP allowing higher 
throughput values to be obtained. On the other hand, it introduces additional delay per packet that 
sometimes may interact badly with the TCP flow/congestion control mechanisms (e.g. triggering 
of retransmission timeouts that eventually hurt throughput). Different A R Q  protocols -Stop-and- 
Wait, GoBackN, Selective Repeat- introduce their own trade-offs with regard to achieved 
reliability, additional delay and processing requirements at the receiver [124]. Moreover, the 
behaviour of each protocol can change significantly under different choices for their parameters. 
Selective Repeat protocols in particular minimize the overhead of unnecessary retransmissions, 
hence the resource consumption, at the expense of additional processing and buffering 
requirements at the protocol peers. In addition to the queueing delay Tfm at the transmitter side,
the protocols introduce additional delay at the receiver peer where the reassembly of the out- 
of-order LL frames takes place.
The delay analysis of Selective Repeat protocols appears to be more complicated than the 
throughput analysis of the protocols. Our approach in approximating the split-DDA performance 
with SCLLP over the satellite link consists of three steps. The procedure can be generalized to 
accommodate different ARQ protocols. The behaviour of SCLLP in the following analysis is 
approximated by the behaviour of the Selective Repeat ARQ protocol both at transmission side, 
via computation of TfRQ at frame level, and receiver side with reassembly of TCP segments rather 
than frames.
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Step 1:
Compute the mean re-sequencing delay This delay, normalized in terms of segments,
was derived in [135]-[136] as a function of the error characteristics of the channel. For a given 
BER after physical layer processing, we could define the FER p SF and the TCP segment error 
rate
* v = l - ( l  -B E R )1’ (5-25)
P a = \ - b - p „ Y '  (5-26)
where LF and p SF are the number of bits per LL frame and N T the number of LL frames in a 
TCP segment.
The re-sequencing delay -at TCP segment level rather than LL frame level- can then be 
expressed in terms of multiples of TCP segment transmission times Tpkt [137]:
,rx j_ 1 (l Psr) | j ‘O  (l ) )‘ )
1 — P Sp P ST k=2 k 7_ (Y-i (5-27)1 \PsT)
where TP is the round-tiip propagation delay normalized in LL frames.
Step 2:
Compute the mean queueing delay at the transmitter side. This estimation is less straightforward, 
since the derived analytical estimation of the delay in [138] is a function of the input traffic 
characteristics (inter-arrival distribution X ,J  W e  applied a fixed-point argument for the estimation 
of this delay.
Let /, (pSF, Geom(E[x])) be the set of equations that yield the waiting time at the queue as 
function of the link errors under a geometric distribution of the frame arrivals at the transmitter 
queue. We assume for the time that the ARQ hides the losses from TCP, an assumption to be
tested in simulations. Then the equivalent throughput of TCP in bytes will be given by Thrs = ^ , 
where t3 is estimated as in [79], where
RlTs *-RTTs +E[T£Q\-Tptl+ f t
j Vt 
p sr,Geom — j
\ inrS J )
(5-28)
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and Thrf is the equivalent throughput in LL frames computed via formula (3-5) with the error 
rate p assumed to be zero16 (see Eq. (4-15)).
Step 3:
We proceed as in the split-TCP approach estimating DT(t) and Ds (t) as in (5-13), (5-15) and 
then the buffering requirements according to (5-20).
Note: The substitution in (5-28) is correct as long as the rate of the terrestrial component of the 
connection is higher than the one of its satellite analogue and the overall time to complete the 
transfer is controlled by the latter.
5.4.1.2 Model validation
5.4.1.2.1 Latency
The comparison of the model predictions with the actual latency obtained via simulations is 
provided in Fig. 5-20.
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Fig. 5-20. TCP latency model evaluation for split-TCP over ARQ (pj=0, RTTT=40ms): simulation 
results (dashed lines) vs. model estimates (solid lines)
The model rather provides a lower bound for the latency in this case; the deviation of the results 
can be attributed to several factors:
16 This assumption can be relaxed so that the ARQ protocol is abstracted to any error rate value p s < p s .
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■ SCLLP is not exactly the typical Selective Repeat protocol analyzed in [138]. The SCLLP 
sends positive LL ACK packets for each correctly received LL frame, introducing 
additional load at the link layer buffers.
■ the ARQ delay at the LL transmitting side was estimated for geometric frame interarrivals. 
Frames originating from TCP segments arrive in batches at the link buffer queues, 
particularly in the case of short transfers where the slow-start phase is dominant. As a result 
the LL delay viewed by individual TCP segments is much higher than the predictions of the 
SR delay model.
5.4.1.2.2 Buffer requirements
The agreement between analysis and simulation is good enough regarding buffering requirements.
The model follows the increase of the respective percentiles both with respect to transfer size and
link error rate.
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Fig. 5-21. Buffer requirements for split-TCP over ARQ (pr=0, RTTT=40ms): simulation results (dashed
lines) vs. model estimates (solid lines)
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5.4.2 The performance gain of split-DDA
In the following, we compare split-DDA against Snoop, TCP-W NR and SPLIT-SACK. We 
combine split-DDA with both connectionless protocols described in 5.1.2, namely SCLLP and 
SSCOP, looking more closely at the overhead they introduced in terms of additional signalling 
and user data transmitted over the satellite link.
The performance gain achieved with split-DDA ranges from 2-4 with respect to Snoop and TCP- 
W  NR and from 5 to 10 with regard to the split SACK scheme Fig. 5-22, when no errors are met 
at the -rather short- terrestrial leg of the end-to-end connection. The increase of the performance 
gain with respect to Snoop and TCP-W NR under congestion at the terrestrial network can be 
derived indirectly via looking back at Fig. 5-19.
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Fig. 5-22. Comparison of the split-TCP schemes sections for random link errors (p T= 0 , R T T 1= 4 0 m s)
In the plotted figures the SPLIT-DDA implementation with SCLLP outperforms the one with the 
SSCOP variant by, approximately, a factor of 2. The performance of the latter implementation can 
be further improved with more frequent exchange of POLL/ST AT messages (default POLL 
period for our simulations is 50ms) or the addition of USTAT messages.
The benefits of the SPLIT-DDA approach come at some expense. This is related to the additional 
resource required for the exchange of LL messages, namely the periodic POLL/STAT messages 
in the case of the SSCOP-based implementation and the LL A C K  frames sent for each LL data 
frame when split-DDA is coupled with the SCLLP.
~0  D=20kB -*-D=50kB “O "  D=100kB — D=200kB —D- D=500kB “V "  D=1MB D=2MB
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Fig. 5-23. Comparison of SCLLP (solid lines) and SSCOP (dashed lines) with respect to the transport-layer
and link-layer data volume in the reverse path
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At a second level of trade-off, the SCLLP introduces higher link layer overheads with respect to 
the SSCOP variant in return for the better performance it provides. Although the SCLLP manages 
to save some TCP ACK packets at the reverse path, giving rise to fewer TCP retransmissions at 
the forward path (Fig. 5-23a) and wasting less resource in the forward direction at link layer (LL 
ACK frames for the TCP ACK packets versus the POLL messages), its main disadvantage is 
related to the LL overheads at the reverse path (Fig. 5-23b). An alternative demonstration of the 
high SCLLP reverse path requirements is provided in Fig. 5-24. Whereas the SSCOP-based 
implementation of split-DDA is robust to the return link variation, the performance of the SCLLP- 
based implementation is seriously hurt at low return link capacities.
Fig. 5-24. Dependence of the split-DDA scheme performance on the reverse link bandwidth
5.5 Comparison of spiit-DDA with Satellite Transport Protocol (STP)
The Satellite Transport Protocol is an adaptation of the Service Specific Convergence Protocol 
(SSCOP), which in turn draws on the SNR protocol, first introduced in [130]. An approximate 
throughput analysis for the SNR protocol is given in [139] and for the SSCOP protocol in [129]. 
In the following, we compare the split-DDA scheme with two versions of STP: one featuring flow 
control (FC) features and another without. Both are described in [133]. The flow control aware 
version of the protocol follows the Additive Increase Multiplicative Decrease (AIMD) flow 
control principles of TCP.
We can note the following:
■ Both SPLIT-DDA and SPLIT-STP outperform the SPLIT-SACK scheme at high error 
rates, exploiting the retransmission mechanisms at their disposal either at the transport 
layer, in case of STP, or at link later, in case of split-DDA.
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Fig. 5-25. Comparison of the split-TCP schemes sections for random link errors (pT=0, RTTT=40ms)
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■ The STP versions that have static window sizes (16kB/32kB) outperform the other three 
retransmission-capable schemes for small transfers, where connections spend most of their
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life in slow-start. In the absence of flow control STP forwards more quickly data over the 
satellite link, whereas the other schemes only reach full speed after several slow-start 
rounds. The STP advantage fades out with longer transfers, where the relative time spent in 
slow-start is less. For larger transfers, the split-STP connection with 16kB ends up being 
restricted by the static window value, a limitation that was less important in smaller 
transfers.
The split-DDA schemes outperform the FC-aware version of SPLIT-STP at high error 
rates. SPLIT-DDA coupled with SCLLP yields the best performance, since the per-segment 
LL ACKs of SCLLP accelerate the error recovery procedure (see discussion in section 
5.4.2).
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Fig. 5-26. Transport and link-layer overhead for split-STP and split-DDA schemes (pr=0, RTTT=40ms)
Further insight to the behaviour of SPLIT-DDA and SPLIT-STP is given in Fig. 5-26. The 
retransmissions in case of SPLIT-STP take place at transport layer, resulting in the transmission 
of additional full STP segments over the satellite link. Their number apparently increases with
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the link error rate (Fig. 5-26a). The SPLIT-DDA scheme avoids almost completely 
retransmissions at TCP layer17, retransmitting LL frames instead of TCP segments.
More interesting is the comparison in the reverse path of the split connections. At transport layer, 
the D D A  overhead is related to the TCP A C K  packets. Notably, this overhead is reduced with 
link error rate: the protocol enters more frequently the procedure of delaying the critical duplicate 
A C K  and ends up producing mainly cumulative ACKs, acknowledging a batch of TCP segments 
rather than a single segment. On the other hand, the transport-layer overhead in the case of STP is 
related to the periodic STATUS messages. In contrast with split-DDA, this overhead increases 
with link error rate, since higher error rates lengthen the duration of the transfer but also the size 
of the STATUS messages that depends on the number of reported to be lost segments.
The overhead in case of SPLIT-DDA is an order of magnitude higher than for SPLIT-STP at low 
error rate, whereas the two tend to be equal at high error rates. However, the advantage of SPLIT- 
STP becomes even more profound in Fig. 5-26c that plots the additional data generated at link- 
layer by SSCOP and SCLLP (see also Fig. 5-23b). The link layer overhead in case of SSCOP is 
related to the POLL and STATUS LL frames exchanged at the link layer, whereas in the case of 
SCLLP it is generated by the LL A C K  frames sent for all correctly received LL frames.
5.6 Conclusions
This chapter evolved mainly around two mechanisms that are local to the satellite network and 
can be used for performance enhancement.
We presented a model for the latency of the split-TCP connection and the buffer requirements it 
introduces at the intermediate node, where splitting is deployed. The model draws on the TCP 
latency model of Cardwell et al. and inherits its advantages and drawbacks. Therefore, the model 
can capture the impact of slow-start and various TCP options, such as the larger initial window or 
the delayed acknowledgments, deployed in the two components of the end-to-end connection. On 
the other hand, its estimates exhibit sensitivity to the (static) value chosen for the retransmission 
timeout. The comparisons of the model estimates with simulation results show good match 
between the two. The model can be easily adapted to accommodate non-TCP implementations of 
the satellite component of the end-to-end connection.
We compared ten different transport schemes in two steps: firstly, end-to-end TCP variants were 
compared with the Snoop protocol and a standard split-TCP scheme. Then split-TCP schemes 
coupled with retransmissions were compared against the best performing end-to-end scheme and 
the Snoop protocol. In a third step we performed a more complete comparison of two schemes
17 the respective data values are too low and with high significance error to be plotted
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that can combine connection splitting with local error correction methods in terms of both 
performance and efficiency in terms of overheads and resource utilization.
The split-DDA scheme introduced in this chapter, provides the operator with additional flexibility 
in building bearer services in the satellite network. The main advantages and the main drawbacks 
of the scheme stem from its relation to TCP. The model inherits the standard flow-control and 
congestion-control algorithms of TCP, which are required in a shared satellite environment. On 
the other hand, the per TCP segment -segments if Delayed Acknowledgments are in use- A C K  
packets consume significant resource in the return path. STP, built upon the periodic state 
exchange concept of the SNR protocol, appears to be more resource-friendly. The addition of 
flow-control features to it and the efficiency of the “TCP-like” algorithms described in [133] have 
to be tested more systematically under moderate and high packet loss.
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6 TCP and bandwidth on demand in GEO 
satellite networks
6.1 Background
6.1.1 Satellite MAC protocols -  a brief review
Medium access control (MAC) protocols for geostationary satellite communication (satcom) 
systems were the subject of research already in early 60s. Since then a wide variety of protocols 
have been proposed in the research literature, part of which have been adopted in 
commercial/military system implementations. One of the main inputs in the protocol design 
procedure is the traffic pattern it is expected to support, the latter being relevant to the type of 
system / network configuration (e.g. few collective versus many end-user terminals) but also to 
the type of applications that traverse the satellite network. Therefore the evolution of protocols 
with time also reflects the various network technologies that have emerged in the last decades and 
the respective change in data traffic characteristics they have brought about.
Fixed assignment (FA) protocols were the first M A C  protocols to be deployed in commercial 
satcom systems. Frequency division multiplexing (FDM) in the beginning and time/code division 
multiplexing techniques later were used for the communication of large earth stations carrying 
highly aggregated traffic. Despite their simplicity, FA protocols do not adapt to variations of 
traffic demand, therefore they yield low resource utilization unless the input traffic levels are 
constant and predictable. On demand assignment (DA) protocols have been an improvement over 
FA protocols, in that a channel (carrier frequency, code or time slot) can be allocated to a terminal 
for as long as it is required resulting in better utilization for given Grade of Service (GoS) 
requirements [140]. Note that in the context of these early protocols, the main application is 
telephony and the on-demand assignment is fixed-rate: a fixed amount of resource is assigned to a 
call during its setup and is only released when the call is finished. The first operational demand- 
assignment system became available in 1971 [141].
Almost simultaneously, the requirement to incorporate satellite communication links into the 
packet-switched ARPANET, the ancestor of Internet, led to the series of random access and
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combined reservation/random access protocols proposed in early 70s ([108]-[110]). These 
protocols were deemed optimal for the efficient support of the burst packet data traffic of 
ARPANET over satellite networks. Random access protocols (RA) stand at the opposite extreme 
of the fixed assignment protocols: the satellite terminals compete directly for resources without 
any a priori knowledge about resource availability. They present a fundamental trade-off between 
packet delay, resource utilization and stability. The normalized throughput of the two basic Aloha 
variants (slotted / unslotted) is upper bounded by 18% and 36% of the offered load respectively, 
when infinite terminal population is assumed. It may be less when different message lengths are 
served by the protocol but also higher when the medium is shared among a finite, non- 
homogeneous, terminal population or under the assumption of perfect capture effect [100]. Every 
R A  protocol implementation includes a collision resolution algorithm (CRA) that defines how 
collisions of packets are treated. More intelligent algorithms than the random back-off and 
retransmission mechanism of Aloha have pushed the limits of R A  protocols higher: to 0.46 in 
case of the Tree CRA algorithm in [111] and even higher in [112], [113], [142]. The fundamental 
similarity among the last three protocols is the acceleration of the collision resolution procedure 
via the announced retransmission concept. Satellite terminals still access the channel in R A  mode, 
but in the same time they submit a reservation request, announcing their intention to transmit a 
frame. In case of a collision in the initial attempt, a slot may he reserved for the terminal to 
retransmit its frame. Another way to improve the pure Aloha perfonnance, vertical to the 
announced retransmission concept, consists in fragmenting messages into smaller packets and 
selectively retransmitting only those that were subject to collision [107].
The protocols in [112], [113] and [142] make use of dynamic, per frame/superframe resource 
reservation, primarily as a support mechanism for the R A  mode. Nevertheless, dynamic 
reservation of resources is the standard access mechanism in a number of satellite M A C  protocols. 
The time-scale of the resource assignment is significantly smaller than in the fixed-rate demand 
assignment scheme, which is also called static demand assigmnent. Resources are allocated for a 
finite number of frames, usually on the basis of the instantaneous occupation of the terminal 
buffer. The reservation of resources may be implicit, where the use of a time slot by a terminal 
denotes its reservation till the moment it is freed (e.g. [109]), or explicit, when reservation is 
accomplished via additional signalling traffic in the form of reservation requests and resource 
allocation messages. It may also be distributed ([108], [109] [110]) or centralized. In the first 
case, individual satellite terminals maintain their own state about reservations submitted to the 
channel. The fundamental requirement is that all satellite terminals hear each-others’ 
transmissions. In centralized schemes, the responsibility for the resource allocation -and protocol 
complexity- is transferred to a single entity that may reside in Network Control Centre (NCC), 
one of the communication terminals or onboard the satellite.
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Reservation of resources may in turn be contention-oriented ([108], [109], [110], [114], [143]), or 
contention-free. Random access protocols become relevant in the first case, whereas pre-assigned 
slots or request piggybacking are two alternatives for the second. Certain protocol families such as 
the Priority-Oriented Demand Assignment (PODA) [144] and the Combined Free Demand 
Assignment Multiple Access (CFDAMA) have been proposed with both options. On top of the 
resource reservation, C F D A M A  protocols also cater for the distribution of spare capacity to 
satellite terminals (free assignment), a feature that reduces the M A C  frame access delay at low 
resource utilisation [102].
The emergence of integrated voice and data networks during 80s (ISDN) saw the introduction of 
more elaborate hybrid protocols that could accommodate the mixture of stream and burst packet 
traffic of these networks. The integrated protocol of Suda et a l in [104], the wireless integrated 
multiple access (WIMA) protocols in [103] and variants of C F D A M A  [106], feature call-level 
resource reservation for stream traffic and random access or per-frame dynamic explicit 
reservation for packet traffic. The evolution of integrated service networks into multi-service 
networks (B-ISDN) gave rise to satellite M A C  protocols featuring a broader range of traffic 
handling capabilities. These protocols combine a variety of resource allocation mechanisms in 
order to support most efficiently the increasing variety of applications in current data networks. 
Fixed-rate demand assignment, combined with Admission Control, usually supports real-time 
traffic with strict delay requirements. Best-effort traffic with no QoS requirements, on the other 
hand, is better suited to dynamic demand assignment or free assignment. Traffic types between 
these two extremes, are served via combination of capacity assignments. For example, variable 
rate, real-time or non real-time traffic flows with less strict delay constraints may reserve some 
resource for exclusive use (fixed-rate demand assignment) and book additional resource for 
occasional use. The booked resource becomes available to the flow when a request is submitted 
for it (dynamic demand assignment), whereas it becomes available to other traffic when it is not 
[145], [146]. The concept of booked resource that becomes available with priority to a subset of 
flows (one or more) is the core idea in the implementation of the better-than-BE M A C  class in 
[147] and the support of premium connectionless traffic in [148], in A T M  context and IP context 
respectively. The DVB-RCS standard [16] describes capacity request mechanisms that are explicit 
or approximate analogues of the demand assignment and free assignment mechanisms mentioned 
earlier (Table 6-1).
Similar capabilities are described in the original DOCSIS standard [25], whose modifications for 
the satellite environment (S-DOCSIS) are considered for use by commercial satcom systems (see 
section 2.3.1). The interested reader is referred to [149] and [150] for comparative reviews of 
satellite M A C  protocols.
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Table 6-1. Relation between generic MAC resource allocation mechanisms and the DVB-RCS terminology
Generic MAC resource allocation DVB-RCS capacity request categories increasing
priority
on-demand fixed-rate assignment
.„.........
Constant Rate Allocation (CRA)
t
on-demand fixed-rate assignment + 
booking Rate Based Dynamic Capacity (RBDC)
dynamic on-demand assignment Volume Based Dynamic Capacity (VBDC)
free assignment Free Capacity Allocation (FCA)
Note that the resource allocation mechanisms at M A C  level, being part of the radio transmission 
dependent parts of the systems, are independent of the overlaying network technology. Instead, 
they form the fundamental building blocks that can support both the ATM- and IP- based QoS 
frameworks and respective traffic class definitions at M A C  layer ([145] and [148]-[151]). The 
relevance of the DVB-RCS capacity request categories to the A T M  and IP traffic classes is given 
in Table 6-2.
Table 6-2. Relevance of DVB-RCS capacity allocation mechanisms to the service classes defined within the
context of ATM/IP QoS frameworks
DVB-RCS resource allocation mechanisms IP/ATM service classes
CRA
IP IntServ Guaranteed 
IP DiffServ Expedited Forwarding 
ATM Constant Bit Rate 
ATM real-time Variable Bit Rate
RBDC (alone or combined with VBDC)
IP IntServ Controlled Load 
ATM non real-time Variable Bit Rate 
ATM Guaranteed Frame Rate
VBDC
ATM UBR
IP Intserv/DiffServ Best Effort
VBDC + resource booking at class level
IP DiffServ Assured Forwarding 
ATM Available Bite Rate
FCA
ATM UBR
IP Intserv/DiffServ Best Effort
6.1.2 T C P  and Bandwidth on D e m a n d
Almost all analytical and most simulation studies of the protocols reviewed in section 6.1.1 were 
carried out under the hypothesis that packet arrivals follow the Poisson or binomial distribution; 
fewer, mainly simulation-based, studies have considered Markov/Pareto Modulated Processes as 
free-traffic models for aggregate TCP/IP traffic. The fundamental drawback of these models is 
that they cannot capture the interaction between the flow-controlled TCP/IP traffic and the 
network. The literature lacks in studies of satellite M A C  protocols under adaptive TCP/IP traffic.
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The interaction of TCP with M A C  layer in the context of DVB-RCS networks is discussed in 
[152] and [153], using simplistic models for the resource allocation procedures described in the 
standard. The authors [152] consider a single TCP connection, whilst the Volume Based Dynamic 
Capacity (VBDC) allocation and FCA modes of DVB-RCS are modelled as independent 
processes: return link slots become available to the terminal either deterministically (periodically) 
or following some authoritative distribution (exponential or uniform). In [153] it is the BoD- 
related delay (access delay) that is independently modelled: the access delays related to different 
DVB-RCS capacity allocation modes are one of the inputs to the simulation, i.e. chosen a priori 
irrespective of the link capacity and the number of connections that share the link.
The use of prediction in estimating the resource demand for TCP/IP traffic has been addressed in 
[154] and [155]. The authors in [154] considered aggregate traffic with self-similar characteristics 
and proposed a Local Linear Approximation estimator. Aggregate traffic is modelled as free 
traffic, hence the model suffers from the drawbacks mentioned earlier. Furthermore the actual 
relevance and implications of self-similarity on network performance has been the subject of 
much debate within the research community [156]. A  TCP-aware M A C  implementation is 
proposed in [155]. The fundamental requirement in this approach is that the D A M  A  Controller, 
located either at the Network Control Centre (NCC) or on-board the satellite, can read protocol 
headers deeper in the M A C  frame payload and predict capacity demand by different terminals 
following the per-connection TCP segment-ACK packet exchange. The main disadvantage of the 
scheme is that it increases the BoD controller complexity and raises additional concerns about its 
scalability, on top of the security related (i.e. compatibility with IPSec) concerns already 
discussed in section 5.1.
In this chapter, we provide a simulation study of the TCP performance over BoD satellite 
networks. Contrary to the studies in [152] and [153], we have introduced a BoD simulation 
environment into a fully TCP-aware network simulator (ns2). The Bandwidth on Demand 
procedure draws on [157] and the C F D A M A  protocol in [106] and is described in section 6.2. 
More details about the actual implementation are provided in Appendix A. We have already 
discussed in chapter 4 (section 4.4.2) that the actual treatment of TCP traffic in these networks 
may vary. Dynamic bandwidth allocation mechanisms, where resource is assigned per frame / 
superframe according to instantaneous traffic demand, are maintained as the reference resource 
allocation mechanisms in om* study. We demonstrate that the M A C  layer provides enough 
flexibility for the support of qualitative service differentiation for TCP flows over these networks 
via rather simple mechanisms that do not necessitate per-flow state at the M A C  layer and/or the 
overhead of prediction methods in [154] and [155] that are less straightforward and understood 
for TCP flows. But fust we describe the BoD procedure that was implemented in the simulator
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along with the simulation methodology and make remarks on the -not always intuitive- 
behaviour of the BoD process under adaptive TCP traffic.
6.2 BoD procedure
Periodically, and as long as new packets arrive at their queues, the BoD entities, physically 
located in satellite terminals and serving one or more data flows, submit requests to a BoD 
Controller residing either at the NCC or on-board the satellite. The Controller takes requests into 
consideration, builds the burst time plan (BTP) and broadcasts it to the BoD entities. Both 
functions are repeated with a period equal to an integer number ns of T D M A  frames (resource 
allocation period). Requests may be submitted in pre-assigned slots (separate signalling channel), 
piggybacked on data slots or compete in random access manner (i.e. Slotted / Unslotted Aloha). 
Subsequently we consider only the first option. The BTP corresponding to requests submitted 
within a certain allocation period is activated by the entities after an integer number L of resource 
allocation periods (system response time), allowing for the propagation and processing delays at 
the terminals and the Controller. Requests that cannot be satisfied in the corresponding allocation 
period are stored and served with priority in the next resource allocation period. Spare capacity 
(free slots) is distributed prioritising entities that have not submitted a request in the respective 
resource allocation period on a round-robin basis.
6.2.1 Request estimation
The algorithm for estimating the requests is borrowed from [157]. If q(k) are the queued packets 
at the terminal queue at the beginning of the Hh resource allocation period (RAP), then the request 
submitted to the BoD Controller is for r(!c) slots, where
{k ) =
q{k)- ns • a{ k) - ns - ' £ r { k - L  + j ) - ns ■ w(/c) (6-1)
In (6.1), [ /T  denotes the smallest non-negative integer, including zero, that is greater than x, 
a(k) are the number of slots per frame allocated to the BoD entity for the next ns frames and 
w(/c) is the estimate of the owed slots by the Controller to the entity, because in one or more of the 
previous resource allocation periods, the Controller assigned fewer or even none of the slots 
requested. Apparently w ( / c )  > 0. In effect the process resembles the Volume Based Dynamic 
Capacity (VBDC) allocation mode, as defined in [16].
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An example of the BoD scheme operation is provided in Fig. 6-1. The snapshot shows the 
estimated requests, the assignments of the Controller and the queue size at the beginning of the 
resource allocation periods; d(k) denote the number of new frames that arrive at the entity queue 
within the (k-l)th resource allocation period. In this example, the link is lightly loaded so that the 
BoD Controller can satisfy the requests of the Entity, namely vv(A:) = 0 k e [1..8], and there is 
spare capacity that is assigned to the Entity in FCA mode
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30
Fram e no
p rocessing  d e lay  R esource
at the  B oD  C o n tro lle r "► a llocation
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d( 1) =  4 
q ( l )  =  4
d(2) =  0 
q(2) =  4
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q(3) =  10 d (4) =  2 d (5 ) =  0
q(4) =  12 q (5 ) =  12
 system  response t i m e ---------------------
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Fig. 6-1. Example of BoD process operation- L - 5, n s =4
6.2.2 Resource allocation
The requests of the BoD entities are received by at the Controller and are stored in a request 
queue (list). In compiling the BTP every resource allocation period, the scheduler has to take into 
account both new requests that arrived within the latest period18 and the ones that were submitted 
in previous intervals but not yet served. The Controller is also responsible for the distribution of 
spare capacity when this is available, i.e. it implements the FCA mechanism in DVB-RCS 
terminology. In summary, the Controller can make use of the following mechanisms when 
distributing the resource to individual BoD Entities:
Priority scheduling: The satellite link differs from a conventional time-multiplexing link in that 
packets are distributed over the terminal queues rather than being buffered at a single point. 
Multiplexing still takes place -over the air this time- and it is the Controller’s task to arbitrate 
access to the medium, much alike the schedulers used in wired networks do. In our study we 
experimented with two types of schedulers: a FCFS (First Come First Served) scheduler, which 
treats all requests in the same, best effort manner and a priority-aware scheduler. The latter
18 Note that there is some hysteresis due to the Controller processing delays -  in Fig. 6-1 it equals 1.5 
superframes.
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discriminates between two M A C  classes and serves requests of the non-priority class (BE) only 
when and if all requests of the priority class (prio) have been satisfied. It resembles the default 
priority queuing discipline (for example, see [87]). Among connections of the same class, slots are 
distributed on a round-robin basis, which can be seed as a particular instance of the Weighted Fair 
BoD Scheduler described in [146].
FCA policy: A  second way to allow for different treatment of connections at the access level is 
related to the policy imposed on the distribution of the spare capacity. An example of such a 
policy, which is investigated further in our study, is to make free capacity available only to the 
M A C  priority class.
Movable boundary: The introduction of a boundary can function as an additional regulator on 
the service differentiation offered to different classes. The (movable) boundary concept was 
introduced in the context of the hybrid multiplexers [158], multiplexing circuit-switched voice 
with packet-switched data. It has been adopted in M A C  protocols (see for example [103], [104]) 
for integrated voice/data services with similar benefits: it leads to better service for data traffic 
and higher resource utilization without affecting the service offered to voice. Introducing a 
movable boundary for hard-limiting the capacity that is made available to connections of prio 
class, one may leverage the performance differentiation between the two M A C  classes.
6.2.3 Simulation setup and assumptions
A  variable number of TCP connections compete for the link bandwidth. Connections are subject 
to BoD mechanisms in both the forward and reverse direction (ACK packets), i.e. we consider a 
fully MAC-shared mesh system architecture (see section 4.3.3) without notion of forward and 
return link. In our simulations we mainly consider terminals with low traffic aggregation levels. 
Most simulations have been run with one-to-one correspondence between TCP connections and 
BoD Entities, namely each entity hosts both a TCP sender and a TCP receiver of two 
unidirectional TCP connections. Simulation results with more connections per BoD Entity are 
reported in section 6.4.3.
Simulations have been run for satellite link capacities of 512/1024/2048kbps yielding 32/64/128 
16kbps slots per frame respectively for frame duration equal to 24ms. The resource allocation 
period can also be varied -for most simulation it was set to 96ms (4 T D M A  frames).
TCP segments are fragmented implicitly [69] at the link-layer into 48-byte payload data frames. 
The link (MAC) buffer at the satellite terminals is assumed infinite; in short we are concerned 
with a lossless system. In such a system TCP adapts to the delays occurring at the M A C  queues 
within the satellite network. W e  have chosen the TCP NewReno [49] variant for our simulation 
experiments. Since no losses occur, this choice does not affect obtained results; most of the
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available TCP implementations (e.g. Reno, NewReno, SACK) differ in the way they treat losses 
and suggest different action during the Fast Retransmit/Fast Recovery phase (see 3.2). The 
granularity of the TCP timer is 100ms and the timestamps option is activated for all simulations.
The metric we consider is the mean TCP connection throughput, in line with the metrics 
considered in [85] within the broader context of elastic traffic. Persistent connections are initiated 
with a random phasing and are run for time intervals of 80-100 seconds. The connection 
throughput is measured and averaged after the first quarter of the connection time has elapsed. At 
the system level, we mainly plot the achieved utilization of the satellite link. Each point in the 
graphs is the sample average of 10-20 repetitions.
Finally, in the simulation results reported in sections 6.4-6.6 links are assumed to be error-free. 
We discuss further this assumption in 6.4 and relax it in section 6.8.
6.3 Behaviour of the BoD process under two types of traffic: adaptive
The behaviour of MAC protocols under free traffic is typically characterised by delay-throughput 
curves. In other words, the mean offered load to the network at packet level is controlled via 
selection of appropriate parameters for the traffic models. For Poisson traffic the single parameter 
is the distribution mean, whereas with Markov Modulated Processes (e.g. MMDP) processes there 
are more degrees of freedom: the mean ON and mean OFF duration as well as the mean (peak) 
rate during the on period determine the per-source offered load. The performance of the BoD 
process under Poisson traffic is plotted in Fig. 6-2, where we test the agreement of the simulation 
results with the analytical approximation for CFDAMA protocol (4.16).
TCP traffic vs free traffic
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Fig. 6-2. Delay-throughput cmve for Poisson traffic (variation with N)
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Similar curves are not directly applicable to TCP traffic, in the sense that the per-source and 
aggregate offered load are no longer independent variables that can be a priori determined 
irrespective of the satellite link/network congestion. Besides denying compact characterisation of 
satellite MAC protocol performance as in Fig. 6-2 or in Fig. 4-8,.Fig. 4-11, the adaptive nature of 
TCP also leads to a few interesting, less or not at all intuitive, interactions between the MAC layer 
and the protocol.
6.3.1 The impact of memory availability at the BoD Controller
In (6-1) the BoD entity subtracts owed slots from the request it submits to the BoD Controller 
because it assumes that the Controller has memory, i.e. it will store requests that were not satisfied 
and will serve them in a subsequent resource allocation period. The drawback of this approach is 
that additional mechanisms should be implemented so that the protocol does not fail when BoD 
signalling messages (requests or BTP messages) are lost due to link errors or other 
hardware/software faults. An alternative is to consider a Controller without memory: requests that 
cannot be satisfied in the corresponding allocation period are not considered further by the 
Controller and the entities have to repeat them. Then (6-1) becomes
</c) =
q{k)-ns - a{k)-ns ^ r{k ~ L + j) (6-2)
Loss of signalling messages leads to resource waste and increases the access delay experienced by 
the respective MAC frames but does not cause protocol failure.
Results in [157] report the advantages of memory availability at the Controller in the case of 
MMDP traffic: lower frame delays and better link utilisation at high load. Intuitively, the memory 
property allows the BoD Controller to distribute the capacity more efficiently at high load, 
assigning it first to the stations that need it. On the contrary, the no memory variant preserves a 
higher number of free slots available but their distribution on a round-robin basis ends up wasting 
some of the capacity by allocating it to stations that are temporarily idle.
In our experiments with TCP traffic [159] we did not find any remarkable performance 
enhancement due to the memory feature. The explanation is hidden in Fig. 6-3, Fig. 6-4 and the 
closed-loop flow control of TCP. The access delay experienced by TCP segments in the forward 
direction and the ACK packets in the return direction are shown in Fig. 6-3. We distinguish 
between TCP frame delay and TCP packet delay: the former denotes the mean delay of individual 
MAC frames originating from fragmentation of TCP segments, whereas the latter denotes the
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access delay of the whole segment19. Apparently the difference between the TCP frame and the 
TCP packet access delay increases with higher load, when it is more difficult for the Controller to 
satisfy a whole request at once. It is also higher in the case of the no memory scheme, since the 
non-satisfied part of a request might take one round-trip time or more to be served, after a new 
request submission. The more important thing to note is that the access delay performance seems 
to be reversed in the case of ACK packets. The explanation for this can be tracked in Fig. 6-4, 
where the mean number of free slots for each system configuration is depicted. The no memory 
(nomem) system configuration preserves a higher amount of spare capacity, the penalty being the 
achieved utilization as well as the increased queue size at the terminal. Fitting into one MAC 
frame, ACK packets take advantage of the higher availability of spare capacity and are served by 
spare slots more frequently than in the memory system configuration (mem), achieving lower 
access delays. It appears that the relative advantage of TCP segment treatment in the forward 
direction when memory is available is effectively balanced by the increased percentage of ACK 
packets that escape with spare slots in the no-memory variant, so that TCP throughput is almost 
the same in both cases.
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6.3.2 On-board statistical multiplexing gain
The statistical multiplexing gain (SMG) is one of the fundamental concepts of packet-switched 
and virtual-circuit switched networks. The burstiness of certain types of traffic is exploited to 
trade-off queuing delay, cell loss and buffer space with bandwidth savings and higher resource 
utilisation. The notion of effective bandwidth has been central to the bandwidth dimensioning 
procedure for bursty, variable-rate traffic such as packet voice and video ([160], [161]).
19 The TCP packet delay is estimated per TCP segment (TCP/IP packet) as the time o f departure from queue 
(transmission over the air) o f  the last fragment o f the specific packet minus the time o f arrival at the queue 
of the first TCP frame corresponding to the same segment
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The derivation of SMG in satellite systems has been mainly addressed in the context of ATM and 
ATM-like broadband satellite networks. In satellite systems relying on transparent satellites 
multiplexing gain can be achieved at the network edge, i.e. at the satellite terminals [162]. In next- 
generation satellite systems featuring some form of on-board layer 2/2+ switching, the operator is 
presented with two options: target multiplexing gain either at the edges of the network or at the 
on-board buffers [163], via appropriate dimensioning of the uplink and downlink bandwidth. 
Setting the downlink bandwidth to a lower value than the uplink bandwidth will turn the downlink 
into the bottleneck of the network at high uplink load.
We investigated the SMG concept under TCP/IP traffic. We set the uplink bandwidth to 512kbps 
and experimented with two values for the downlink bandwidth, namely 384kbps and 448kbps, 
yielding bandwidth ratio (BW ratio) values of 0.75 and 0.875 respectively. In the following we 
compare the access delays and the utilisation with reference to the symmetric configuration 
(bandwidth ratio equal to 1).
Access and on-board delay: Contrary to the symmetrical case, where delay is experienced only 
at the BoD entity buffers, for lower values of downlink bandwidth the total delay comprises two 
components: the access delay and the on-board delay at the satellite buffers (Fig. 6-5). TCP (solid 
lines) and ACK frames (dashed lines) achieve different access delays, given the availability of 
spare slots at the uplink and the burstiness of the TCP sources. On the contrary, the on-board 
delays are similar for both types of frames; in fact there is no default reason why ACK frames 
might achieve different treatment The average onboard delays demonstrate the trade-off between 
downlink bandwidth and on-board buffer space arising when statistical multiplexing gain is 
considered.
The delays double when the TCP receive window (rwnd, interchangeably used with W,nax) is 
increased from 8 to 16kB. The absolute values of onboard delays increase for higher rwnd but 
their relative difference decreases. While the access delays are lower for BW ratio 0.75, the higher 
values of onboard delay are the ones that determine the overall delay budget. In general, higher 
BW ratio values yield a more uniform distribution of the two delay components (access and 
onboard delay).
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Fig. 6-5. Access and on-board delays- dashed lines correspond to ACK frames
Utilisation: The uplink utilization results are plotted in Fig. 6-6. Whereas bandwidth ratio values 
lower than one assure full utilisation of the downlink bandwidth, the average normalized uplink 
bandwidth utilisation is upper limited by the bandwidth ratio value. Higher values of the TCP 
window only drive it to its limit more quickly, namely under fewer TCP connections. The send- 
rate of TCP agents is paced by the rate of ACK packets that follow the same path and are subject 
to the same delays (access and onboard delays) and is hard limited by the bottleneck of the 
system, the satellite downlink.
One might attempt to draw comparisons between the outcome of Fig. 6-6 with a hypothetical 
experiment involving free traffic (e.g. Poisson or some form of on-off traffic). In that case it 
would be feasible to achieve average uplink utilisation values higher than the bandwidth ratio 
value and maintain the downlink fully utilized. The problem however would be to restrict the
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input load to values that do not threaten the stability20 of the system. With TCP, stability is 
guaranteed in advance thanks to the TCP receive window limitation.
Wmax = 8kB Wmax = 16kB
Fig. 6-6. Uplink utilisation in on-board switching scenarios for BW ratio smaller than unity
6.4 BoD support for TCP traffic in error-free environments
All the results shown in this section are derived under the assumption of error-free links. In 
general, the validity of this assumption is strongly related to the satellite environment under 
consideration and the respective physical layer design. Regarding the latter, the trend has always 
been to “over-dimension” the link, i.e. to add all the required redundancy so that an error-free link 
is emulated21. Physical layer implementations providing BERs as low as 10'10 after decoding are 
available for fixed broadband satellite networks, e.g. the DVB-S standard. Such error rates do not 
have an impact on individual TCP connections, even when files of several MB are transferred. In 
the case of Ka-band links, the link exhibits slow on-off type variations with long intervals of link 
availability and few intervals of link outage that are mainly related to rain fades. The impact of 
losses will be treated separately in section 6.8.
6.4.1 The impact of scheduling discipline and FCA policy
Fig. 6-7 plots the average connection throughput when the link is shared among equal numbers of 
end-to-end best effort (BE) and priority (prio) connections in two scenarios: in the first one, spare 
capacity is made available to both BE and priority connections, whereas in the second only to the
20 Instability is expressed as high queuing delays (resp. excessive loss) for infinite (resp. finite) onboard 
buffers
21 In [171] the authors suggest that the memory property o f the protocol (ref. Discussion in 5.3.1) can be 
exploited to come up with lighter air interfaces.
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latter. It is illustrative regarding the differentiation space of the two MAC-level mechanisms, i.e. 
the priority scheduling and the FCA policy. The FCA policy dominates at low loads: when BE 
connections have access to it, the priorities of the scheduler actually have no effect and the two 
classes of connections obtain the same performance. On the contrary, restriction of spare capacity 
to priority flows only, has a dramatic effect. BE flows are hard-limited to the capacity 
corresponding to their actual requests, whereas priority connections, having the exclusive 
privilege to spare capacity, increase their advantage over the former. At higher loads we face the 
opposite situation. It is the scheduling mechanism that provides service differentiation to the 
flows, while the impact of FCA policy fades out together with spare capacity as such.
The non-availability of spare capacity to BE flows penalizes the system utilization at low loads. 
On the contrary, the impact becomes negligible for higher loads, where the amount of spare 
capacity is reduced and the capacity allocation is performed almost exclusively on the basis of 
capacity requests.
Fig. 6-7. Mean throughputs o f  MAC priority and MAC best effort connections under the two policies for 
spare capacity distribution -  equal number of connections per MAC class
6.4.2 The impact of moving boundary
Fig. 6-8 demonstrates the impact of boundary under two different connection mixes that drive the 
link in saturation. This impact is much more dramatic for the 24/8 mix (24 priority versus 8 best 
effort connections) rather than the uniform 16/16 mix. In the first case, it is even possible to 
cancel the advantage of priority connections due to their privileged treatment by the BoD 
scheduler, if a low enough value is chosen for the boundary. In general, the impact of the 
boundary is not only a function of the number of TCP connections sharing the link but also of the 
proportion of each MAC class in the connection mix.
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6.4.3 Multiple connections per BoD entity
Higher levels of TCP connection multiplexing at the BoD entities let the same number of 
connections obtain higher throughput (Fig. 6-9a) and utilize the link more efficiently (Fig. 6-9b). 
From the system point of view, the link is saturated with fewer connections under higher 
aggregation levels. Fewer BoD entities share the spare system capacity and the probability that the 
latter is assigned to an entity that does not need it is reduced. The relative benefit from the 
connection multiplexing at the BoD entity level decreases as the link approaches the saturation 
area: there the capability of the entities to access and use the spare capacity does not matter any 
more, since there is no spare capacity left.
a) Mean TCP throughput' b) Link utilization
Fig. 6-9. Multiple TCP connections per BoD entity-fixed total connection number
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6.4.4 Variable RTT connections
The inherent bias of TCP against connections with longer round-trip times is a factor that may 
cancel the service differentiation mechanisms of the network. In Fig. 6-10, end-to-end 
connections that are treated as best effort at the MAC-level outperform at low load those treated 
with priority but exhibiting 200ms higher RTTs over the terrestrial network, as long as they are 
allowed access to spare capacity. In [164], alternative window increase mechanisms that can 
alleviate this inherent bias are discussed; appropriate scheduling algorithms may also serve the 
same purpose.
end-to-end TCP connections split TCP connections
a) without connection splitting b) with connection splitting
Fig. 6-10. Mean connection throughput for the two MAC-layer classes under non-uniform RTTs
In the satellite network, the splitting mechanism can constitute yet another way to address this 
bias. By splitting the to-be-prioritised connections, the advantage of the best effort connections 
with regard to their small RTT is cancelled. The former obtain performance at least as good as the 
latter at low loads, whereas they clearly outperform them at higher loads. In fact the split 
connections can decouple the overall TCP performance from the TCP parameters (e.g. rwnd) and 
the round-trip time of the terrestrial portion of the connection as well as the congestion met at the 
rest of the network (see discussion in Chapter 5 as well).
However, the differentiation objective can be served better at low loads by the FCA policy. If the 
shorter-RTT flows do not have access to spare link capacity, the desired differentiation can be 
preserved under light load, irrespective of the treatment of the connections at the transport layer
6.5 Split connections as a transport layer differentiation mechanism
The Transmission Control Protocol includes a number of variables. By solely selecting 
appropriate values for these variables it is already possible to provide advantage to some
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connections over others. Likewise, selective activation of TCP performance enhancing options for 
a subset of competing connections, such as those described in [57] and -in a more generic context- 
in [60], can lead to differentiated perfonnance.
The advantages of split connections have been reported in numerous studies and were also 
discussed in chapter 5: split-TCP connections yield a performance gain that increases with 
increased error rates over the satellite link and level of congestion at the terrestrial portions of the 
end-to-end connection, at the expense of increased buffering requirements at the gateway nodes 
hosting the TCPPEP [165]. Nevertheless, the split-TCP mechanism has been mostly studied in the 
context of a single TCP connection. There have been few studies that considered more than one 
connection and even fewer that evaluated the mechanism within a MAC-shared satellite 
environment.
The throughputs achieved by variable numbers of end-to-end and split connections are shown in 
Fig. 6-1 la and Fig. 6-1 lb respectively. Split connections are more aggressive for the same TCP 
receive window values and saturate the link more quickly. Given our assumption for an error-free 
satellite link and the fact that the round-trip-times of the terrestrial portions of the connections are 
assumed to be small for these runs (~10ms), the perfonnance enhancement should be regarded as 
a lower bound on the gain that can be achieved over end-to-end connections. However, the impact 
of rwnd is similar in both cases: as rwnd increases the link gets saturated in the presence of fewer 
connections (Fig. 6-1 Ic and Fig. 6-1 Id) and then the throughput obtained by them is the same, 
irrespective of the rwnd value. In general, perfonnance enhancement may be achieved as far as 
there is some spare capacity, not utilized by the connections because they are receive window- 
limited. One may introduce the notion of the path effective bandwidth product, as the product of 
the path round-trip delay times the bandwidth available to a single connection in the presence of 
other connections sharing the link. As long as this is higher than the individual connection rwnd, 
performance improvement is possible via rwnd increase. Otherwise, the connections are capacity- 
limited; when this is the case, increase of the rwnd value only leads to accumulation of TCP 
segments into the link buffers of the satellite gateway, i.e. buffering is transferred from end hosts 
to the network.
Even worse, increase of the rwnd value does not deterministically increase the mean connection 
throughput, even when there is spare capacity to take advantage of. For higher values of rwnd, 
connections may experience timeouts with a severe impact on the individual connection 
throughput and the utilization (e.g. for rwnd equal to 32/64kB in Fig. 3-6).
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End-to-end TCP connections Split TCP connections
a) TCP throughput vs. end-to-end connections b) TCP throughput vs. split connections
c) Link utilization vs. end-to-end connections d) Link utilization vs. split connections
Fig. 6-11. Mean connection throughput and link utilization for end-to-end and split connections
6.5.1 Competing end-to-end and split connections:
We considered two scenarios, each one featuring a fixed number of competing connections 
corresponding to different levels of system load: in the first, a 1.024Mb/s link BoD-shared link is 
subject to the load generated by 16 connections, whereas in the second, the same link was driven 
to saturation by a mix of 32 connections. Within each one of the two mixes we varied the 
proportion of each type of connections (end-to-end versus split) for different rwnd settings for the 
satellite component of the connection.
In both cases, split connections achieve better performance and in both cases the throughput 
achieved -in absolute numbers- from all connections increases with decrease of the portion of 
split connections in the mix (Fig. 6-12). The lag in performance for end-to-end connections is 
larger at low load, since split connections also make better use of spare capacity, and also 
increases with higher rwnd values of the satellite component of the connection. For higher load,
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when spare capacity is almost extinct and the connections rely only on their requests to obtain 
capacity, the performance gap is less but clear. In this case, the performance gain is only due to 
the inherent dynamics of split connections (smaller loop). Again, these results can be regarded as 
a lower bound on the achieved performance improvement. The splitting gain is higher if link 
errors are met or the terrestrial portions of connections become longer (Chapter 5).
Fig. 6-12. Throughput of end-to-end and split connections versus niunber o f end-to-end connections in the 
mix -the  rwnd value refers to the satellite component of the split connection
6.6 Combined Transport-MAC layer differentiation
It should now be clear that both the transport and MAC layers include knobs that can be tuned in 
order to favour some connections over others, in essence providing qualitatively better service to 
the former. Even more significantly, the available options provide enough flexibility, in that 
differentiation can be provided over the full range of system load, using different capabilities each 
time.
The satellite network can build a variety of radio bearers (transfer capabilities), equal in size to the 
Cartesian product of the available tuning knobs at the two layers. Co-ordination between the 
layers is dependent on the available interiayer procedures of the radio interface. There are 
“heavier” radio interfaces such as the standardized third-generation systems, featuring well- 
defined primitives between the radio resource allocation function and the layers of the radio 
interface [166]. In “lighter”, less connection-oriented interfaces, the necessary information may be 
carried on the packet headers in line with the proposed IP QoS frameworks. In both cases, 
appropriate mapping rules are required at the data and control plane.
Fig. 6-13 demonstrates possible bearers that may be generated on the basis of the available 
options at the MAC and the transport layer. Fig. 6-13 shows the throughputs obtained when split
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connections are mapped to the MAC priority class (split-prio) and end-to-end connections are 
mapped to the MAC best effort class (e2e-BE). The connections of the first MAC class achieve 
consistently better perfonnance thanks to the split mechanism at low loads and the MAC 
prioritisation at higher loads. The performance gap increases when the MAC priority class 
monopolizes the spare capacity but only over the load range where spare capacity is available.
Saturated link Low load
Fig. 6-13. Throughput comparison between two TCP traffic classes
In Fig. 6-13b the mapping of transport- upon MAC-classes is reversed, i.e. split connections are 
mapped to the MAC best-effort class (split-BE), whereas end-to-end connections are treated with 
priority from the BoD scheduler (e2e-prio). This scenario may be seen as a demonstration of what 
is the relative performance achieved by the connections if the MAC layer adheres strictly to the 
layering principle and does not take into account the decisions at the transport layer. The curves 
demonstrate once again the load areas dominated by each differentiation mechanism. The split 
connections enjoy better performance at low loads, as far as spare capacity is available to them. 
The combination of the split mechanism with FCA effectively cancels the prioritisation decisions 
at the MAC layer. Only at higher load, where the scheduling discipline impact becomes 
important, can the e2e-prio connections achieve higher throughput. When spare capacity is not 
available to split-BE, e2e-prio connections prevail over the former throughout the load range 
(number of connections). In this case the throughput of the split-BE connections is upper-limited 
by the capacity made available to them via requests. The trend in their performance is similar to 
the one of e2e-BE connections in Fig. 6-13a; however the absolute throughput values are slightly 
higher.
The potential of these combinations to lead to separate, distinguishable service levels is 
investigated in Fig. 6-14a and Fig, 6-14b. TCP connections that share the uplink are equally 
distributed among the four classes, each one corresponding to a certain transport / MAC class 
combination (i.e. split-prio, split-BE, e2e-prio and e2e-BE). Two scenarios are investigated: in the 
first scenario, the link is saturated (no spare capacity), whereas in the second scenario, the link is
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lightly loaded. Different values of the boundary and the two possible policies regarding the 
distribution of spare capacity are considered.
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Fig. 6-14. Throughput comparison among four TCP traffic classes
In the first case, the TCP connections -predictably- obtain the best performance when they are 
split and, on top of this, are prioritised by the BoD scheduler. There is a performance 
improvement that reaches 10%, while the available frame capacity to the MAC priority class, 
controlled by the boundary, varies from 60% to 100% (Fig. 6-14a). End-to-end priority 
connections follow, confirming that at high load the scheduling discipline is the decisive factor in 
service differentiation. On the other hand, both types of BE connections are restricted to lower 
portions of the capacity, their percentage being reduced while priority connections are allowed to 
access a bigger portion of the total MAC frame. Nevertheless, split connections maintain their 
advantage over end-to-end connections, allowing four distinct service levels to be provided.
In the second case, split-prio connections still achieve the best performance but now the relative 
weights of the FCA policy and the split .transport mechanism are different (Fig. 6-14b). Split-BE 
connections outperform e2e-prio connections, as long as spare capacity is available to them; the 
latter exhibit no advantage over e2e-BE connections under the same condition (i.e. availability of 
spare capacity to BE connections). The four distinct service levels when MAC BE connections are 
restricted from spare capacity are reduced to two when this restriction is removed (split vs BE). 
The boundary impact is negligible since both the link load and the proportion of priority 
connections in the connection mix (50%) are low enough.
6.7 Allocation of variation analysis
The allocation of variation technique [167] provides an alternative, more formal demonstration of 
the weight of each mechanism on the TCP performance. In this context, we may consider an
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experimental design  investigating the impact of three categorical variables or factors  on the 
performance of the to-be-prioritised flows: the transport-level mechanism, the MAC scheduling 
discipline and the policy regarding FCA. There are two alternatives (levels) for each one of the 
three factors (Table 6-3). Assuming an additive model for the experiment analysis and the 
measured TCP throughput as the response variable  of the experiment, the observed responses 
y jU, 1 < j , k , l  < 2 , corresponding to experiments with all 8 possible combinations of factor levels,
can be expressed as
yju= g + aj + Pk + y,+ dABjk y dACji +■ dBCk, + 8^  ^+ ejkI (6-3)
where p  is the grand mean of all observed responses and a t , f$k y , , are the effects of the three
prioritization mechanisms (A, B, C -Table 6-3) under one of the two alternatives available for 
each. The term 8 ^  accounts for the first-order interaction between factors X  and Y at levels i and
j  respectively, 8 ^ ^  is the effect of the second-order interaction between factors X, Y and Z at
levels i, j  and k respectively and e jkl is the error term computed for a single experiment on the
basis of the experiment replications (i.e. simulation runs) performed for it. For each graph point 
(given number of TCP connections loading the link), we come up with a 3-factor full-factorial 
analysis experiment with 10 replications.
Table 6-3. Factors and levels for the study of service differentiation 
mechanisms as a 23 10 factorial design--- 1-------------------------  — l----------------- a--- -------------
Variable
-----------------------------------------
Factor Level 1 Level 2
A Transport-level mode end-to-end split
B MAC scheduling FCFS priority-aware
C FCA policy FCA to BE no FCA to BE
Table 6-4. Effects and variation explained in the study o f service
Factor Effect Perceo.ageofvari.tton Confidence interval
A -125.86 1.55 (-133.1, -118.61)
B -1000.02 97.99 (-1007.27, -992.78)
C -8.24 0.006 (-15.48, -0.99)
AB 49.46 0.239 (42.21,56.69)
AC -0.17 0.000 (-7.42, 7.06)
BC 0.88 0.000 (-6.37,8.12)
ABC -3.22 0.001 (-10.47,4.02)
Table 6-4 lists the estimated percentage of variation explained by each considered experiment 
factor under link saturation conditions (high load), as well as the variation explained by their
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interactions. It also provides the confidence intervals for these effects. The weight of the MAC 
prioritization mechanism at these loads is evident by simple inspection of columns 2 and 3: it is 
responsible for 98% of the variation with regard to the grand mean /l (measured in this context in 
kB/s), with a narrow enough confidence interval. The split mechanism has a clear but much less 
significant impact, whereas the FCA policy does not have any. Both its percentage of variation 
score and the zero-inclusive confidence intervals of the first-order interaction effects SAC, SBC 
confirm its minimum impact at high loads (as expected and discussed already in section 6.4.1).
6.8 BoD support for TCP traffic in error-prone environments
Link errors could well cancel the impact of the aforementioned differentiation mechanisms. In the 
ideal -but also strictly theoretical- case of uniform link losses, differentiation is still feasible; split 
connections increase their relative advantage over end-to-end connections, at least at moderate 
error rates [159]. This is not the case though in the more realistic case of uncorrelated errors at the 
different transmitter-receiver paths over the satellite link, where connections might achieve 
performance that has little to do with the desired one, as reflected in its mapping and treatment at 
transport and/or MAC layer. Error control techniques become mandatory if the service 
differentiation is to be preserved. Adaptive FEC [168] or/and ARQ [69], may preserve the 
existing or introduce a further level of differentiation in the connection treatment, at the expense 
of additional data redundancy and signalling overheads. Combination of connectionless link-layer 
protocols and the split-connection mechanism into the same bearer can provide performance 
enhancement even over highly loaded BoD satellite links (we have elaborated on this in section 
5.5).
If the problem were approached only from the system point of view, then some form of pure 
channel-dependent scheduling would maximize the link utilization. Any attempt to respect the 
class hierarchy over the satellite link requires more complex scheduling algorithms than the 
simpler “give slots according to the channel quality” approach and introduces a trade-off with 
respect to the resource utilization and the network capability to preserve the qualitative 
differentiation among service classes.
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a) Throughput with and without retransmissions b) Throughput per link layer class
Fig. 6-15. Two classes o f connections subject to different link layer capabilities
Selective use of the satellite radio interface features is the apparent way to implement / preserve at 
lower layers the QoS requirements of higher layer flows.
Fig. 6-15a is a demonstration of the throughput different types of connections22 achieve over the 
satellite link under frame error rate (FER) equal to 5x1 O'3. The advantage of retransmissions at 
link layer is obvious, in particular at low load, where errors are the definite limiting factor in the 
protocol performance. The difference decreases with the number of connections that share the 
link.
Fig. 6-15b shows the throughput achieved by two classes of split-TCP connections, the 
differentiation factor being the bearer service provided to them at link layer: LL class 2 deploys 
TCP-SACK at the satellite component of the connection and obtains transparent service at ARQ 
level, whereas LL class 1 deploys the split-DDA scheme with retransmissions at the link layer 
performed by SSCOP. Apparently the local retransmissions allow much better performance to that 
half of the connections, for which they are enabled. Interestingly, LL class 1 connections achieve 
higher throughput at higher error rates, under heavy load (saturated link). At such loads the 
connection throughput is limited by the shared nature of the link (capacity-limited) rather than the 
link errors: at higher error rates, the throughput of LL class 2 connections is constrained to lower 
values by the link errors leaving more capacity available for the LL class 1 connections that 
benefit from the retransmissions and overcome the link error constraints.
22 The connection types and the respective notations (TCP-NR, TCP-SACK, SPLIT-DDA and SSCOP) are 
explained in detail in section 5.3.1
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6.9 Conclusions
In this chapter we took a closer look at the interaction of BoD mechanisms with elastic TCP 
traffic. Firstly, we demonstrated aspects of this interaction that differentiate the adaptive, flow 
controlled TCP traffic from more conventional types of free traffic that have been studied 
extensively in the past. Then we went on to demonstrate in a simulated BoD environment possible 
mechanisms available at transport and MAC layers for provision of differentiated service to TCP 
flows. The BoD scheduling algorithm and the policy regarding spare capacity distribution are two 
MAC-layer mechanisms that dominate at different traffic load areas: the former is effective at 
high levels of traffic load whereas the latter has an impact at low traffic load. At transport-layer, 
split-TCP connections can function as a differentiation mechanism. Both the split-TCP 
mechanism and the FCA policy can be exploited for preserving the intended differentiation in the 
satellite network, despite the well-known bias of TCP against connections with longer RTTs. The 
combination of MAC transfer capabilities with transport-layer mechanisms can give rise to 
multiple radio bearer services that can provide clear service differentiation over the satellite 
network. Under link errors, the deployment of error-control mechanisms such as ARQ is deemed 
necessary if service differentiation is to be preserved.
In parallel, we have evaluated the actual gain achieved with proposed TCP options and 
modifications in a MAC-shared satellite environment. Increase of the maximum TCP receive 
window, in particular, has been regarded as one of the standard ways to enhance TCP 
performance over satellite links. Its benefits for TCP fade out with increase of traffic load in 
shared satellite environments.
In this chapter we have shown how the level of differentiated service depends on the system load 
and where the available mechanisms succeed or fail in fulfilling this objective. However, the 
provision of absolute, quantitative QoS guarantees is ultimately dependent on whether the number 
of connections sharing the link can be controlled, implying some form of access control in the 
network. The ideas proposed in [169] and [170] may serve as the starting point for the 
introduction of additional functions into the entiy points of the satellite network, if such QoS 
guarantees are to be provided to TCP connections. We will investigate closer this possibility in 
the context of split-TCP capable satellite networks in chapter 7.
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a s s i s t e d  T C P  r e c e i v e  w i n d o w  c o n t r o l  i n  
s p l i t - T C P  s a t e l l i t e  n e t w o r k s
7.1 Background
TCP Performance Enhancing Proxies (TCPPEPs) are amongst the favourite methods of enhancing 
TCP performance over satellite links. These solutions are viewed with scepticism within the IETF 
community, since their deployment within the Internet may contrast on a number of occasions 
with the end-to-end design principle dominating the latter [173]. The main concerns are related to 
the reliability and -most significantly- security of data communications that use the proxy 
services [174]: TCPPEPs conflict with the use of IPsec, which is mandatory for IPv6 and is 
regarded by many members of the Internet community as the unique way to enforce security 
within Internet. The implementation of numerous performance improvement features at 
intermediate nodes over satellite -and more generally wireless- networks presupposes the 
capability to retrieve information earned in transport and application layer headers; this is not 
possible with standard IPsec.
Nevertheless, the performance gain achieved with TCPPEPs appears to be too significant to be 
ignored. Moreover the use of IPsec also poses difficulties to a lot of other mechanisms that are of 
relevance to wired networks as well: from the implementation of per-flow scheduling schemes at 
the network routers to the support of traffic engineering and monitoring mechanisms within the 
network. Transport layer security mechanisms [175] and transport profiles of IPsec are solutions 
that attempt to marry these more elaborate traffic handling capabilities with security in the more 
generic context of wired Internet; on the other hand, the proposal of Multi-Layer IPsec [176] 
reflects the will of the satellite communications community to preserve the performance 
enhancing features of TCPPEPs without sacrificing the advantages of IPsec.
The split-TCP mechanism is only one of the potential features of TCPPEPs. In chapters 5 and 6, 
we showed the potential of split connections to enhance TCP performance over satellite links and 
demonstrated that it is necessary to combine them with link-level retransmissions if service
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differentiation is to be preserved over error-prone links. Once the connection is split, the possible 
action space of the proxy agent is broad. The proxy can exploit the TCP-specific state that is 
maintained locally and use it for different purposes. The trade-off is then between the level of 
support the proxy provides to TCP and the respective complexity.
In the following we consider two proxy-assisted functions that may become relevant to the 
treatment of TCP traffic over satellite links. The first one is the introduction of Implicit 
Admission Control in the satellite network and the second the active control of the TCP maximum 
receive window variable. These two mechanisms are not specific to the satellite network; neither 
do they require the connection-splitting mechanism, although without split-TCP, the second 
mechanism will affect the dynamics of the end-to-end TCP connection rather than those of its 
satellite component. In both cases, the state available to the proxy in split-TCP networks 
significantly assists in the efficient implementation of these two functions.
7.2 Proxy-assisted implicit admission control for TCP flows
7.2.1 Admission control and Internet
Admission control has been used heavily within the context of telecommunication networks. The 
traditional telephone networks are the most characteristic example: admission control is applied 
every time a telephone call is initiated, in every telephone exchange on the end-to-end call route. 
Call admission control has also been one of the main building blocks of the multi-service ATM 
networks, which were regarded as the platform that would realise the B-ISDN concept and bring 
multimedia to the end-user. In both cases, despite the significant differences in terms of service 
offerings and transport mode, the management of network resources is heavily centralized. The 
end host has to signal his request for resource explicitly, via dedicated signalling. The context of 
this request maybe implicit, i.e. a circuit throughout the call route in the case of telephone 
networks, or explicit -e.g. the traffic descriptor- in the case of ATM networks. Then the network 
responds to them, again via dedicated signalling, whether the request can be satisfied or not.
In the Internet, on the other hand, the network intelligence and complexity were placed at the 
network edges. Distributed flow control, performed mainly by TCP, replaces the centralized 
access control. The endpoints have to sense the resource availability and react in co-operative 
mode in order to preserve network stability, without expecting any performance guarantees.
The desire to promote Internet to an infrastructure that will realize the convergence of circuit- and 
packet-switched networks and therefore support a much broader service range with more stringent 
requirements, led to the proposal of new service architectures that depart from the best-effort
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Internet paradigm. The role of admission control within the context of these proposals varies and 
has motivated a lot of disagreement within the research community [43].
Within the context of IntServ architecture admission control is deemed mandatory in order to 
provide the hard per-flow QoS guarantees. Similar to ATM networks, IntServ admission control is 
supported by explicit signalling. In fact, a specific protocol, i.e. the Resource Reservation 
Protocol (RSVP), has been devised for this purpose. On the contrary, admission control is absent 
in the original descriptions of Differentiated Services architecture (DiffServ), in an attempt to 
improve the architecture scalability at the expense of softer QoS guarantees provision. Finally, the 
role of admission control varies within the service architectures that reside between these two 
extreme solutions for a QoS-aware Internet (section 3.1). Even when present, AC is no longer 
combined with explicit signalling or per-flow state at the nodes.
7.2.2 Implicit Admission Control for TCP traffic
7.2.2.1 Definition
Implicit admission control [169] refers to access control mechanisms that do not necessitate 
significant changes at the network neither do they require additional action at the end host (e.g. 
the existence of a traffic descriptor and/or the respective signalling). An alternative term is non­
in trusive admission control [170]. Implicit admission control may be classified under the broader 
family of measurement-based admission control (MBAC). In MBAC algorithms, the resource 
availability that will effectively drive the admission control decision for an incoming traffic flow 
is inferred on the basis of measurements [178], [179], [180], One may identify three sub-processes 
in MBAC that generally evolve asynchronously: measurement, estimation and decision. The first 
one involves measurements of a control variable that are used by the second process for the 
derivation of an estimate. The estimation procedure implies some processing of the measured 
data, which may vary from filtering/averaging over some time window to more complex forms of 
processing such as frequency domain transformations. The derived estimate is then input to some 
decision criterion that will determine the admission or blocking of a new data flow. The 
alternative to MBAC, called parameter-based admission control relies on the user specified flow 
characteristics (e.g. traffic descriptors) to estimate the resource availability and decide whether the 
network can support the new connection or not.
In implicit admission control for TCP traffic, there is no traffic descriptor. However, the process 
relies on the TCP SYN/FIN packets signalling the establishment/termination of a connection 
respectively, in order to identify a new connection that fries to access the network resources or -in 
case this is necessary- the termination of an existing connection. The decision is then made 
according to some criterion that usually relates to the throughput that TCP connections can obtain
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under the given network state. The outcome of the process may be communicated back to the 
sources in two ways: either via the generation of a TCP RST message that will reset the 
connection at the sender host or, silently, via discarding the TCP SYN packet. The assumption 
underlying the second option is that a repeatedly dropped SYN packet will be appropriately 
interpreted as denial of access by the end host application and the user will eventually abort the 
respective session.
1.2.2.2 Motivation and objections
The arguments in favour of AC for TCP flows reflect directly a certain understanding about the 
satisfaction a user gains as a function of the resource that is available to him. The individual user 
experience is largely affected by the specific application, the respective protocols (e.g. HTTP in 
the case of Web browsing) and the user’s own behaviour. In mathematical terms, the satisfaction 
the user obtains as well as the network welfare are abstracted into utility functions. Under the best 
effort treatment of elastic traffic, the user-side utility function is assumed positive throughout the 
range of available resource. Likewise, the global network utility function is a monotonically 
increasing function of the accommodated connections, so that a new connection always 
contributes positively to it. The theoretical motivation for Admission Control introduction 
effectively modifies these dual interpretations: there is a point after which the user utility becomes 
negative and the network utility function is reduced [97] (many losses and retransmissions, higher 
transfer completion times).
The main objection with TCP implicit admission control is its relevance to the end-user 
applications. Popular TCP-based applications, such as web browsing or e-commerce related 
transactions involve more than one TCP connection (via the multiple parallel connections option 
of HTTP for example). Accepting one connection whilst rejecting another belonging to the same 
session leaves the user with the sense of access denial, whilst it imposes on the network load of no 
adequate utility for the user [181]. The decision for additional traffic admission or blocking makes 
more sense at the session level.
1.2.23 Algorithms and their weaknesses
As in more traditional forms of MBAC, implicit AC algorithms may differentiate with regard to 
any of the three main processes described in section 7.2.2.1.
In [169], the estimator uses measurements of the aggregate traffic packet arrival process to derive 
the effective bandwidth of this traffic, namely the equivalent link capacity that can satisfy the 
target packet loss probability for a given buffer size. The residual capacity is then the total 
capacity of the link minus the estimated effective bandwidth. The use of the packet arrival rate to 
estimate the effective bandwidth of the aggregate traffic was devised mainly with ATM networks
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in mind. TCP traffic does not impose per-packet requirements23, therefore the effective bandwidth 
requirement should be related to flow-level metrics (e.g. throughput as in [85]) rather than packet- 
level ones.
Another estimator is based on the processor-sharing model and is effectively a form of number- 
based admission control [97]. The node logs the number of ongoing connections, i.e. connections 
that have been accepted in the network and no FIN packet has been seen for them. At a second 
step, the node may also acquire an estimate of the active TCP connections that are actually 
transferring data over the network, as opposed to idle TCP connections. Since the capacity of the 
link is equally shared among active connections under the PS model, the procedure can obtain an 
estimate of the possible throughput over the link. The apparent drawback of this approach is the 
well-reported bias of TCP against connections of longer RTTs, namely the number of active 
connections cannot be interpreted directly into attained throughput under the assumption of equal 
sharing. Moreover, potential rerouting of the connection at some point in the network will lead to 
wrong estimates of the number of ongoing TCP connections, although use of timers in this case to 
detect an idle/terminated connection may amend the problem.
The concept of a phantom connection, as proposed initially in [182], is central to the admission 
control scheme in [183]. An additional connection is set up in eveiy link over which the TCP 
throughput has to be guaranteed. This connection is running continuously providing an estimate 
of the throughput that can be achieved at any time over the specific link. Despite adding extra 
load on the network, this technique avoids the inefficiencies of the other two methods.
In the following, we describe an algorithm for Admission Control that resembles the phantom 
connection approach, in that it provides a direct estimate of the throughput that is achieved over 
the satellite network at any time. It differentiates from it in that no additional connection is needed 
over the satellite network. Note that in mesh symmetric satellite network configurations including 
MAC shared satellite links and residential users, the “phantom connection” concept would 
introduce significant overhead in terms of additional TCP connections that are not used for data 
transfer. Considering the scarcity of the satellite bandwidth, it is easy to see that the approach is 
not scalable. Our approach rather exploits TCP state that is already available at the proxy due to 
the split-TCP mechanism.
7.2.3 Proxy-assisted implicit admission control
Our heuristic algorithm is sketched in Fig. 7-1. It is executed by each TCPPEP entity in a 
distributed manner. One or more TCPPEP entities may be collocated at the same satellite terminal
23 Telnet traffic is an exception to this, but its portion in the overall Internet traffic is minimal
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(ST). The algorithm is executed upon reception of an “incoming” TCP SYN packet (Fig. 7-1). By 
“incoming” we refer to TCP SYN packets that attempt to enter the satellite network. A TCP SYN 
packet may also be “outgoing” with reference to a TCPPEP entity, for example when this entity is 
the egress satellite gateway on the connection path. The AC entity obtains an estimate of the 
quality that can be provided to the new TCP flow over the satellite network and if this exceeds 
some minimum reference, it accepts the connection and sets up the satellite component of the 
split-connection along with the respective TCP Control Block (TCB) at the gateway. The 
TCPPEP does not act upon “outgoing” TCP SYN packets.
Fig. 7-1. Implicit admission control at the satellite network borders
7.2.3.1 Measurement and estimation processes
The control variable in this algorithm is the mean smoothed RTT SRTTm of all split-TCP 
connections, originating from the specific proxy. Knowledge of the maximum TCP receive 
window size of the split-TCP connections yields directly an estimate of the steady-state 
throughput that can be achieved by the satellite connection in absence of link errors (see Table 
4-1). This estimate should be regarded as an upper bound of the feasible throughput for at least 
two reasons:
■ link errors over the satellite link or congestion loss at the satellite terminal MAC buffers 
reduce TCP throughput. How much the actual throughput will approach the one under no
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packet loss in an error free link depends on the individual point-to-point (ST-to-ST) link 
conditions and the error correction methods deployed at lower layers (see chapter 5). Note 
that admission control implies strong commitment on behalf of the network to provide 
performance guarantees within its borders; when admission control is deployed, it should 
be combined with the appropriate mechanisms at the radio interface, e.g. ARQ, which will 
serve this commitment in the presence of link errors.
■ the throughput estimate pertains to transfers of infinite duration and serves as an upper 
bound: the equivalent throughout for finite transfers will always be lower as shown in Fig. 
3-4.
One of the advantages of this approach is that the measurement process degenerates into parsing 
the srtt variable from locally stored TCP Control Blocks (TCBs). These variables are already 
smoothed by the exponential average filter TCP uses for maintaining an estimate of the average 
round-trip time of the connection and setting the timeout value of its retransmission timer.
Proxy implementations with less respect towards the layering principle could also gain access to 
other system variables at various layers of the protocol stack. In a hybrid system (e.g. DVB-S) 
with a broadcast forward link, the respective information is located at the backlog of the buffers. 
In a BoD satellite network, two more variables bear information on the level of congestion 
experienced over the satellite network: the free slots available at system- (when this information is 
disseminated by the BoD Controller) or terminal-level. The value of these variables can be made 
available to the TCPPEP via appropriate primitives and interlayer procedures.
None of these variables, however, can be directly related to the TCP throughput that can be 
achieved over the satellite network. Moreover, their dynamic range of the last two variables is 
significantly smaller allowing much less granularity in the decision making process. For example, 
when the link is saturated, the number of spare slots at both terminal and system level tends to 
zero. However, this may happen without additional backlog of requests at the BoD Controller or 
under more severe congestion at the satellite network. These variables cannot discriminate 
between these two cases.
The precision of the srtt variables and consequently the SRTTav is affected by the granularity of 
the TCP timer: the smaller this granularity the finer the estimation of the feasible throughput 
upper bound. It also benefits from the use of the timestamp option.
7.2.3.2 Decision process: three possible decision criteria
The threshold RTTthr value that will determine the admission or not of a flow can be estimated in 
several ways
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7.2.3.2.1 Steady-state throughput criterion
The RTTlhr is determined according to the target steady-state throughput under no loss. If THRn 
is this requirement then
WRTT.L_ =
THR„ (7-1)
As already explained in section 7.2.3.1, the criterion tends to be optimistic, in particular for small 
transfers. In other words, the equivalent throughput during the transfer phase is less than THRmin, 
since Eq. (7-1) does not account for the slow-start phase. Increasing the Wmax allocated per 
connection over the satellite link relaxes the RTTthr criterion, letting more connections enter the 
satellite network but also gives rise to higher queuing delays at the network buffers (Fig. 7-2).
Fig. 7-2. Threshold RTT for different steady-state throughput requirements 
7.2.3.2.2 Maximum latency criterion
In this case, the objective is to constrain latency for transfer sizes up to some reference transfer 
size D below some maximum value 7max. The threshold RTT value is
R7T,„ = max{R7T: limp^  Tcu(w ^D .R JT ,p )zT ^ } 24 (7-2)
The dependence of RTTthr on Tmax for different values of D is summarized in Fig. 7-3. The range 
of feasible target values for latency decreases while the reference transfer size increases; for 
example, it is not feasible to achieve latencies lower than 20s for D=500kB and Wmax=16kB and
24 Tcsa is the TCP latency formula first mentioned in 3.4 and further elaborated in chapter 5.
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even a window value Wmax-64kB is not enough for transferring a 5MB file within the 20s target 
latency.
Wmax=16kB  Wmax= 64kB
Fig. 7-3. Threshold RTT vs. maximum latency requirements
7.2.3.2.3 Latency percentile criterion
This is a variation of the maximum latency criterion. Rather than targeting a latency value for 
some “authoritative” transfer size D, the reference size can be related to some percentile /  of the 
file size distribution f d(D), namely
RTTlhr = max{/?7T: lim ^ 0 TCSA {W ^D n/, RTT, p)< T ^  }
Fo{Dr*)=f 0 S /S 1  (7 ' 3 )
WmM= 16kB  Wm„  = 64kB
Fig. 7-4. Threshold RTT vs. file distribution percentile (mean file size = 50kB)
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Fig. 7-4 plots the RTT threshold values derived for different target percentile values in the
hypothetical case that the distribution of transfer sizes is exponential or Pareto (with shape 
parameters 1.2 and 1.8). In practice, the derivation of the percentile values may be based on 
historical data (measurements and traffic monitoring files). For the same mean value, the 
satisfaction of the criterion under Pareto file size distribution poses more strict requirements upon 
the target RTTthr than when the files are exponentially distributed. The picture changes at 
percentiles beyond 99%, where the heavy tails of Pareto distribution become evident.
7.3 Evaluation of the implicit admission control scheme
7.3.1 Analytical insight
The analytical treatment of admission control for elastic traffic ([83], [97]) has heavily relied on 
the use of processor-sharing models. In the following, we review the respective approaches within 
the context of our proxy-aware satellite network and explain their main weaknesses.
For a given mean file size D and connection arrival rate X, we can define the normalized offered 
load p  as
where Cs is the capacity of the satellite link. Note that this is the intended offered load and is
used throughout this chapter as a reference for the study performed; the actual offered load is 
different since TCP sources adapt to the network state.
If xe is the minimum throughput requirement, then the maximum number of split connections 
that can be accommodated over the satellite link is
For the M/G/l/Nmax-PS model, which implies that no TCP window and/or access line speed 
constraints exist, the probability of having n connections in the transfer phase is
(7-4)
N, C,max *
(7-5)
/>"•(! ~P)
1 N„,a +1 (7-6)
so that the blocking probability Pb is given by
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p- =£Az A L lA  n 7 )
r M / G I \ I N m. . - P S  1 N  +\ \ ' ~ ' JI _ p  „
while the mean number of connections N  realizing a transfer can be written
N m/G/\/N„k-PS — j  ’ ^M/G/UNmx-PS (N — j )  (7-8)
j =0
and the mean transfer latency T
D -Nrp   M/GtUNtnix-PS srj Q\
U/Gtl/Nmxx-P$  ^ *
In the case of the M l G /R /N max ~ PS model, which accounts for the aforementioned constraints, 
say re in data rate terms, the number of servers R is assumed to be equal to
The blocking probability is now also a function of R
(7-10)
F u k .;,k / k , , „ - fs -  _  / .  _  % n  . (7-11)
via terms A, B and C that are given by 
A = ( R - p f  /R \, B = p*™-R and C= £ ( * - p j / i l .
i&R-\
RMiG/R/Nmm-ps  ^ EB(R,Rpj (7-12)
The latency can then be expressed on the basis of the throughput derivation in [84] as
D • re
EjR.
R- { l - p )
where EB (R,A) denotes the Erlang C formula
Ar R
A r  (7-13)
h 7 + ¥  r - a
It is worth noting the following regarding the applicability of the analysis in (7-4)-(7-13):
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■ The formulas rely on estimates of the steady-state throughput for driving the admission 
decision, i.e. they do not account for the transient phases of slow-start and the details of the 
TCP algorithms in general.
■ The basic assumption of the processor-sharing models is the equal capacity sharing among 
all connections sharing the satellite link. This can be more valid in the case of TCPPEP- 
aware satellite link than in a standard terrestrial network setting in that the satellite 
components of the connections traverse almost equally long paths and the settings of all 
connections under the command of a single TCPPEP can be the same. However, the 
dynamics of the individual connections can still be different due to the uncorrelated channel 
conditions encountered by them, in particular when no countermeasures are taken at lower 
layers (Chapters 5 and 6). Even worse, different TCPPEPs, located at different places in the 
network may practise different enhancing features on the connections. In all cases, the 
equal sharing assumption of the standard processor sharing models fails. Although, the 
generalization of the no blocking PS model [184] to multiple classes can account for 
different connection dynamics, we are not aware of analytical results for the blocking 
version of the model.
■ The context of the normalized offered load as used in Eq. (7-4) is significantly different 
from its context in the free traffic case. The actual transfer completion time is not known in 
advance but is rather determined by the actual network condition. Therefore, as the case is 
with the Engset model (see section 4.4.2.1), the real offered load to the network and the 
respective link utilization, are actually different than what Eq. (7-4) suggests and cannot be 
known in advance.
7.3.2 Evaluation of the scheme via simulation
7.3.2.1 Simulation set-up and metrics
A sketch of the simulated network is provided in Fig. 7-1. Symmetric proxy agents, located at 
satellite gateway nodes, aggregate TCP connections implementing finite transfers. The size of the 
transferred objects and the connection arrival rate vary stochastically. Access to the satellite link 
capacity is co-ordinated by an on-board Bandwidth on Demand Controller (Scheduler) that 
distributes slots on the basis of bandwidth requests submitted by the BoD entities. Contrary to the 
simulations in chapter 6, we consider one MAC layer capability, namely a single capacity 
allocation mode that resembles the Volume Based Dynamic Capacity (VBDC) mode as defined in 
[16]. The satellite link capacity throughout the simulations that follow is 2048kbps, the duration 
of the super-frame is 96ms and each one of its four 24ms TDMA frames consists of 32 slots. The 
details of the capacity request and allocation algorithms are given in section 6.2.
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The TCP connections are timestamp-enabled, TCP NewReno connections (both the terrestrial and 
the satellite components). The delayed acknowledgment and the large initial window options are 
not used. The metric considered is the Figure of Demerit, a normalized measure of the 
performance degradation introduced in [81] as the ratio of the achieved transfer time over the 
ideal transfer time To in an error free environment (see also section 4.6.1)
FoO = y  (7-14)
o
and T is given by (4-15). The default AC criterion is the steady-state throughput criterion 
7.2.3.2.I. In section 7.3.2.2.3 we compare it against the two other criteria.
7.3.2.2 Simulation results
The impact of the implicit admission control mechanism on the system is summarized in Fig. 7-5. 
As the load increases, AC restricts the number of connections that share the satellite link in order 
to preserve a minimum guaranteed throughput (here 80kb/s). Higher TCP receive window values 
over the satellite link relax the access control (i.e. increase RTTthr), hence allow more connections 
over the satellite link (Fig. 7-5c, d) and reduce the experienced blocking25. For equal to 
32kB, the steady-throughput requirement can be respected without need to exercise blocking 
almost throughout the range of p . Queuing delays at the MAC buffers increase leading to higher 
RTTs over the satellite link and respectively higher FoD values, but without violating the target 
throughput objective. Only for p  values exceeding 0.85 does blocking become necessary in order
to honour the network commitment. For lower Wmnx values, the achieved TCP latency without 
blocking is up to 10 times worse than in the ideal, error-free and congestion-free scenario with a 
RTT equal to the satellite link propagation round-trip time and up to five times higher than the 
one with blocking.
The dashed lines in Fig. 7-5e and Fig. 7-5f mark the FoD values estimated from (7-14) and (4-15) 
for the RTT values equal to RTTthr as estimated in Eq. (7-1). The AC algorithm holds latency 
within the values corresponding to the steady-state throughput requirement.
In the following, we investigate the sensitivity of the implicit admission control procedure on 
algorithm parameters, assumptions about the satellite network and the traffic dynamics.
25 We plot only blocking probabilities that are higher than 1 O'4. The rest are considered equal to 0 and they 
do not appear in plots
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Fig. 7-5. Implicit admission control vs. no admission control
7.3.2.2.1 Traffic aggregation level
We double the number of satellite terminals aggregating TCP traffic and compare the metrics 
under the same normalized offered load values p .
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Overall, the system performance deteriorates when we double the number of gateway nodes26 that 
aggregate the TCP traffic (Fig. 7-6). It has already been noted in chapter 6 (section 6.4.3) that the 
CFDAMA protocol performance is dependent on the number of terminals A that aggregate traffic: 
a smaller number of stations allows better exploitation of spare capacity when this is available, i.e. 
at low link load. Even for p  approaching 0.9, the average number of connections sharing the
satellite link for Wmax = 8kB does not exceed 20, too low a number to saturate the link (Fig. 6-9). 
With fewer nodes, the average number of active connections is higher and they achieve better 
scores. For Wmax =16kB, the aggregation advantage can be seen mainly at system level: now 
connections on both cases achieve the same latency but the average number of active connections 
is higher with fewer nodes. The aggregation gain is less obvious for Wmax = 32kB , where spare 
capacity vanishes. Transfers are completed faster when there are more nodes, but the link 
utilization is hurt. The admission control algorithm becomes stricter when nodes increase, 
providing better performance than the targeted to the served flows and denying more connections 
access to the network.
For larger file sizes, the target FoD values are achieved under fewer active connections. The 
actual load imposed on the link by the same number of active connections differs in the two cases, 
although the intended offered load (7-4), is the same. Connections now spend only a small part of 
their life in the slow-start phase, transmitting for higher proportion of time at a rate that is upper 
limited by Wmax and achieving an equivalent rate that is higher than with short transfers.
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Fig. 7-6. Impact o f TCP traffic aggregation on AC
7.3.2.2.2 Dependence o f AC with steady-state throughput criterion on throughput 
requirement
The target steady-state throughput requirement is the main parameter of the algorithm under the 
first decision criterion. It expresses a trade-off between user-side and network-side performance 
metrics. Stricter commitments of the network, i.e. higher THRmin values, reduce the average 
number of connections that are simultaneously active and share the satellite link bandwidth (Fig. 
7-7). Transfers made by connections accepted to the network are accelerated, their duration being 
much closer to the ideal ones that TCP can achieve over an error-free and congestion-free satellite 
link. On the other hand, it increases blocking and results in suboptimum resource utilization.
Transfers also complete faster for lower levels of intended offered load. A small increase of p  
allows increases the link utilization, at the expense of slower transfers -yet within the committed 
service levels. For higher THR^n the achieved latency values tend to converge, in particular for 
Wmax equal to 16 and 32kB, but blocking increases at higher load.
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Higher Wmax values relax the admission criterion, since the committed THRmia can be achieved 
even under higher access delays at the MAC layer. This might be seen as another scenario where 
the higher values are favourable, this time from a system level point of view: the admission 
space of the AC algorithm is enlarged allowing better use of the satellite link capacity for a given 
throughput commitment. Remember that increase of Wmax has been one of the main performance 
enhancing proposals in numerous TCP-over-satellite studies, whereas its potential in the context 
of MAC shared satellite links has been examined more closely in section 6.5.
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Fig. 7-7. Impact o f THR requirement on the admission control procedure
7.3.2.2.3 Implicit admission control according to the latency percentile criterion
The third decision criterion can be regarded as a generalization of the second one. In this section 
we take a closer look at it and compare it with the steady-state throughput criterion. The size of 
the files is exponentially distributed and /  in (7-3) equals 0.9.
In Fig. 7-8, we plot the system behaviour for two values of Tmax (7-3), namely 10 and 15 seconds. 
We also plot in the same diagrams the metrics corresponding to the first criterion, where RTTlhr is 
determined via (7-1) for
THRmm = ■ (7-15)mill ^  y  irj '  '
Apparently, the role of Tmax with respect to this decision criterion is the same with the one that 
THRmin features with respect to the steady-state throughput criterion: it can compromise the end- 
user performance reflected in the blocking probability (Fig. 7-8a) and Figure of Demerit (Fig. 
7-8c) plots with the efficient use of satellite bandwidth.
The steady-state throughput criterion fails in preserving the committed latency values (Fig. 7-8c). 
The estimation of RTTlhr according to (7-1) and (7-15) overestimates (resp. underestimates) the 
effective throughput (resp. latency) that can be achieved over the satellite network (Fig. 7-7e, f). 
The problem is in the underlying formula for the TCP throughput that does not account for the 
round-trip delay and the slow-start phase (see discussion in sections 3.4 and 4.6.1). On the 
contrary, the latency percentile criterion achieves a more precise estimate of the achievable 
performance over the satellite link and preserves the target performance even at high loads. This 
is feasible via more frequent blocking of new, which results in fewer simultaneously active 
connections over the satellite link.
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Fig. 7-8. Comparison o f two implicit admission control decision criteria (mean file size=50kB)
7.3.2.2.4 The impact of file size/arrival distribution
The results presented so far were derived under the common assumptions of exponential flow 
inter-arrivals and exponentially distributed file sizes. In the following, we relax these two
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assumptions in the light of findings in the literature suggesting that power-tail distributions can 
describe more adequately these processes ([77], [185]).
7.3.2.2.4.1 Pareto distributed file sizes
The duration of the connection is related directly to the size of the data/files that have to be 
transferred. Therefore it is related to the Web page and object distribution at Web servers, their 
popularity, dictating how frequently they are transferred in the network, the size of documents and 
video/audio clips/songs that are transferred via FTP or peer-to-peer applications and the details of 
the protocols that are used on top of TCP (for example, the use or not of the persistent connections 
option by HTTP).
Heavy-tail distributions for transferred file sizes have been reported in from various researcher
(see for example [78]). This property has been regarded as one of the possible causes for the
existence for the widely reported Internet self-similarity [185]. We tested the AC algorithm with a 
Pareto distribution of the first type for the size of transfers. The probability that the size of a file X  
exceeds x is given by
Pr(X>x) = (^-j tf< x < °°,a> 0 ,c> 0  (7-16)
In (7-15) a is the location parameter and c is the shape parameter. They are related to the mean 
file size D according to
O l  (7-17)
c -1
We tested the implicit AC algorithm under the steady-state throughput criterion for two values for 
the shape parameter. The first shape value is 2.5, implying finite mean and variance for the 
distribution and milder tails than the second value, 1.2, for which moments of second order and 
beyond cannot be defined. The location parameter is adjusted each time to yield the required D for 
a given choice for c.
The performance of the AC algorithm in these two cases is significantly different (Fig. 7-9). 
For shape parameter equal to 2.5, we obtain almost the same results with those corresponding to 
exponentially distributed files, the only difference being that connections now experience slightly 
higher blocking rate to preserve the target steady-state throughput objective. On the contrary, for 
shape parameter equal to 1.2, the distribution weight is concentrated around small file sizes (Fig.
7-4), resulting in lower blocking and higher transfer speeds. Nevertheless, the sampling of Pareto 
distributions introduces concerns regarding the number of samples that are required to reproduce 
the distribution and the resulting error of simulations that make use of such distributions.
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Therefore, in the context of this work, we stress that these results are subject to these concerns and 
refer the interested reader to [186] for a more detailed discussion of these problems in the context 
of simulations of queues with service times following the Pareto distribution of the second kind, 
sometimes called Lomax distribution [187].
Pareto shape parameter 2.5 Pareto shape parameter 1.2
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Fig. 7-9. Exponentially vs. Pareto distributed file sizes -  mean file size 50kB
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7.3.2.2.4.2 Hyper-exponentially distributed connection inter-arrivals
The dynamics of TCP connections’ arrivals are closely related to the protocols that make use of 
TCP services, the details of the applications and the behaviour of the users. We postpone a more 
detailed discussion and investigation of these features for chapter 8 and take a more abstract view 
of the connection arrival dynamics in this section.
The inappropriateness of the Poisson distribution for modelling TCP connection arrivals has been 
noted broadly in the scientific literature. Measurements in [115] made it clear that although the 
Poisson distribution provides good fit for TELNET connection and FTP session arrivals over the 
interval of an hour, it does not match the WWW or FTP connection arrivals. The statistical 
analysis of different and slightly more up-to-date data sets in [77] also showed that power-tail 
distributions are more suitable for modelling the connection inter-arrivals and promoted the 
Weibull distribution for this purpose. Hyper-exponential distributions have been considered in the 
context as a way to approximate heavy-tail distribution in a way that facilitates analytical 
performance investigation [188].
We test the sensitivity of the admission control procedure to the arrival distribution by comparing 
the system metrics under hyper-exponentially distributed connection inter-arrivals. We consider a 
two-stage hyper-exponential variable X, namely its probability distribution function is given by
fx W =  a'K' + ft “  a) • K • 
and the co-efficient of variation CoVx can be expressed as
C o V x  = a  [T T 1------
A \
We have set a = 0.95, allowing for a small percentage of long inter-arrivals, and CoVx =2, 
letting the mean, and consequently the adapt to the variable normalized offered load value.
It appears that the algorithm has to exercise more frequently blocking in order to achieve the 
target THRmin objective. The average number of connections over the satellite link is higher with 
hyper-exponential arrivals (Fig. 7-10b), necessitating higher blocking (Fig. 7-10b) in order to 
preserve the committed performance guarantees, particularly for smaller transfers. Whereas, the 
impact of Wnmx, p  and D is similar to what has been discussed in the previous sections, the
general remark is that the connection population behaves more aggressively under the assumption 
of hyper-exponentially distributed connection inter-arrivals.
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Fig. 7-10. Exponential vs. hyper-exponential connection inter-arrivals
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7.4 Proxy-assisted split-TCP receive window control
In Chapter 6 it became evident that a fixed value for the TCP maximum receive window ( Wmax) 
of the satellite component of the end-to-end connection is not optimum: smaller Wmax values 
make the connections more conservative when the link is lightly loaded and set a hard limit upon 
the obtained performance, whereas the link remains under-utilised. On the contrary, higher Wmax 
values over the satellite link allow connections take full advantage of the available bandwidth 
under low load, but saturate the link more quickly, i.e. in the presence of fewer connections (Fig. 
6-11). Moreover they strain the MAC buffers that have to cope with burstier transmission 
patterns, increasing the probability of timeouts that hurt the protocol throughput. Ideally, the 
maximum receive window size allocated to split connections should adapt to the resource 
availability. At low load, the link should remain fully utilized so that the connections do obtain 
maximum performance, whereas at high load the window size could be restricted to more 
moderate values so that MAC buffers be relieved and the probability of timeouts be reduced.
Proxy agents aiming at an optimum adjustment of Wmax have to determine, on the basis of state 
available to them, whether increase of Wmax is appropriate. “Appropriate” in this context means 
that it can lead to an increase of throughput, i.e. the respective increase of the delay at the MAC 
buffers is not so high that it cancels the advantage of the larger buffer size. This information is not 
available directly to the proxy. The smoothed RTT variable of the TCP sender peers, upon which 
the implicit admission control function was based, is not adequate for this purpose. It can dictate 
the upper bounds of the achievable throughput but not whether there are margins for throughput 
increase. This is a function of the number of connections sharing the link and their dynamics that 
are influenced by individual proxies in a distributed manner.
7.4.1 Analytical insight
In a highly theoretical scenario, the proxies would decide whether to attempt a window increase 
or not according to the variation of the connection population N  with time and measurements of 
the smoothed RTTs of all connections. We demonstrate this in the context of two satellite network 
configurations described in Chapter 2 and discussed further in chapter 4.
7.4.1.1 Mesh MAC-shared satellite link (no forward and return link)
Fig. 7-11 and Fig. 7-12 show the variation of TCP throughput (respectively TCP latency) with the 
maximum window value of the satellite component of the split-TCP connections for various 
numbers of infinite (respectively finite), simultaneous file transfers over error-free satellite links. 
They are based on the fixed-point analytical method described in chapter 4. Increase AfFmax of the
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TCP buffers allocated to the split connections results in respective increase of the MAC frame 
delay ADMAC at the buffers of the satellite terminal, but always in a manner that the inequalities
/ \ W W + A WTHR(W , RTT , D m c  ) = -----------^ --------- max--------- „  j g)
RTT + 2■ Dmc RTT + 2-(Dm c+ADUAC) "  l*>
for the infinite transfers and
Tcsa(Wm ,D,p,RTT + 2 ‘ E mc) ^
Lcsa (Wmgx + AWmax,D, p, RTT + 2 • (Duac + ADMAC)) 
for finite transfers, hold.
In other words, the fixed-point analysis suggests that increase of Wmax monotonically increases 
the connection throughput. In the worst case, after some window value, the throughput remains 
effectively the same and the window increase will only be interpreted into accumulation of more 
TCP segments at the MAC buffers. Note that the simulation analysis in section 6.5 suggests that 
the throughput increase is not mono tonic throughout the Wmax range: for high values of WmBX over
the satellite network, connections become more aggressive and the probability of a timeout that 
will reduce the connection throughput is significant.
If we adhere to the fixed-point analysis, there is some critical value of the connection RTT, 
RTTcr, that signals the saturation point, where further increase of the allocated buffers will not 
increase (decrease) the connection throughput (latency) further (Fig. 7-12a, Fig. 7-12b) but will 
only transfer TCP segments from the transport-level buffers to the MAC buffers. The RTTcr 
plotted in Fig. 7-12e and Fig. 7-12f for throughput and latency are derived as the RTT values for 
which the relative throughput increment A THR (resp. latency decrement ATcsa ) in Fig. 7-12c (d) 
becomes smaller than 1%, namely:
RTT„ = maxi RTT: ATHR ]Arcn 'X,CSA\T\ J CSA
>0.01
THR
Apparently, more definitions are possible when quantifying the utility of Wmax increase.
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Fig. 7-11. Access delay versus maximum buffer size in a mesh MAC-shared satellite network
Infinite transfers Finite transfers (D = 200kBJ
a) TCP throughput versus Wm
W m a x  ( B y t e s )  
c) TCP throughput increment versus W„
10
W m a x  ( B y t e s )  
b) TCP latency versus W„
d) TCP latency decrement versus W„
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Fig. 7-12. Split-TCP performance versus maximum buffer size in a mesh MAC-shared satellite network
7.4.1.2 MAC-shared return -  forward broadcast link
The case here is slightly different; the throughput is still upper-bound but now this limit is due to 
the interaction of three factors: the access and queuing delays in the return MAC-shared link and 
the foiward broadcast link respectively and the loss probability experienced at the forward link. 
The plots in Fig. 7-13 and Fig. 7-14 are for 2.048Mb/s foiward link and 512kb/s return link, and 
100 packets forward link buffer size.
There is again a critical value of the round-trip time, RTTcr, after which there is no performance 
gain as a result of the Wmax increase. Nevertheless and in contrast with Fig. 7-12, the access and 
queuing delays do not further increase with Wmax; the network reaches a “point of equilibrium”, 
where the two delay values and the packet loss remain constant, whereas the forward/return link 
utilization ratio is around 0.133, approximately equal to the ratio of the ACK packet over the TCP 
segment size (40/52627). The actual TCP send window is now dictated by the congestion window 
of the split-TCP connection satellite components rather than Wmax, i.e. the connections are
capacity (congestion)-limited rather than receive window-limited (refer to the definitions in 
section 3.2),
27 A 576-byte path MTU is assumed allowing for the timestamp option plus 40 bytes of the standard 
TCP/IPv4 header
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Fig. 7-13. Split-TCP performance versus maximum buffer size in a broadcast forward, MAC-shared return
link satellite network -infinite transfers
a) Return link access delay Wm b) Forward link queuing delay versus Wm
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c) Forward link packet loss versus Wmax d) RTTcr for finite TCP connections
Fig. 7-14. Split-TCP performance versus maximum buffer size in a broadcast forward, MAC-shared return
link satellite network -infinite transfers
7.4.2 The receive window control algorithm
Due to the physical separation of TCPPEP locations, the agents cannot be aware of the number of 
active connections in the network and adjust fFmax accordingly. Even worse, the analysis in 
section 7.4.1 is valid for a uniformly loaded satellite network. Hence, in practical scenarios, we 
have to compromise with sub-optimum solutions. We describe a heuristic solution relying on the 
analytical insight of 7.4.1 and evaluate it in section 7.5.
Let Abe the number of connections controlled by a single TCPPEP. One or more TCPPEPs may 
control all connections that are split at a given physical node. Let Sc be the set of connections 
under the command of a given proxy; these sets are non-overlapping, i.e. each split-TCP 
connection is under the control of a single TCPPEP. Within Sc and for a given value of W^ , 
there are connections that, at a given point in time t, are actually constrained by Wmm and others 
that are not. The latter include connections that at a given time instant are in the slow-start phase 
or are constrained by their cwnd variable. We denote S'c m the subset formed by these N ‘c m
connections and S'CR the subset made up with the N'c R Wmax -constrained connections. The two 
sets are non-overlapping, i.e. for any time instant t
Sc ~ Sc,r ^  Sc m (7-20)
The algorithm is executed at discrete time instants tk . The agent derives an estimate of the mean 
throughput upper bound THR'f achieved by the connections belonging to the S'C R . If is the 
maximum TCP buffer for connection c,. e S'C R then
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I X a x
THR'f = ------ (7“21)5i?7T
av
where SRTTav is the mean smoothed RTT experienced by each connection. Note that it makes 
little difference whether SRTTm> is estimated by averaging over WmKK -constrained connections 
c, e or all connections c, s S‘c . It then computes the difference in the average throughput 
between instants tk and tk_x
ATHR„ = THRl - THR'ff (7-22)
The agent will keep on increasing the Wm9X variable of all Wm!iX -constrained connections by 1 TCP 
Maximum Segment Size (MSS) if ATHRav is higher than a threshold value /?, whereas it will 
keep on decreasing Wmax by 1 MSS if ATHRav is negative and is greater, in absolute value, than a 
second negative threshold a . There is a minimum value minrwnd, below which Wmax camiot be 
decreased. In every other case, the algorithm action will be the reverse of the action taken in the 
last execution instant (action change). Ideally, the connections’ RTT will be oscillating around
RTTC,-
The interval dT between successive algorithm executions is a crucial parameter for the operation 
of the algorithm. Apparently, a smaller dT can increase the Wmsa value more quickly and 
accelerate the TCP transfer under no congestion over the satellite link. On the other hand, the 
algorithm becomes less stable (more oscillations between increase/decrease action), if dT is not 
high enough to allow the impact of the changes during the previous algorithm execution to 
become visible. Therefore, rather than selecting a fixed value for dT, it seems rational to let it 
adapt to the round-trip time experienced by the connections. In this way the algorithm will be 
executed more frequently when there is no congestion (small RTTs), letting the window grow to 
higher values quickly, and more rarely when congestion kicks in. Note that reaction to congestion 
events is not the primary aim of this algorithm and that TCP has separate variables and 
mechanisms that address this. In case of congestion, the send rate of the protocol is dictated by the 
congestion window rather than the maximum receive window.
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7.5 Evaluation of the scheme
The network set-up is similar to the one used for the simulations in section 7.3.2 (Fig. 7-1). The 
difference lies in the functionality of the TCPPEP agents: rather than performing implicit 
admission control, they execute the algorithm of Fig. 7-15. Connection arrival and file sizes in 
these sets of experiments are assumed exponential. Two values are considered for the mean file 
size, namely 50kB and 200kB. Six satellite gateways concentrate uniformly distributed TCP 
traffic carried on split-TCP connections. The round-trip times of the terrestrial connections vary 
uniformly from 10-20ms. The TCP agents are configured as described in 7.3.2.1.
Fig. 7-16a and Fig. 7-16b illustrate the gain that the mechanism can yield. The relative 
improvement is higher at low load, where there is much spare capacity that remains unused and 
the split-TCP connections are Wmm -constrained. At higher load the spare capacity is less and is 
distributed between more terminals; therefore the gain is less. The trend is the same irrespective
Mean file size D =50kB Mean file size D =200kB
- 0 -  W m a x = 8 k B  w i t h  r w n d  c o n t r o l  
W m a x = 8 k B
W m a x = 8 k B  w i t h  r w n d  c o n t r o l  
W m a x = 8 k B  
- a -  W m a x = 1 6 k B  w i t h  r w n d  c o n t r o l  
- a -  W m a x = 1 6 k B
0 . 2  0 . 4  0 . 6
N o r m a l i z e d  o f f e r e d  l o a d
0 . 2  0 . 4  0 . 6
N o r m a l i z e d  o f f e r e d  l o a d
a) Figure o f Demerit
- 0 -  W m a x = 8 k B  w i t h  r w n d  c o n t r o l  
W m a x = 8 k B
- 0 -  W m a x = 8 k B  w i t h  r w n d  c o n t r o l  
■ - 0 - -  W m a x = 8 k B
—a —  W m a x = 1 6 k B  w i t h  r w n d  c o n t r o l  
- a -  W m a x = 1 6 k B
0 . 4  0 . 6
N o r m a l i z e d  o f f e r e d  l o a d
0 . 2  0 . 4  0 . 6
N o r m a l i z e d  o f f e r e d  l o a d
b) Active connections 
Fig. 7-16. Gain of the active rwnd control algorithm
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of the default Wmax value (8kB or 16kB) or the mean file size. Contrary to the implicit admission 
control mechanism but predictably, the mean number of active connections is not affected. The 
difference in the Figure of Demerit scores for the two mean file size values is amenable to the 
explanation given in 7.3.2.2.I. In all runs reported here, the parameters are minrwnd=8kB, 
a  = -0.75 MSS/s and b = 1 MSS/s.
We also performed static simulation runs for persistent TCP connections (infinite file transfers) 
that allowed us to derive some additional statistics with more strict control on the active 
connection population. The link capacity was scaled down to 512kb/s.
The impact of the mechanism is more evident with persistent connections. The algorithm is 
executed more times now and increases the receive window variable to higher values that enable 
almost full link utilization even when the latter is shared by four TCP connections (Fig. 7-17). 
Intuitively, there is no gain at high load, since no spare capacity is left. These simulation runs had 
starting Wmax = 8kB .
Fig. 7-17. Impact o f split-TCP receive window control mechanism on link utilisation
At TCP connection level, we plot the estimates of the round-trip time and the throughput obtained 
by TCP connections with or without control of the receive window variable. At low load, the 
connections become more aggressive and their round-trip time gradually increases. However, the 
average throughput difference is positive (Fig. 7-18b) so that the window is continuously 
increased. At high load, the window and the round-trip estimate remain the same irrespective of 
the mechanism.
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a) TCP smoothed round-trip time estimate (srtt) b) TCP throughput
Fig. 7-18. Impact of split-TCP receive window control mechanism on individual persistent TCP
connections
7.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, we have focused on satellite networks that support split-TCP. We have 
investigated two functions that can be deployed at the network border and provide the network 
operator with additional flexibility in the treatment of TCP flows. The two functions become 
relevant in radically different service scenarios.
The proxy-assisted TCP receive window control of the satellite component of the end-to-end 
connection is basically applicable in the best-effort service context. We have derived a heuristic 
algorithm that enables better use of the available link capacity at low load and acceleration of 
transfers over the satellite network. In the same time, the algorithm can be regarded as a 
demonstration of the utility of the analytical approximations presented in chapter 4; the insight 
into the impact of the maximum receive window variable on the split-TCP connections dynamics, 
as gained by them, has been the starting point for the algorithm derivation.
In section 6.5, we demonstrated how transport-layer mechanisms can serve the purpose of soft 
service differentiation. Likewise, our algorithm may be promoted to a soft service differentiation 
mechanism, if it is activated for a subset of the split-TCP connections traversing the satellite 
network.
On the contrary, implicit admission control becomes relevant when the network wants to provide 
quantitative QoS guarantees to TCP flows. We have described an algorithm that exploits state 
available to the proxy agents located at the border of the satellite network for deciding on the 
admission or not of a new flow in the network.
We have tested the algorithm under a variety of assumptions about the satellite network 
configuration, the TCP traffic dynamics at packet and connection level and the parameters of the
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algorithm. The algorithm is robust in that it can preserve the target requirements -a  steady-state 
throughput or some maximum latency value for a finite transfer. It introduces the standard trade­
off between user-level performance, expressed as blocking probability and time to complete a 
transfer, and link utilization.
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8  C a s e  s t u d y :  w e b  b r o w s i n g  o v e r  M A C  
s h a r e d  G E O  s a t e l l i t e  l i n k s
8.1 Background
In the previous four chapters, the reference point for performance evaluation was at transport- 
layer and the main metrics were the TCP throughput and the TCP latency achieved during a file 
transfer. Although these metrics may be valuable in the context of engineering tasks, they are less 
useful in assessing the experience of an end-user that accesses the network services and his 
perception of network performance. This specific task is much tougher for two main reasons.
Firstly, the user experience is significantly affected by the application-layer -and less frequently 
session-layer- protocols that make use of TCP services. The application layer protocol space is 
much wider than its transport layer counterpart, given the broad variety of data applications in the 
current Internet. In the case of Web browsing for example, which we will retain as example and 
treat in more detail subsequently, it is the HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP) that sits on top of 
TCP. The version of the protocol (HTTP version 1.0 vs. HTTP version 1.1) and protocol options 
such as request pipelining ([195], [196]) and persistent connections [197] that are selectively 
enabled by Web servers and clients may have a detrimental impact on the user browsing 
experience. The latter is also affected by use of caching and the constant evolution of the Web 
environment itself. A user may, with or without his own will, open multiple browsers and 
generate pages simultaneously. Frames, and JavaScript applets allow the user to request multiple 
pages at once and present them in different windows [198].
Even more significantly, the term “end-user experience” implicitly bears vagueness and is highly 
subjective. Recent results from a specialized test bed evaluating the user perception of network 
transport service for Web browsing [199], suggest that the user is not too sensitive to variations of 
this service’s quality. Note that this is a more generic problem with most applications; remember, 
for example, the acoustic tests that are used for evaluating the impact of delay and loss on 
audio/video streams such as the Mean Opinion Score (MOS) or the Perceptual 
Analysis/Measurement System (PAMS) tests [200].
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8.1.1 Web browsing models
This gradual increase of parameterisation space and complexity as we move towards 
application/user level is reflected directly upon the application-layer models that have been 
proposed for Internet applications. The modelling approaches for Web browsing may serve as the 
most characteristic example.
Fig. 8-1 shows a generic session pattern, entailing the possible variables that may be taken into 
consideration in order to come up with a Web browsing model. The circles show quantities that 
may be modelled and alternatives to be emulated. This modelling approach is effectively 
structural in that it attempts to build a model from some fundamental building blocks that are 
related to the way the application works. It is also hierarchical since it involves parameters 
relevant to different time-scales (session, Web request). The user may initiate a number of Web 
browsing sessions, spaced in time by intersession intervals. Each session may comprise requests 
for several Web objects, which denote the compound of the base Web page and the embedded 
objects in it. The idle time between issuing requests is called inter-request interval or inactive 
OFF time -it is also called thinking time in literature. At Web object request level28, the size of 
the base Web page as well as the number and size of the embedded objects or linked pages may 
vary. Finally, at HTTP protocol level, the transactions between client-server may rely on a single 
or multiple, persistent or pipelined connections, depending on the capabilities of the client and 
server software. Depending on these capabilities further parameters may arise; for example, in the 
case of the HTTP version 0.9 client considered in [201]29 it is required to model the active OFF 
periods, namely the time intervals between transfers of components that belong to the same Web 
object. These intervals account for the processing time devoted by the browser to the parsing of 
Web files and the set-up of new TCP connections. Part of the model may also be the distribution 
of Web pages over a given server population.
In fact, a lot of models in the literature have followed this structured modelling approach and 
proposed models address subsets of the quantities presented. For example, Barford and Crovella 
in their Web workload generator called “SURGE” [201] modelled the size of objects on the 
server, the size of the requested objects, the number of embedded objects, the active OFF and the 
inactive OFF intervals as well as two parameters related to the caching effect, the locality of the 
embedded objects and the popularity of the server files. They suggested statistical distributions for 
all these quantities. Choi and Limb also adopted this layered approach in their behavioural Web 
browsing model, deriving statistical distributions for the size of the Web page, the size and the
28 In [198] the term “Web request” is used in a similar context to “Web object request” to denote the set of 
pages/objects that result from a single user action (e.g. a click on link).
29 The elementary Web client implementation considered there uses a separate TCP connection for each 
embedded object without support of multiple, parallel connections.
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number of the embedded objects, the size of the request submitted by the client and the duration 
of the inactive OFF intervals [198]. They also consider the active OFF parameter and discriminate 
between parsing time (the active OFF interval following the fetching of the main page) and in-line 
inter-arrival time (the active OFF intervals between embedded objects).
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Fig. 8-1. Generic session pattern and respective quantities to be modelled
On the contrary, Mah in [202] derived empirical distributions for the model parameters that can 
be interfaced with a simulator as lookup files. He considered the size of the main object (Web 
page) and the embedded objects, as well as the request size on behalf of a client. He also 
investigated the number of consecutive documents requested from the same server (locality of 
embedded objects). Notably, this study introduced the user equivalent (UE) concept that was also 
adopted in the SURGE model and the model of Choi and Limb. Each UE is an ON-OFF process 
that alternates indefinitely between submitting Web object requests and an idle state. The concept 
of UE enables the reproduction of adequately bursty traffic that exhibits self-similar properties at 
high load, in agreement with reported findings in literature [89]. More recently Smith et al. 
supplied additional data, in the form of empirical distributions, for the percentage of the sessions 
that support persistent connections and the respective request and response sizes in each case 
[203].
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Note that in all approaches described so far, the packet level characteristics are not explicitly 
modelled. They are generated on-line by the transport protocol, i.e. TCP is explicitly simulated. 
An alternative approach is the one presented in [204], [205] and adopted in [206], where reference 
models for different types of traffic within the UMTS network are proposed. The approach 
remains hierarchical, however it is not structural any more: rather than modelling the fundamental 
blocks of the applications (object number and sizes, HTTP feature usage) distributions are 
proposed directly for the macroscopic features of traffic: session on and off duration, inter-arrivals 
of packet calls, packets and number of packets per call. The main advantage of this approach is 
apparently its simplicity, given that it skips the transport layer and the HTTP/TCP dynamics. 
However, being empirical, these models fail to capture the application invariants that would 
support their validity in generic context. Moreover, such a free traffic model cannot capture the 
packet-level behaviour of the elastic Web traffic, resulting from the adaptive nature of TCP. The 
structural models described in the previous paragraphs, despite their complexity, can serve this 
purpose and this is why we have resorted to them for our study.
8.1.2 Web browsing over satellite
The models employed for the study of Web browsing within MAC-shared satellite environments 
have mainly followed the second, more empirical, approach. Such is the case with the studies in 
[207] and [193], who performed studies of Web browsing over the CFDAMA protocol. They both 
rely on the model for request arrivals in [194]: the model departs from the more structural 
approaches of [198], [201], [202] and introduces a single ON-OFF process at request level on the 
basis of real traffic measurements. It introduces three distributions for the active OFF period, the 
number of downloaded objects and the total ON period, whilst it resorts to the distributions in 
[185] for the object size. In other words, the time spent on the download of a single Web object 
-page(s) plus embedded objects- is no longer the outcome of the modeling assumptions about 
object size and the HTTP/TCP protocols’ operation but an input model parameter (i.e. 
distribution). Notably, this model has not been validated and the measurements behind it were 
taken in 1995.
In [208], the assumed model resembles more closely the structural modeling approach, in that the 
study is performed within a TCP simulation environment and relies on statistical distributions for 
the size and number of objects within a page. The model parameters were estimated by a different 
set of measurements, performed in 1999. The study considered early versions of HTTP (one TCP 
connection per downloaded page/object); it does not report the TCP implementation.
What we attempt to do in the following is effectively a sensitive analysis study for Web browsing.
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We want to assess the gain that can be achieved at each layer (MAC, transport and application 
layers), in an attempt to understand the ultimate performance limitations at the different layers of 
the protocol stack. In doing so we build upon the models and the mechanisms that have been 
studied in the previous chapters and superimpose the Web browsing model described in section 
8.2.1.
8.2 Experimentation methodology
The simulation set-up resembles the scenarios considered in Chapters 6 and 7. We consider a full 
mesh satellite system without explicit discrimination between foiward and return link. The 
Bandwidth on Demand procedure along with the possible differentiation mechanisms at MAC 
layer have been described in detail in chapter 6 (sections 6.2, 6.4). The satellite link bandwidth is 
2.048kb/s and we consider 12 UEs that are mapped one-to-one to satellite nodes.
The FullTCP implementation of ns2, which supports bidirectional transfers and performs the 
Reno congestion control algorithms, was used for these simulations. The TCP Newreno variant is 
taken as the reference for these connections and error-free links are assumed. The implications of 
this assumption and the cost paid for its preservation have been discussed in chapter 5 and section 
6.8.
8.2.1 The Web browsing model
We have made use of the NsWeb [209] code for the study reported subsequently. The code is part 
of the third-party contributions to the ns2 simulator, is well documented and accompanied by 
validation scripts facilitating its smooth integration with the mainstream ns2 code. The NsWeb is 
actually the adaptation of SURGE, the WWW workload generator described in [201], to the ns2 
simulation platform, with a couple of limitations arising from the actual software engineering 
details of ns2 (e.g. the suppression of the off periods between two client requests for the transfer 
of embedded objects). Similar to the approach of Choi and Limb and in contrast with Mah and 
Smith, SURGE derived statistical distributions for the model parameters rather than providing 
empirical distributions in the form of lookup files. The default statistical distributions 
incorporated in the code and used throughout the subsequent experiments are reviewed in Table
8-1. The session model follows the UE concept introduced in [202].
The model is also flexible with regard to the dependency between servers, pages and embedded 
objects. Therefore, servers can be occupied with different sets of pages and the embedded objects 
of a Web page may be located at different servers.
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Table 8-1. Statistical distributions and default values for the Web-browsing model parameters
M o d e l  p a r a m e t e r  ( u n i t ) D i s t r i b u t i o n
.................................. ...................... -eMS{ftn |pvaIS e s s i o n  l e v e l
Number o f sessions per UE Exponential with mean value 0.1
Session length (in number of 
accessed pages)
Pareto with shape parameter a =  3.0 and scale parameter 6 =  10
Inter-session interval length (s) Pareto with shape parameter a  =  1.4 and scale parameter 6 =  20
Inter-page request interval (passive 
OFF)
Pareto with shape parameter a  =  1.4 and scale parameter b =  1
a g e  e v e
Page size (bytes) Pareto distribution with shape parameter a =  1.2 and scale 
parameter b =  13300
Number o f embedded objects per 
page
Pareto distribution with shape parameter a  =  2.43 and scale 
parameter b =  1
Sizes o f embedded objects (bytes) Pareto distribution with shape parameter a =  1.1 and scale 
parameter b =  133000
Pages per server constant: 1000
With regard to HTTP, the model supports basic protocol options such as persistent connections 
and request pipelining. Their impact on the download time is summarized in Fig. 8-2.
CLIEN T SERVER CLIEN T SERVER
b) persistent connections
CLIEN T SERVER
PAGE
EMB#1
EMB#2
EMB#3
c) persistent connections 
with pipelined requests
Fig. 8-2. Impact o f connection type on the download o f a Web page with three embedded objects
Both options suggest improvement over earlier HTTP behaviour (HTTP 0.9/1.0). With persistent 
connections, performance improves due to the higher transfer speed at TCP level. Whereas the 
time spent on the download of the first page is the same, subsequent objects do not have to come
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on separate TCP connections that will undergo the connection set-up and the slow-start phases, 
but they can be carried over the same connection. With pipelined requests on top of persistent 
connections, the additional round-trip times required for individual requests are saved. We will 
experiment with these two options in the sections that follow.
8.2.2 Experiments-metrics
We conduct a series of experiments. In each one we vary a set of parameters, whereas we fix the 
others. At HTTP layer we test the three basic HTTP features in Fig. 8-2, namely single connection 
per object, persistent connections and pipelined requests, whereas we adopt the default values in 
Fig. 8-1 for the model configuration at session and request level. At TCP layer we vary the 
maximum TCP receive window (Wmax) and at MAC layer we apply the prioritisation mechanisms 
discussed in section 6.3.2.
The main performance metric in all experiments is the response or download time, measured from 
the time a GET command for a page is issued till the moment the page and all embedded objects 
in it are fetched by the client. The duration of simulations is one hour. We estimate both its mean 
and its 90th percentile. We measure utilisation indirectly via the availability of spare capacity, 
which can be regarded as its lower bound30. With each experiment, we also log additional 
statistics that give further insight to the simulation outcome and support our discussion such as the 
number of downloaded Web objects and completed sessions within the simulation time.
8.3 Simulation results
8.3.1 The impact of HTTP implementation
In these experiments, the HTTP implementation is the same for all sessions and UEs accessing the 
satellite link. We vary the number of TCP connections used simultaneously by HTTP and the 
maximum TCP receive window for the TCP connections that carry the Web workload over the 
satellite network.
8.3.1.1 Multiple concurrent simple connections
The HTTP clients use a separate TCP connection for fetching each object (page or embedded 
object). They can open up to N  simultaneous connections to the same server. In standard 
implementations, N varies from 2-4. We also show results for N=1 as a comparison reference.
30 For example, at low load, spare capacity may well serve the terminals before they submit requests. The 
spare capacity appears to be 100% of the link capacity but this does not mean that the satellite link 
utilisation is zero.
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Table 8-2. Web object download time vs. number of parallel simple connections
ft. S
P
l w '
m e a n
u n l o a d  t i m e
»K
9 0
p e r c e n t i l e
------ *
m e a n
i r e  c a p a c i t y
Qnth90
p e r c e n t i l e
A p p l i c a t i c
d o w n l o a d e d  
W e b  o b j e c t s
m  l e v e l
c o m p l e t e d
s e s s io n s
8 k B 85.0 166.0 119.8 128.0 313.8 15.8
J 67.3 129.8 95.7 124.0 379.8 21.4
55.2 91.0 62.1 122.4 434.8 25.6
8 k B 73.2 134.6 112.6 128.0 350.0 21.8
2 57.0 109.3 84.9 121.4 421.4 28.8
46.1 79.1 56.1 121.4 495.8 32.4
8 k B 65.8 122.5 111.6 128.0 357.8 24.4
4 1 6 k B 53.3 92.7 81.9 121.6 424.6 29.2
3 2  k B 44.8 76.3 51.1 119.4 487 34.4
The decrease of the response time, both its average and its 90th percentile value, with the 
maximum TCP receive window ffmax is monotonic (Table 8-2). Higher TCP receive window 
values make the connections more aggressive, enabling them to utilize better the available spare 
capacity that remains high throughout these simulation runs. As a result, the UEs can complete 
more sessions and download more content within the one-hour simulation time.
The impact of multiple concurrent connections upon the response time is similar; the latter 
decreases as parallel connections increase. However, the achieved gain is less than that obtained 
with increase of : the decrease of response time when we double Wmax is higher than its 
decrease when a second connection is set-up in parallel (Table 8-2). Our findings stand 
complementary to the results reported by Kruse, Allman et al. in [210], who found out in their 
experiments that the performance gain due to multiple concurrent connections, in the absence of 
competing traffic, is higher than the gain achieved using larger initial TCP windows. We expect 
that the relative contribution of each mechanism -multiple concurrent connections versus TCP 
maximum receive window and larger TCP initial window- also depends on the size of the 
transferred objects. In our experiments, embedded objects are quite large, with a mean in the order 
of 225kB (Table 8-1), hence connections spend most of their time in Congestion Avoidance 
mode. The impact of would not be equally important if objects were smaller; in that case, 
multiple concurrent connections would benefit more the overall download time.
Notably, the performance gain increment is clearly larger when N increases from 1 to 2 than when 
N increases from 2 to 4. Note that the distribution for the number of embedded objects in a page
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(Table 8-1) implies that most pages include 2-3 embedded objects; therefore, for N=4 the client 
does not exercise heavily the option of 4 concurrent connections.
8.3.1.2 Persistent connections
The HTTP clients can still open multiple TCP connections simultaneously and these connections 
are persistent. We consider N=1 and N=4 in these experiments.
Table 8-3. Web object download time vs. number of persistent connections
rf
D o w n o a d  t i m e S p a r e c a p a c i t y Application level stats
P e r s i s t e n t  
conns W "“ m e a n
*
9 0
p e r c e n t i l e
m e a n
9 A ,b
e r c e n t i l e W e b  o b j e c t s
c o m p l e t e d
s e s s io n s
8 k B
- 85.2 178.3 117.7 128.0 302.2 19.4
60.3 109.2 90.9 122.2 416.6 24.8
3 2 k B 51.3 87.3 52.6 122.4 457.2 32.0
8 k B 71.5 138.7 110.6 128.0 346.2 22.0
4  1 6 k B 58.7 102.8 79.5 121.6 401.8 27.4
rf
3 2  k B 46.1 79.1 48.4 119.2 475.4 30.8
Clear performance gain due to persistent connections is only obtained for N=l. When persistent, 
the connections use better the satellite link spare capacity and achieve lower response times, 
completing more sessions and downloading more Web objects in comparison with the non- 
persistent connections (Table 8-2). The relative weights of ffmax and multiple connections on the 
performance improvement are similar to the scenario examined earlier in 8.3.1.1: increase of Wmax 
values is more beneficial from a respective increase of the concurrent TCP connections.
For N=4, the scores achieved with persistent connections are not any better; on the contrary, they 
are slightly worse than those of non-persistent connections. There are two reasons that may 
explain why persistent connections do not yield performance gain in this scenario:
■ The first one is related to the interaction of persistent connections with TCP and, in 
particular, the slow-start restart algorithm: if all data sent by TCP have been acknowledged 
and nothing has been sent for a given interval (equal to round-trip-time or retransmission 
timeout period), the protocol re-initialises the congestion window to 1 and forces a slow- 
start31. The slow-start restart algorithm was invoked repeatedly in our simulations with
31 The slow-start restart feature has been introduced in [212] having in mind applications that include a 
negotiation phase such as SMTP and NTTP, and has been included in several implementations. During this 
phase the TCP congestion window is opened and the start o f data transfer may be accompanied by a burst o f  
packets. The slow-start restart algorithm prevents this, taking a conservative approach.
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persistent connections, reducing significantly the advantage related to them. Sim ilar 
remarks had been m ade in the context o f  experim entation w ith persistent-H TTP in local 
network environm ents [211].
■ The second reason has also explained why the perform ance gain increase is sm aller when N 
changes from 2 to 4 than w hen N changes from 1 to 2: m ost web-pages include 1-3 
em bedded objects (Table 8-1). The advantage o f  persistent connections is expressed for 
W eb pages w ith m ore than 4 em bedded objects, which are negligible in our runs.
Nevertheless, both argum ents explain why persistent connections do not perform  better than non- 
persistent connections, w hen m ultiple concurrent connections are addressed. They do not explain 
why they perform  slightly worse. The explanation for this should be looked for in the increased 
aggressiveness o f  persistent connections and the increased num ber o f  tim eouts suffered by them. 
G iven that the slow -start phase is relative short for the transfers involved, tim eouts during the data 
transfer phase penalize the transfer latency m ore than the additional rounds related to the 
connection set-up in the case o f  non-persistent connections.
8.3.1.3 Persistent connections plus pipelined requests
Now clients have also the opportunity to subm it requests for W eb objects in a pipelined mode. 
The client only opens a second connection w hen the embedded objects exceed the num ber o f 
requests that can be pipelined over a single connection. W eb server im plem entations support up to 
1000 requests in the same connection, therefore we do not consider m ore than one in these 
experim ents.
Table 8-4. The impact of pipelined requests on web object download time
n l o a d  t i m e  S p a r e  c   __
9 0  p e r c e n t i l e  m e a n
I p e l i n e d
c o n n s
d o w n l o a d e d  
W e b  o b j e c t sp e r c e n t i l e
375.6
529.4
c o m p l e t e d
s e s s io n s
303.8
Interestingly, we only obtained perform ance gain from request pipelining for Wmax equal to 32kB,
w here the achieved response tim es are clearly lower and the more objects are downloaded. The 
com bination o f pipelining w ith persistent connections apparently m akes TCP connections 
significantly more aggressive triggering TCP tim eouts that appear to outw eigh the saved round- 
trip tim es (one per request, see Fig. 8-2).
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8.3.2 Differentiation at HTTP layer - simple connections vs. persistent 
connections
In these experim ents, we split UEs into two groups, each one im plem enting different HTTP 
options. As in 8.3.1, we vary num ber o f  concurrent TCP connections opened by the clients and 
the m axim um  TCP receive w indow  values used over them. The treatm ent o f  all UEs/TCP 
connections at the M AC layer is the same, as in all previous exam ples discussed so far. The 
difference betw een the two categories (classes) o f  clients is related to the use o f  persistent 
connections from one o f  the two classes (class 1).
Table 8-5. Simple connections vs. persistent connections
M e a n  d o w n l o a d  
t i m e
D o w n l o a d  t i m e  9 0  
p e r c e n t i l e
C o m p l e t e d  s e s s io n s  
/ d o w n l o a d e d  W e b  o b j e c t s
T C P  wW ra u  p e r s i s t e n t
c o n n s
s i m p l e p e r s i s t e n t s i m p l e p e r s i s t e n t s i m p l e
8 k B  79.6 95.1 147.9 197.6 10.6/159.2 5.8/149.0
1  1 6 k B  60.7 63.9 115.0 116.1 12.8/195.0 9.2/199.0
3 2  k B  54.5 52.7 83.4 94.0 15.4/225.8 12.0/235.0
8 k B  70.1 69.8 136.3 127.5 10.4/169.8 7.6/189.2
4  1 6 k B  59.0 53.4 102.1 103.9 14.2/201.0 10.6/228.8
3 2 k B  43.8 .......................... 42.5 76.2 70.3 17.4/242.0 10.8/250.4
The results we obtained in this scenario are in line w ith the rem arks m ade so far in sections
8.3.1.1 and 8.3.1.2. For N=1 the response tim es achieved by persistent connections are better at 
W max-8 k B  and 16kB, w hereas the two classes achieve similar scores for W max=32kB.
For N=4, the relative scores o f  both classes o f  UEs are improved, but there is no differentiation at 
class level. Again, note that we would expect different results, nam ely a clearer perform ance 
differentiation, if  W eb pages included m ore em bedded objects. In that case, the advantage o f  
persistent connection could be expressed.
8.3.3 Differentiation at MAC layer
HTTP clients/servers are again split into two classes but this time w ith regard to both H TTP-layer 
and M A C -layer options and m echanism s. At HTTP layer the servers may or not support persistent 
connections, whereas at M AC layer the respective connections may be favoured in two ways: via 
priority scheduling o f  their requests and via exclusive access to spare system  capacity. In chapter 
6 we have shown that these two m echanism s are com plem entary, in that together they can
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preserve service differentiation under both light and heavy traffic load. W ith these options we can 
build four different com binations (scenarios), w hich are listed in Table 8-6.
Table 8-6. Scenarios for the experiments upon the MAC layer impact on web browsing
S c e n a r i o  i d '
£ 
H P e r s i s t e n t  c o n n e c t i o n s  
+ r e q u e s t  p i p e l i n i n g
P r i o r i t i s a t i o n  a t  
t h e  M A C  l a y e r
B e s t  e f f o r t  
t r e a t m e n t  a t  t h e  
M A C  l a y e r
i
C l a s s  1 X X
C l a s s  2 X X
2
C l a s s  1 X X
C l a s s  2 X X
3 X X
C l a s s  2 X X
X X
Class 2
....
X X
Table 8-7. Web object download time under combined MAC/HTTP options
in  d o w n l o a d
9 0  d o w n l o a d  
t i m e  p e r c e n t i l e
C o m p l e t e d  s e s s i o n s / d o w n l o a d e d  
w e b  o b j e c t s
 -----------------------
N o  o f  S c e n a r i o  
c o n n s  i d
C l a s s  1 C l a s s  1 C l a s s  1 C l a s s  2
15.4/220.6 6.2/107.0
16.4/242.8 6.6/104.2
13.2/206.8 8.4/143.4
16/198.5 10.0/144.0
15.4/223.0 9.2/146.2
15.4/237.2 9/137.4
15.2/220.4 9.4/150.8
........ .I.,.
Table 8-7 dem onstrates the im pact o f the access layer m echanism s/algorithm s on the perform ance 
experienced at application layer. The M A C -layer service differentiation m echanism s are 
responsible for alm ost all differentiation achieved end-to-end. As long as som e UEs are treated as 
best-effort at M AC level, i.e. they are classified into the M AC best-effort class (see section 6.4.1), 
the perform ance they get will be inferior to the one obtained by those UEs that are m apped to the 
M AC priority class. This perform ance lag is expressed in terms o f  response times, both average
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and 90th percentile values, as w ell as volum e o f content that is transferred over the satellite 
netw ork by  the tw o classes.
The use o f  persistent connections and the pipelining o f  requests can im prove the absolute 
response tim es achieved by class 2 connections but they cannot reverse the overall advantage o f  
class 1 connections. The relative w eights o f  the two m echanism s on  the application-layer 
perform ance becom e m ost obvious in scenario 3, w here UEs, w hich are prioritised a t M A C layer, 
use sim ple rather than persistent connections. A lthough the perform ance gap is sm aller than 
scenarios 1 and 2, the ratio o f  average response tim es still approaches 2.
8.4 Conclusions
In our w ork so far, the reference point for perform ance evaluation, both v ia analysis and 
sim ulation, has been the transport layer. In  this chapter we have clim bed up one m ore layer, the 
application layer, in an  attem pt to address the apparent question o f w hether the investigated M A C 
layer service differentiation m echanism s can have a real im pact on the application layer. To 
achieve this and despite the anticipated risks related to evaluation studies that span m ultiple 
layers, w e undertook a  param etric sim ulation study o f  W eb brow sing that copes w ith three layers: 
M AC, transport and application layers.
The sim ulations dem onstrated the im portant role o f  the access layers o f  the satellite radio 
interface on the application-level perform ance, m easured in term s o f  the tim e required to 
dow nload a W eb object (base page + em bedded objects). The dynam ic bandw idth allocation 
(scheduling) m echanism  and the spare capacity allocation policy that w ere exam ined in  chapter 6 
have a  m uch stronger im pact on the application-level perform ance than the HTTP options.
In fact, the advantage o f  persistent connections and pipelined requests is not always clear in 
scenarios w ith com peting traffic. For exam ple, w e have found no advantage o f  persistent HTTP 
over standard HTTP that does not support persistent connections w hen m ultiple concurrent 
connections are used. M oreover, for the num ber and size o f  em bedded objects considered in these 
sim ulations, increase o f  the m axim um  TCP receive w indow  variable yields higher perform ance 
gain than the use o f m ultiple concurrent connections at HTTP level.
A lthough w e tried  to identify the im pact o f  several param eters on the perceived application-layer 
perform ance, the sim ulation results presented in this chapter could hardly be treated as som ething 
m ore than a case study. Therefore, any attem pt to generalize the conclusions draw n from  this 
study w ould be inappropriate. The study can rather be considered to be a contribution to the 
ongoing efforts to gain a  better understanding o f  the cross-layer interactions and the relative 
im pact o f  perform ance enhancem ent m echanism s residing at different layers o f  the protocol stack.
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research
Broadband satellite netw orks rem ain im portant com ponents o f  the global netw ork infrastructure, 
despite the recent problem s experienced by the satellite industry. The last decade has seen a shift 
towards m ore conservative system  designs departing from  the costly, h igh-risk non-geostationary 
constellations, w hilst the dom inance o f  the Internet Protocol in the terrestrial data networks has 
m otivated m ore native-IP system  architectures.
W e have investigated broadband satellite netw orks in  the light o f  these trends. O ur research has 
focused on the support o f elastic TCP traffic over these netw orks, giving particular em phasis on 
the satellite radio interface capabilities that can  serve this purpose. W e have not restricted 
ourselves to a specific radio interface. A fter all, there is no single standard for broadband satellite 
system s, such as the G SM  or U M TS/C D M A  2000 standards for m obile terrestrial netw orks for 
exam ple, that enjoys the full support o f  the satellite industry. W e have rather considered 
fundam ental radio interface capabilities in  system s based on the TD M A  radio transm ission 
technology, having prim arily  in  m ind the future broadband satellite m ultim edia systems.
M uch o f  this Thesis has evolved around TCP, nam ely a  protocol that has been  the subject o f 
significant research and num erous dissertations in  the last ten years. W e attem pted to differentiate 
from  them  in approaching TCP as the carrier o f  elastic, flow -controlled traffic and giving a 
traffic-engineering dim ension to our w ork. A lthough it is real-tim e stream  traffic that im poses the 
strictest requirem ents on the netw ork, w e believe that service differentiation is and w ill becom e 
m ore relevant for elastic traffic as w ell. The dom inance o f  this traffic in  the overall Internet traffic 
m ix has been absolute in  the last decade and has no t been threatened by the introduction o f  new  
applications and service delivery paradigm s. O n the contrary, attem pts to em bed congestion 
control features in delay-intolerant traffic have led  to the derivation o f  new er protocols that adopt 
the TCP flow -control algorithm s or, a t least, are TCP-friendly. W e believe that significant parts o f  
the w ork presented in this Thesis w ould be relevant w hen considering TC P-friendly real-tim e 
traffic.
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9.1 Thesis contributions and achievements
The service differentiation context for elastic traffic may range from  qualitative to quantitative 
depending on the adopted QoS fram ework. In chapter 6, w e have explored satellite radio interface 
m echanism s that can  support these fram ew orks in the satellite netw ork, focusing on geostationary 
bandw idth on dem and satellite netw orks. The M A C layer provides considerable flexibility for the 
support o f  qualitative service differentiation for TCP flows in  these networks v ia  rather sim ple 
m echanism s that do not necessitate per-flow  state at the M AC layer and/or the com putational 
overhead o f  prediction m ethods that are no t straightforw ard for TCP traffic. The BoD Controller 
scheduling discipline and the policy regarding spare capacity distribution are two com plem entary 
m echanism s in this context: the form er can provide clear service differentiation at high levels o f  
traffic load, w hereas the latter can introduce differentiation at low traffic load.
A  significant part o f  the Thesis evolves around the split-TCP m echanism . D espite concerns 
related to  the security and reliability o f  com m unications m aking use o f  interm ediate agent 
services, the m echanism  enjoys w ide acceptance am ong satellite netw ork operators. The 
connection splitting functionality com es under the satellite independent adaptation functions, 
nam ely it belongs to those functions that are not related to a specific satellite radio interface.
In chapter 5, w e relied on sim ulations in order to estim ate the perfonnance gain that can be 
achieved by split-TCP schem es under various scenarios regarding the statistical properties o f  the 
satellite link errors and the congestion experienced at the terrestrial netw ork. In a first step, w e 
com pared a split-TCP schem e deploying TCP Selective A cknow ledgm ent over the satellite link 
w ith various end-to-end schem es and the Snoop protocol. The com parison clearly showed that an  
optim um  schem e, w hich yields superior perform ance under all scenarios, should com bine 
connection splitting w ith  som e local retransm ission m echanism . W ithout the latter, the split-TCP 
schem e perform s sim ilar to, under m oderate satellite link error rates, or even w orse than, under 
high error rates, aggressive end-to-end schem es, such as the TCP W estw ood variant for example. 
W e then introduced such a schem e, w hich com bines the two features and called it split-DDA, 
since it heavily draws on the TCP D D A  variant, firstly  introduced and investigated as an end-to 
end schem e in the context o f  terrestrial w ireless networks. Sim ulation results suggest that the 
schem e fulfils the requirem ent for superior perfonnance under all scenarios. Its deploym ent as the 
satellite com ponent o f  the end-to-end connection alleviates inherent problem s o f  the schem e w hen 
it is applied end-to-end, such as the requirem ent for optim um  setting o f  the D D A  tim er and its 
response to congestion loss. In the end o f  the study, w e com pared split-D D A  w ith the split-STP 
schem e, show ing that any decision to use the one or the other schem e has to resolve a trade-off 
am ongst achieved throughput, capacity overhead due to protocol operation and friendliness to 
TCP flow -control algorithm s.
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Exactly due to its perform ance enhancing capabilities, split-TCP provides the satellite netw ork 
operator w ith significant additional flexibility in the treatm ent o f TCP traffic  over its network. 
The m echanism  form s a  transport-layer service differentiation m echanism , w hich tends to 
neutralise the inherent bias o f TCP against connection w ith  high RTTs. W hen com bined w ith the 
M A C capabilities m entioned earlier, separate bearer services over the satellite netw ork can be 
derived.
The use o f error-control techniques is deem ed m andatory, i f  the service differentiation has to be 
preserved over error-prone satellite links. W e have show n in chapter 6 that ARQ  techniques can 
serve this purpose and w e expect that w e w ill soon see them  having a stronger presence in satellite 
com m unication system  standards than the one they have had so far.
Provision o f  quantitative quality o f  service guarantees to the TCP flows necessitates som e form  o f  
access control to the netw ork and the presence o f  proxy agents in the netw ork can assist this task 
significantly. In  chapter 7, w e proposed an Im plicit A dm ission Control algorithm  for TCP flows 
over split-TCP satellite netw orks. W e tested the algorithm  under a variety o f  assum ptions about 
the satellite netw ork configuration, the TCP traffic dynam ics at packet- and connection-level and 
the param eters o f the algorithm . In  all cases, the algorithm  can preserve the target requirem ents in 
term s o f  steady-state throughput or TCP latency, w hereas higher values o f  the m axim um  receive 
w indow  variable allow  better use o f  link capacity for the sam e target perform ance. The 
introduction o f  im plicit adm ission control for TCP flows m eets significant objections, since the 
nature o f  TC P-based applications such as w eb brow sing or e-com m erce im plies that traffic 
adm ission or blocking m akes m ore sense at the session level. O ur contribution does not provide 
new  inputs to this discussion. N evertheless, it does describe how  this functionality - i f  and w hen 
agreed that there is a  case for i t -  can be  deployed in the context o f  split-TCP capable 
geostationary satellite networks.
Equal w eight in this Thesis has been  attributed to analytical m ethods and m odels. In  chapter 4, w e 
have described fixed-point approxim ations for the perform ance o f  TCP flows in geostationary 
satellite netw orks. The m ethod caters for asym m etry, broadcast and M A C -shared links and split- 
TCP connections. Its application to the particular case o f M A C -shared satellite links w ith 
dynam ic bandw idth allocation m echanism s show ed good agreem ent w ith  sim ulation results at 
h igh link  load and suggested that it can  capture fundam ental dynam ics o f  TCP perform ance such 
as constraints due to the m axim um  TCP receive w indow  variable. The m ethod estim ates w ere less 
satisfactory a t m oderate loads, since available analytical m odels for M AC protocols under Poisson 
traffic cannot capture the TCP burstiness. Further lim itations to the m ethod applicability have to 
do w ith the lack o f m odels addressing the non-hom ogeneous traffic load case and the traffic 
prioritisation m echanism s at the M A C layer, such as the M A C-level scheduling and the policy for 
spare capacity distribution.
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The utility o f these approxim ations has been dem onstrated in chapter 7, in the case o f  the 
distributed, asynchronous algorithm  we introduced for the active control o f  the TCP m axim um  
receive w indow variable (rwnd) in split-TCP satellite networks. D edicated agents execute the 
algorithm  at discrete time instants; the intervals betw een successive executions o f  the algorithm  
adapt to the RTT experienced by the connections. Every time the algorithm  is executed, it has to 
decide w hether to increase or decrease the m axim um  receive window variable o f  all connections 
that are rwra/-lim ited. To conclude w hether increase o f  rwnd may lead to throughput increase, it 
m aintains an estim ate o f the average throughput achieved by the connections over the satellite 
link and checks its response to the decision m ade w hen it was last executed. The algorithm  
accelerates transfers over the satellite netw ork at low load w ithout overloading unnecessarily the 
M AC buffers at high load. It is applicable in the context o f both best-effort and soft service 
differentiation fram eworks. In the sam e tim e, it is another dem onstration o f  the w ide space o f 
traffic engineering m ethods that are enabled by TCPPEPs.
A nalysis has been also invoked in the m odel for the split-TCP latency and the buffer requirem ents 
at the interm ediate node that hosts the split-TCP agent, which has been presented in chapter 5. 
The m odel predictions stand in good agreem ent w ith sim ulation results, despite inherent 
lim itations o f  available TCP m odels, upon w hich our m odel draws.
Table 9-1. Summary of Thesis contributions, their scope and position within the Thesis
C o n t r i b u t i o n S c o p e
W h e r e  i n  t h e  
T h e s i s
Fixed-point analytical approximations for the 
performance of TCP flows over GEO satellite 
networks
Analytical methods for 
performance evaluation of TCP 
over satellite networks
Chapter 4
Modelling of split-TCP latency and buffering 
requirements at the intermediate node that 
host the split-TCP agent
Analytical methods for 
performance evaluation of TCP 
over satellite networks
Chapter 5. 
sections 5.2, 5.4.1
Simulation study of split-TCP and 
introduction/evaluation of split-DDA
TCP performance enhancing 
functions
Chapter 5 
sections 5.3-5.5
Description/evaluation of bandwidth on 
demand mechanisms for the provision of 
service differentiation to TCP flows
Satellite radio bearer design for 
provision of soft QoS guarantees 
to TCP traffic
Chapter 6
Algorithm for the dynamic control of the 
maximum receive window variable of the 
satellite component of split-TCP connections
TCP performance enhancing 
functions
Chapter 7 
sections 7.4-7.5
Implicit admission control algorithm for split- 
TCP capable satellite networks
Provision of hard QoS 
guarantees to TCP flows
Chapter 7 
sections 7.2-7.3
Case study of web-browsing over bandwidth 
on demand GEO satellite networks
Cross-layer interaction, satellite 
radio bearer design for QoS 
provision over satellite networks
Chapter 8
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Finally, w ith  the w eb brow sing study in  chapter 8, w e have m ade a sm all contribution to the 
ongoing efforts to gain a  better understanding o f  the cross-layer interactions and the relative 
im pact o f  perform ance enhancem ent m echanism s residing at different layers o f  the protocol stack. 
The sim ulation results dem onstrated that the dynam ic bandw idth allocation (scheduling) 
m echanism  and the spare capacity allocation policy that w ere exam ined in chapter 6 have a m uch 
stronger im pact on the application-level perform ance than options at the application layer 
(HTTP). How ever, w e feel the need to repeat that this study should be view ed as a case study: its 
conclusions pertain  to the assum ptions listed in  detail in chapter 8 and their generalisation 
requires further experim entation under different assum ptions regarding the W eb w orkload 
dynam ics and the treatm ent o f  traffic at the M A C layer.
Table 9-1 sum m arizes the m ain  outcom es o f  this Thesis, highlighting the system  area they address 
and their location in the docum ent.
9.2 Directions for further research
The provision o f  differentiated service to adaptive TCP traffic and the respective traffic 
engineering tasks at shorter (bandw idth allocation, adm ission control) and longer time scales 
(netw ork dim ensioning) in satellite -a n d  m ore generally w ire less- netw orks is an  area that can 
benefit from  further research.
The exploitation o f  TC P inherent properties in the resource allocation procedure is w orth further 
investigation. In our sim ulation study in chapter 5 for example, w e saw  a dem onstration o f  the 
TCP m em ory property: TCP obtains better perform ance for the sam e m ean error rate w hen errors 
are bursty. W e also referred to proposals for designing m ore lightw eight air interfaces contrary to 
the standard approach o f over-dim ensioning the physical layer in order to em ulate an error-free 
link. L ikew ise, this TCP property can be taken into account in the bandw idth on dem and 
procedure and the resource distribution betw een term inals in non error-free satellite links.
W e have described fixed-point approxim ations for TCP perform ance over satellite links. In our 
opinion, fixed-point m ethods are a prom ising tool for the analytical investigation o f  TCP/IP 
netw orks and outperform  other m odelling approaches such as the processor-sharing m odels in this 
context. The applicability o f  these approxim ations in M A C -shared satellite netw orks calls for 
analytical, com putationally efficient m odels for the m edium  sharing m echanism s that can account 
for non-uniform  load distribution and prioritisation m echanism s at the M A C layer.
In our study, w e have concentrated on TD M A -based systems. The reference has been a single­
beam  system , w here link capacity is the m ain m anaged resource. The study o f  bandw idth on
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dem and in the context o f code division m ultiplexing w ould strengthen the pow er-related 
considerations and give additional dim ensions to the problem . The use o f  C D M A  as an  alternative 
radio transm ission technology for M F-TD M A  has been under scrutiny for som e tim e (for 
exam ple, see [244]). The m odification o f the fixed-point approxim ations to account for the soft 
capacity concept o f  CD M A  w ould  bear significant research value. In this case the fram ew ork 
presented in  this Thesis could be largely reused.
The investigation o f  m echanism s a t the transport and M AC layer in chapters 6 and 7 for the 
provision o f  qualitative and quantitative service guarantees to TCP traffic w as m otivated by  the 
dom inant IP QoS fram ew orks, D iffServ and In tServ respectively, w hich introduce a fundam ental 
trade-o ff betw een QoS and scalability/com plexity. How  these m echanism s or a subset o f theirs 
could be used in the context o f  m ore recent fram eworks that address this trade-off, such as the 
Proportional D ifferentiated Services fram ew ork [42], w ould be an  apparent topic for further 
research work.
Finally, w e have focused our attention on elastic traffic, regarding TCP as the as the de-facto 
transport protocol for it. W e have not investigated the treatm ent o f  elastic traffic w ith in  a 
com plete traffic m ix including also delay-intolerant traffic. In that case, it  w ould be interesting to 
see w hether new er protocols considered for the support o f  delay-intolerant traffic such as DCCP 
and the “TCP-friendly” fam ily o f  protocols w ould ease the radio resource m anagem ent procedure. 
Even m ore significantly, it is w orth  looking into w hether the fixed-point approxim ations can be 
extended in this case to analyse the netw ork perform ance under the full traffic mix.
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A p p e n d i x  A
A Trends in mobile satellite communication systems
The objective o f  this section is two-fold: in  the first part (sections A .1-A .3) w e attem pt to present 
the current scenery and the em erging trends in the area o f  m obile satellite com m unication 
system s, follow ing the system  classification adopted in [214]. W e also review  European research 
activities carried out in the fram e o f  ESA  and EU projects. In the second part (section A .4) w e 
briefly review  our research w ork perform ed in this field in parallel w ith the research reported in 
the m ain  body o f  this Thesis.
A .l Operational mobile satellite communication systems 
A.1.1 Global systems
Significant research effort was devoted during the late 80s and 90s to the design and developm ent 
o f  m obile satellite com m unication system s relying on constellations, both low - and m edium - earth 
orbit. Two o f the designed system s, nam ely Iridium  and  G lobalstar, actually becam e operational 
towards the end o f  the last decade.
The basic service offering o f  the two system s is sim ilar to G SM  services. The Iridium  system , a 
polar LEO constellation o f  66 satellites in  6 planes, provides voice at 2.4/4.8 kbps, fax and data at 
2.4kbps, paging services as w ell as supplem entary services that m ake use  o f  the Intelligent 
N etw ork (IN ) concept such as call forw arding/w aiting, voice m ail, em ergency calling. The target 
term inals are fixed, handheld and vehicular. A m ongst the innovative concepts o f  Iridium  prevails 
the use o f  inter-satellite links (ISLs), both  intra- and inter-plane, w hich allow  onboard sw itching 
o f  traffic to other satellites and relax the requirem ent for gatew ay stations in each satellite 
footprint.
G lobalstar, a  W alker constellation o f  48 satellites in 8 orbital planes, also targets fixed, vehicular 
and handheld term inals. G lobalstar does not support ISLs, hence requires a  higher num ber o f  
gatew ay stations. Routing o f  calls, both  during the set-up and the com m unication phases, involves
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the gatew ay stations, in contrast w ith Iridium  that allow s direct com m unication betw een two 
Iridium  term inals via use o f ISLs.
B oth system s have recently updated their service offerings: Iridium  allow s Internet access at 
m odest rates up to 10kbps, w hereas G lobalstar provides data services ranging from  7.2 kbps to 
19.2 or even 64kbps w hen several G lobalstar m odem s are bundled together. D espite 
im plem enting m ost advanced concepts and being the m ost sophisticated com m ercial system s in 
the sky, constellation-based system s did not enjoy the m arket success they anticipated w hen they 
w ere initially planned. Iridium  LLC filed  for bankruptsy in A ugust 1999 and one year later 
M otorola, the com pany that developed the system , announced plans to decom m ission the satellite 
constellation in the absence o f buyers. F inally, the assets o f  Iridium  LLC w ere bought by Iridium  
satellite LLC, a venture com pany, largely thanks to the generous support o f  U S D epartm ent o f  
D efence (DoD) that aw arded the new  ow ner o f  the satellite constellation w ith  a  $72 m illion 
contract. The contract predicted unlim ited airtim e for around 20.000 governm ent w orkers for a  
period o f  2 years w ith extension options.
G lobalstar’s business case has also been problem atic. The system  becam e operational in  O ctober 
1999, having experienced serious delays in  its tim eplan, partly due to launch failures. It filed for 
Chapter 11 US bankruptsy protection tw o years later, after facing serious financial problem s. In 
April 2003, it w as announced that ICO Global Com m unications, a  com pany deploying its ow n 
M EO  satellite constellation, acquired the 54%  o f  the reorganized Globalstar; five m onths later, 
another acquisition agreem ent was announced, this tim e w ith Therm o Capital Partners, a  group o f  
com panies that invest on telecom s, pow er generation and real estate industry. The reported 
subscriber basis o f  G lobalstar by the second quarter o f  2003 was 93.000 subscribers.
A. 1.2 Regional systems
O n the opposite side o f  the global LEO  constellations stand the regional geostationary orbit 
system s Thuraya and ACeS (A sia Cellular Satellite). Thuraya’s coverage spans Europe, N orth and 
C entral Africa, M iddle East, C entral A sia and the Indian subcontinent. A CeS covers W estern and 
C entral Asia, Eastern Europe and parts o f  N orthern Africa. They reflect a  m ore conservative 
approach that reduces the risks related to huge upfront investm ent and long system  developm ent 
stage.
B oth  system s evolved around G SM , both  in term s o f  netw ork architecture (air interface, 
protocols) and services. The radio access schem es are effectively adaptations o f  the GSM  air 
interface into the specific requirem ents o f  the satellite environm ents and have been standardized 
w ithin the European Telecom m unication Standards Institute (ETSI) as GMR-1 (Thuraya) and
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G M R-2 (A CeS) interfaces32. The targeted  term inals are prim arily handheld and fixed. V ehicular 
term inals and payphones are also w ith in  the scope o f  the Thuraya system . V oice services at 2.4 
(resp. 3.6) kbps, data and fax at 2.4-9.6 kbps, and the standard G SM  supplem entary services 
enum erated earlier in section A .1.1, form  the basic service offering o f  the tw o systems. H igh 
penetration alerting and paging in the case o f  A CeS and GPS-assisted location determ ination in 
the case o f Thuraya com plem ent the service portfolio o f  these system s. T huraya’s com m ercial roll 
out began in  M ay 2000; in  M arch 2003 the com pany announced that its subscriber basis reached 
100,000.
Pow erful geostationary satellites are used in both cases w ith digital transparent payloads and large 
antennas -o n e  for Thuraya, separate ones for transm ission and reception purposes for the ACeS 
G aruda sa te llite (s)- form ing m ultiple spot beam s on the ground: 250-300 and 140 respectively for 
the tw o system s. The payloads o f  bo th  A Ces and Thuraya allow  on-board routing o f  calls so that 
com m unication betw een two m obile term inals can be perform ed w ith  a single hop [214].
The Thuraya space segm ent is also a  building b lock  for Inm arsat’s regional broadband global area 
netw ork (R-BGAN). The system  aim s at the provision o f  m ultim edia services to portable 
term inals, i.e. not handheld, w ith  data rates up to 144kbps and is regarded as the forerunner o f  the 
developing Inm arsat B roadband Global A rea N etw ork (BGAN). The system s relies on an 
enhanced version o f  the GMR-1 interface used  in the Thuraya system , called G eo-M obile Packet 
Radio Service (G M PRS) standard, including enhanced coding and m odulation schem es as w ell as 
packet-m ode oriented features. The system  becam e operational in  the last quarter o f  2002.
The R-BG A N  system  is an evolution in the series o f  Inm arsat service offerings. Contrary to m ost 
o f  the system s described so far that - a t  least theo re tica lly - address the m ass consum er m arket, 
Inm arsat’s orientation has traditionally been tow ards the so-called niche m arkets. The latter 
include certain segm ents o f  the land m obile (press and m edia, peacekeeping organisations and 
governm ent agencies, transportation vehicles), m aritim e (m erchant and fishing fleets, cruise 
m arket) as well as the aeronautical m arket. The Inm arsat C, D+, E, m ini-M  and the Aero fam ily o f 
system s (C, I, H , H+, L, I) address different segm ents o f  these m arkets m aking m ainly use o f  the 
Inm arsat five “third-generation” geostationary satellites (Inm arsat 1-3).
The niche-m arkets are also the scope o f  other operational m obile satellite system s. In term s o f  
subscriber volum e, dom inant are the 15 year-old Q ualcom m ’s Om uiTRA CS and its European 
counterpart EutelTRA CS system s, offered by Eutelsat. B oth address the transportation m arket 
offering fleet m anagem ent services in  U S and Europe respectively. The tw o com panies have 
recently  jo ined  efforts for introducing an  adapted version o f  O m niTRA CS in Europe.
32 GMR stands for GeoMobile Radio Interface and is specific to the satellite radio interfaces that draw on 
the GSM radio interface.
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A. 1.3 Satellite digital radio broadcasting systems
These system s prim arily provide digital sound bu t also com plem entary services such as Internet 
data. They target fixed, portable and vehicular reception rather than handheld term inals. There are 
currently three operational systems: two o f  them  provide services to the continental US, w hile the 
third, the first ever operational satellite D igital Satellite Radio broadcasting system , targets m ainly 
developing countries in  Asia, Africa, M iddle E ast and Latin America.
W orldspace broadcasts about fifty radio program m es in each one o f  the three beam s o f  the three 
geostationary satellites that m ake up the system . O n top o f  the audio content, the system  provides 
W eb content in  push m ode. Several techniques are deployed for im proving the reception quality 
o f  the signal: tim e-spaced repetition o f  the signal and addition o f  a terrestrial com ponent to the 
system  that im proves the reception in built-up urban areas that are subject to h igh blocking. The 
latter consists o f  ground repeaters that retransm it the satellite signal using an  optim ised version o f 
the m ulti-carrier m odulation technique. The receivers then com bine the TD M  signal arriving from  
the satellite and the terrestrial repeaters.
The Sirius system , one o f  the tw o system s covering the continental US, relies on a  constellation o f  
3 high-elliptical orbit (HEO) satellites. The satellite broadcast transm issions are in TDM  m ode. 
Sim ilar to the W orldSpace system , the Sirius system  resorts to tim e diversity techniques and the 
use o f terrestrial repeaters, w hich retransm it the satellite signal w ith  O rthogonal Frequency 
D ivision M ultiplexing (O FD M ) techniques, in order to enhance the signal reception quality. Sirius 
reported around 150.000 subscribers by end o f  th ird  quarter 2003.
The X M  Satellite Radio system  space segm ent consists o f  two geostationary satellites. Contrary to 
the other tw o system s, X M  Satellite radio does not deploy terrestrial repeaters. The service 
availability is increased v ia transm ission o f  the sam e content by both satellites, this w ay providing 
tim e, frequency and spatial diversity. The system  reported around 800.000 subscribers by end o f  
third quarter 2003.
A.2 Systems under design
G iven the lim ited com m ercial success o f  non-G SO  m obile satellite system s and the lack  o f 
adequate funding support, efforts o f  the satellite industry have to n e d  tow ards m ore conservative 
solutions for the provision o f  services to m obile users. Geostationary system s prevail in the 
solutions that are currently under investigation or developm ent.
The single exception to this rule is the ICO  (Interm ediate Circular O rbit) system  consisting o f  10 
M EO  satellites in 2 inclined circular orbits. ICO  targets niche m arkets such as the transportation 
and m aritim e m arkets as w ell as governm ental bodies v ia  portable term inals, fixed and vehicular
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term inals. The advertised services range from  standard voice and facsim ile to w ireless Internet 
access at return (resp. forward) link  rates that range from  6 (resp. 20) to 28 (resp. 144) kbps. The 
satellites feature a digital transparent payload that provides flexibility for onboard routing the 
traffic am ong the 163 spot beam s o f  each satellite. In  order to enhance coverage in areas w ith  line 
o f  sight (LOS) path  to the satellite, ICO considers the aneilliary terrestrial com ponent (ATC) 
concept [216]: a  terrestrial system , b u ilt upon a  m obile 3G netw ork standard and using the sam e 
spectrum  allotted to the satellite com ponent, w hich w ill be  integrated into the ICO M SS network.
ICO has partially shared the fate o f its predecessor satellite constellations Iridium  and Globalstar. 
In 1998, ICO filed  for chapter 11 bankruptsy. It em erged out o f  it two years later, w hen the “new 
ICO ” w as formed. So far ICO  has launched one satellite, the m inim um  requirem ent for preserving 
its spectrum  licence.
The current thinking w ithin the satellite industry, at least its European part, is w ell reflected in the 
reports o f  the A dvanced Satellite M obile System s T ask Force (ASM S-TF). The task force is an 
independent, industry-led body, form ed under a jo in t initiative o f  ESA  and the EU  for the support 
o f  advanced satellite m obile com m unications and system s. Three m ain m arket opportunities have 
been identified there [215].
The first opportunity consists in the evolution o f  current m obile satellite system s having as basic 
target m arket the aforem entioned traditional niche m arket segments. The under developm ent 
Inm arsat B G A N  system  is the m ost characteristic exam ple o f  this approach. The system  prom ises 
near-global coverage and is going to be bu ilt upon the new  generation o f  Inm arsat satellites (1-4). 
The system  represents one o f  the potential S-UM TS instances, will have a  TD M A -based air 
interface and features “loose” integration, at service-level, w ith  the terrestrial 3G netw ork. The 
m axim um  supported rates range from  64 (uplink)/216kbps (dow nlink) for a  pocket size term inal 
to 144 (uplink)/432 kbps (dow nlink) for the B G A N  notebook term inal.
The second approach view s the satellite system  as an  integral part o f  the terrestrial netw ork 
im plying closer integration w ith the terrestrial m obile networks. This approach prom ises savings 
in system  developm ent cost resulting in benefits for both the user and the netw ork operator. 
System s in this category becom e an alternative radio access netw ork interfacing w ith  the IM T- 
2000 core network. The use o f the CD M A  radio transm ission technology for the satellite radio 
interface is deem ed necessary in order to enable reuse o f term inal com ponents and m ake it cost- 
attractive to the m ass m arket.
The th ird  m arket potential identified for advanced m obile satellite system s is related  to the direct 
m obile broadcasting and m ulticasting concept. In this scenario, satellite system s rely on their 
inherent advantages w ith  respect to broadcasting, in order to provide point-to-m ultipoint services 
to m obile users. The satellite system  is prim arily unidirectional; a  return path  m ay be provided for
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m ore efficient support o f m ulticast services via an alternative network, i.e. the terrestrial UM TS 
network.
D V B -based system s from  one o f  the candidate system  platform s for the im plem entation o f  the 
concept. Interactivity can be achieved via a T-U M TS return link. A n adaptation o f  DVB-RCS 
interface that will cater for m obility m ay also be considered.
Fig. A-l. Possible scenario for integration of DVB- and UMTS- based systems (service level)-from [218]
Even closer integration w ith the terrestrial m obile network can be achieved via use o f the same 
w aveform  for the broadcast satellite com ponent air interface. M axim um  com m onalties w ith the 
terrestrial m obile netw ork interface allows reuse o f  the dual-m ode handheld term inal software and 
hardw are, reduces its cost and increases the satellite system potential to penetrate the m ass 
consum er m arket [214].
The Satellite D igital M ultim edia Broadcasting (S-D M B) initiative in Europe [219] has adopted 
this concept. Its radio interface is based on the T-UM TS W CDM A air interface. The system  is 
unidirectional and forms effectively a m ulticast layer on top o f  the m obile terrestrial network, 
providing m ultim edia services, mainly non real-tim e, at rates up to 384kbps in push mode. Sim ilar 
to the satellite digital radio system s, it envisages the deploym ent o f  terrestrial repeater m odules 
(gap fillers) in order to overcom e the w ell-know n inability o f m obile satellite system s to provide 
adequate urban and indoor coverage [220]. The system  achieves pan-European coverage with a 
global beam , w hilst m ajor European linguistic groups are also covered w ith spot beam s. The S- 
DM B com m ercial launch is planned for 2008.
Provision o f  m ultim edia services to m obile users, this time in Japan, is the aim  o f a system  under 
developm ent by M obile Broadcasting Corporation, a Japan-based com pany. A  dedicated satellite 
called M B Sat is going to be launched for this purpose. The direct broadcast satellite signal is code 
division (CD M ) m ultiplexed; the sam e signal is also transm itted in TDM  m ode and is 
retransm itted by terrestrial gap fillers in CD M  m ode. The system  will offer around 60 audio,
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m ainly m usic, channels and around 9 video channels in Japan. Service launch is scheduled for 
2004.
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Fig. A-2. S-DMB concept and relevance to the T-UMTS network architecture
A.3 Research in the frame of ESA and EU projects in the area of mobile 
satellite systems
European research in the area o f m obile satellite com m unication system s has been largely carried 
out under the support o f  EU and ESA  funding.
The A dvanced Satellite UM TS Test Bed project [221] under ARTES 5 evolves around the second 
approach described in A .2, i.e. the design o f  a m obile satellite system  as an integrated com ponent 
o f  the terrestrial UM TS. Its aim  is the investigation and validation o f  basic S-UM TS concepts via 
sim ulation and dem onstration. The second objective will be achieved via both laboratory and live, 
in orbit experim entation w ith a testbed, w hose im plem entation will draw  on earlier S-UM TS 
related activities.
Under ARTES 1, two feasibility studies regarding the use o f  K u-band satellites approaching end- 
of-life for the provision o f  land m obile services w ere com pleted by the end o f  2002. The stud ies’ 
objective was the developm ent o f  a sim ple and cost-friendly system. The studies addressed fixed 
collective, vehicular and individual receivers w ith options for return link via 2.5G  and 3G m obile 
networks and deploym ent o f  terrestrial repeaters.
O ngoing is the BGAN extension project, initiated in m id 2003 under ARTES 3 program . The 
project investigates the Inm arsat BGAN system  evolution in two different contexts. The first is
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the air interface extension to address m aritim e and aeronautical m arket segm ents that cannot be 
served by the baseline system  definition as w ell as to support the service provision to low -cost 
term inals. The second is the introduction o f  the required functionality for the support o f  3GPP- 
com pliant m ulticast and broadcast services [222],
T hree m ore studies under ARTES 5 focus on specific system  com ponents that w ill act as enablers 
for future m obile satellite system s. The first study aim s at the developm ent and qualification o f  
diplexers envisaged for the feed elem ents o f  beam -form ing netw orks used w ith  large antennas. 
The second study aim s at the design o f  large, 12m diam eter, deployable reflectors and the 
developm ent and testing o f  a  design qualification m odel. The last one evolves around the design 
and developm ent o f a  linear, solid-state 5W  pow er am plifier for use in the L-band, the prim ary 
band allocated to m obile satellite system  applications.
U nder the EU  research fram ew ork program s, the now com pleted 1ST FP5 V IRTU O U S [223] and 
FU TU RE [224] projects investigated aspects o f  a  S-UM TS system  that is integral part o f  the T- 
UM TS network. The studies focused on both non-access stratum  functions and satellite RAN 
specific issues and included the developm ent o f  hardw are emulators.
The provision o f  real-tim e TV to users on the m ove w as the subject o f  the 1ST M obility  project
[225], The reference system  scenario envisaged the service provision v ia  K u-band DVB-S 
broadcasting satellite to cruising ferries and required the adaptation o f  hybrid pointing antennas 
for efficient tracking o f  the satellite signal.
The S-DM B concept w as the subject o f  tw o 1ST FP5 projects. The m ain  objectives o f the first 
one, called SATIN (SA Tellite UM TS IP based N etw ork), were the elaboration o f  the concept, the 
definition o f  a  radio access schem e that features m axim um  com m onalties w ith  the W C D M A  air 
interface and the evaluation o f  m ain aspects o f  this interface v ia sim ulation [226]. SATIN 
com pleted its activities in M arch 2003. In  the m eantim e, the second project called M oDiS 
(M O bile D igital broadcasting Satellite) w as launched aim ing at a  first dem onstration o f the w hole 
system  concept [227]. The M oD iS testbed is a  sim plified version o f  the eventual S-DM B system , 
as outlined in  A.2. It relies on a  satellite em ulator rather than a real satellite in space. Only tw o 
terrestrial repeaters w ill be deployed and the signal w ill be received from  a hub functional 
em ulator. A  prototype term inal w ill be used  rather than an integrated handset, w hilst the data 
server is a  sim plified version o f  the required S-DM B data server in  the real system .
The SD M B -related studies are continued w ithin  the 6th research fram ew ork program  o f  EU and 
also w ithin the context o f  E SA  A R TES program s. The EU FP6 M A ESTRO  (M obile A pplications 
and sErvices based on Satellite and Terrestrial inteRw O rking) integrated project aim s at the 
definition o f the com m ercial SDM B system  and im plem entation o f a  full test bed including an
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enhanced 3G term inal and a B roadcast/M ulticast Service Center. Separate studies under the ESA  
ARTES 5 program  w ill investigate term inal and radio propagation aspects related to the system.
In the follow ing section w e briefly  sum m arize our w ork carried out in  the fram e o f  the 1ST 
SA TIN  project, in parallel w ith the research reported in the m ain body o f  the Thesis.
A.4 Engineering the SDMB air interface
A.4.1 The system
In  the m ain scenario investigated w ithin SA TIN  the satellite system  is unidirectional and closely 
integrated into the Packet Sw itched dom ain o f  the terrestrial th ird  generation (3G) m obile netw ork 
(T-U M TS) that m ay also provide a return link. Central to the system  concept is the use o f 
terrestrial gap-fillers, hereafter called intermediate module repeaters (IM R). Their functionality is 
lim ited to the m inim um  o f  signal am plification for reasons related to cost, com plexity and 
coherence w ith the existing 3GPP standards. A  detailed discussion about the possible role o f  the 
gap-filler in  the system  and the respective trade-offs is given in [220].
A.4.2 The proposed WCDMA-based air interface
The U M TS terrestrial radio access (U TRA ) layer 2 is functionally split into four sub-layers, 
nam ely the Radio L ink Control (RLC), the M edium  A ccess Control (M AC), the Packet D ata 
Convergence Protocol (PDCP) and the B roadcast/M ulticast Control (BM C) sub-layers. The first 
two sub-layers exist in  both  the data  and control planes, w hereas the last two exist only in  the data 
plane. The data transfer capabilities offered by the M A C to the RLC sub-layer and those provided 
by the physical layer to M A C are grouped into overlapping sets o f  functions abstracted into the 
term s logical and transport channels respectively. The overall service provided by layer 2 is 
referred to as radio bearer (RB). C ontrol-plane signalling betw een U Es and U TR A N  is handled by 
the radio R esource Control (RRC) layer (U TR A  Layer 3).
The proposed interface is effectively an adaptation o f  the W C D M A  air interface [228]. The 
channels retained at the data and control plane as w ell as the flow  o f data through U TR A  layer 2 
is depicted in  Fig. A-3. The m ain  features o f  this adapted interface are sum m arized below:
Channel and mappings- The unidirectional nature o f  the system  does not allow  the set-up and 
release o f dedicated channels serving individual users, w hich are no t relevant anyw ay given the 
point-to-m ultipoint nature o f  the services under consideration. M ulticast /  B roadcast services, are 
m apped one-to-one on Com m on Traffic Channels (CTCHs) at RLC sub-layer and Foiw ard 
A ccess Channels (FACHs) on the M A C  sub-layer, w hich are then m ultiplexed at physical layer 
on Secondary Com m on Control Physical Channels (S-CCPCHs). The latter feature fixed
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spreading factors and no pow er control. G iven that in T-UM TS the FACH over S-CCPCH 
com bination carries im portant system  control inform ation, the standard practice is to allocate a 
small rate (respectively large speading factor) to it, so that it can be accessible by all users, 
irrespective o f  their location in the cell. H ow ever, in the proposed system  S-CCPCHs are used 
m ainly for data transfer purposes, hence their SF can vary in the whole range defined in 3GPP 
standards, i.e. from 4 to 256, letting them  support rates even beyond 384kbps. A  separate S- 
CCPCH o f  low rate, called  “m aster S-CCPCH ” is reserved for signalling related to service 
notification.
Layer functional description- The access schem e sub-layers support only a subset o f  the full 
functionality described in the 3GPP standards, related to the retained com m on channels. 
M ultim edia data m ake use o f the UM TS RLC unacknowledged mode over the satellite radio 
interface, nam ely the RLC sub-layer provides basic sequencing and protocol m aintenance 
functions w ithout catering for error recovery functions such as ARQ.
The M AC sub-layer is prim arily responsible for the m ultiplexing and scheduling o f  the different 
services over the air. The latter is perform ed via selection o f the T ransport Form at Com bination 
Set (TFCS) at Transm ission Tim e Interval (TTI) level and involves the prioritization o f  certain 
flows over the others.
The BM C sub-layer is the one retained as the basis for the support o f  broadcast/m ulticast traffic in 
the forw ard link and the one that w as subject to m ost m odifications. The adopted approach has 
been overall conservative, in that it draw s heavily upon existing functionality related to Cell 
Broadcast Service, the unique service up to T-U M TS Release 5 that is delivered in point-to- 
m ultipoint mode over the UM TS radio access netw ork (UTRAN). Functions related to CBS data 
(storage, scheduling, pow er saving) are extended to M BM S data and new features such as 
m essages and protocol entities are added.
DTCH DCCH | CTCH | CCCH PCCH I BCCH ILogical
Channels
MAC
Transport
Channels
PHY
Physical P 
Channels DPDCH
DCH
*
DPDCH
DSCH
PDSCH
□  Primary relevance for SAT-MBMS
AICH
AP-AICH 
PICH 
CSICH 
CD/CA- ICH
Fig. A-3. UTRA FDD common logical/transport/physical channels retained in the interface and mapping
throughout the layers
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Radio Resource Control (RRC) layer- In the proposed interface, the functions o f  the RRC layer 
are again a  subset o f the full T-UM TS RRC functionality. Com m on traffic radio bearers o f  the 
cell/beam  are established/m aintained and released by the RRC peer entities. The RRC o f  the 
Satellite RN C configures the M BM S/CBS related  channels and signals the availability o f  CBS 
and M BM S notification on the m aster S-CCPCH  v ia  unidirectional System  Inform ation 
M essages. These m essages are received by U Es on the Prim ary C om m on Control Physical 
Channel (P-CCPCH) and forw arded to the peer UE RRC entities. The latter configure the low er 
U E layers for data reception and forw ard the required inform ation to physical layer for the 
im plem entation o f pow er saving features.
A.4.3 The radio resource management strategy
The standard task o f  radio resource m anagem ent (RRM ) is to allocate physical radio resources 
w hen requested by the RRC layer. R R M  aims to m axim ize spectral efficiency and to satisfy the 
QoS requirem ents, w hilst preserving the radio resources o f  the netw ork, i.e. available codes, 
bandw idth and transm it pow er. The m ain  differences betw een the RR M  tasks in  the proposed 
interface and those in  unicast T-U M TS stem  m ainly from  the unidirectional nature o f  the system  
and the point-to-m ultipoint service topology.
System implications- The absence o f  a  satellite return link m eans that the satellite radio access 
netw ork cannot have real tim e feedback from  the groups (e.g. user-side m easurem ents), directly 
restricting the system  short-term  RRM  functions: no pow er-control is feasible and the packet 
scheduler allocates pow er and rate to the data flows w ithout know ledge o f  the state o f  individual 
link  conditions, i.e. w hat is called channel-state-dependent scheduling is not possible. In both 
cases, even i f  a return satellite link  w ere available, the user feedback on the link  conditions from  
the users w ould have to b e  exploited in  a non-standard m anner due to the point-to-m ultipoint 
nature o f the services.
Service requirements- A dditional requirem ents for RR M  arise from  the supported service set and 
m ore generally from  the overall service delivery paradigm . The satellite system  can be regarded 
as a user-oriented Content Delivery Network (CD N ), prim arily oriented tow ards streaming (e.g. 
audio and video broadcasting, alert and em ergency announcem ents) and push & store applications 
(e.g. infotainm ent, entertainm ent, softw are delivery, web-casting). In the first case the m ultim edia 
contents are played directly upon reception a t the user term inal, w hereas in  the second case the 
m ultim edia contents are stored in a local cache for later processing (pre-stored content). These 
two service delivery m echanism s introduce slightly different requirem ents.
W e subsequently focus on one o f  the two RR M  operational modes described in [229] and describe 
a  strategy that resem bles w ell-know n dim ensioning procedures, w hich have been  broadly applied 
in the context o f  terrestrial w ired netw orks. It relies on dem and prediction for real-tim e stream ing
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traffic, w hich m ay be based  on historical data draw n from  m easurem ents. This is then exploited to 
estim ate the radio resource requirem ents for stream ing traffic and derive a static radio bearer (RB) 
configuration for som e tim e interval, over w hich the traffic m ix rem ains the sam e (for exam ple in 
the order o f  1 horn*). The rem aining capacity is used  for the transm ission o f push  & store traffic. 
A pparently, the partitioning betw een stream ing and push & store m ay vary w ith  the tim e o f  the 
day (over night, the system  capacity m ay be alm ost fully devoted to push & store traffic, w hereas 
stream ing traffic m ight dom inate the service offering during daytime).
A.4.3.1 Demand estimation for streaming traffic
This task proved to be particularly challenging for two m ain reasons:
■ The services under consideration are point-to-m ultipoint (m ulticast/broadcast), hence the 
system  requirem ents cannot be derived v ia  use o f  subscriber profiles and a  straightforw ard 
m ultiplication o f  the per subscriber traffic dem and tim es the num ber o f  subscribers. This is 
the standard practice in unicast system s [230].
■ There is lack o f  historical data on the dem and for a  num ber o f  services (i.e. stream ing) and 
the usage patterns related to it. This lack is not specific to m obile w ireless netw orks; the 
literature is poor even w ith respect to the usage o f  these services in  w ired networks.
W e tried to overcom e the first difficulty resorting to an apparent -a n d  heroic in the sam e tim e -  
approxim ation relying on a  single param eter, called G rouping Factor (GF). This factor attem pts to 
capture the fact that not all user requests are for different services but rather som e services attract 
the interest o f  m ore than one user. It also inherently incorporates user-group characteristics such 
as the audience size and geographical dispersion.
Regarding the second difficulty, w e consider further data that w ere derived after processing 
various sources o f  m obile subscriber profiles [230]-[232] and identification o f convergent 
inform ation am ongst them.
D espite these difficulties and their im pact on the validity o f  reported figures, the result o f  this 
effort w as the derivation o f  a  step-by-step procedure allowing the estim ation o f  the system -level 
load, having as a starting point user-level profiles, nam ely the inform ation that is usually m ore 
readily available. M ain points in this procedure are:
■ Two different user profiles have been  considered corresponding to a typical and business 
user behaviour.
■ The characterisation o f  the services and the corresponding user profile description has been 
differentiated for the two m ain types o f  services, i.e. real-tim e stream ing services and push 
& store services [229]. In  the first type, service flows are characterised in terms o f  the
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attributes in [233]: guaranteed rate, m axim um  rate, SDU error rate, packet size etc. The 
user profile description for these services includes the definition o f a service request rate 
and the service m ean duration. The service request rate can then be related, via use o f  the 
group factor, to the arrival rate o f  these services at the system  level. On the other hand, in 
the case o f push & store services, there is no inherent guaranteed or peak rate. Individual 
item s within each service category are characterised by their size and the aggregate user 
dem and for them. For these services the actual transfer rate will be determ ined when 
deriving the broadcast schedule (see section A .4.3.3).
■ Traffic mix scenarios w ere built for two busy hours o f  the day, corresponding to one hour 
intervals with high activity from business and typical users respectively. Four traffic m ixes 
were derived by considering the system  at two different time instances o f its life 
corresponding to different subscriber volumes.
Table A -l. Reference service set and their traffic handling priorities according to [233]
S e r v i c e
c a t e g o r y
U M T S  Q O S  
c la s s
1
T r a f f i c  h a n d l i n g  
p r i o r i t y
Streaming Audio Streaming 1
Streaming Streaming Video Streaming 1
Interactive33 Location Based Services 2
Webcasting Normal
Rich audio/video info High
Pre-stored movie on demand Low
Push & Store Background Pre-stored video on demand Low
Pre-stored radio on demand Low
Pre-stored music on demand Low
Software download Normal
A.4.3.2 Radio bearer configuration for streaming services
The assum ption is that there is some m inim um  characterisation o f  individual services in term s o f  
arrival rate A ,, duration jui and requested rate for each type o f  service /?,.. This task allows the 
static configuration o f  the radio bearers, nam ely num ber o f FACHs, rates and m apping to S- 
CCPCHs). It may be split into m ore than one step, whose actual context depends on the 
assum ptions about the available service characterization.
A .4 .3 .2 .1 Estim ation o f  required CTCH /FA CH s
33 The use of the word interactive in this table deviates a little from the original context of the word 
interactive within 3GPP. Location Based Services are provided via the streaming service delivery 
mechanism, i.e. they are not cached. However they do not impose the strict per-packet requirements of 
audio/video streaming but rather a requirement for the total delivery time of the contents.
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Let S  be the set o f  different services. N ote that since a service is characterised by the 3-tuple 
audio broadcast at 32 kbps is regarded as a different service than audio broadcast at 
64kbps. The cardinality o f  the service set is N , i.e. |S|=N. No assum ption is m ade for the flow  
burstiness; the flow  m ight be o f  constant or variable b it rate bu t in the second case the R. value is 
set to the m ean/guaranteed rate attribute. Each elem ent s, corresponds to a m em ber o f  the service 
set, i.e. a  service.
L et P bl be  a  vector o f  size N  corresponding to blocking probabilities targeted for each service, i.e. 
there is one-to-one correspondence betw een  s, and P bl. Then the required  FA CH s for each s f 
can be derived via use o f  w ell-know n results o f  classical queuing theory:
■ From  the m -server loss queueing system  (see, for exam ple, [87]), for each service type s. 
separately. This im plies invocation o f  the M /M /m /m  form ula N  tim es.
■ From  the extension o f  the E rlangian form ula to the m ultiple services scenario over all types 
o f  flows s. requesting the sam e rate R., irrespective o f  the arrival rates or service durations 
o f the individual services. The respective form ula (for exam ple, see [234]) is applicable 
under the com plete-sharing (CS) assum ption: FACHs can be fully shared am ong services 
requesting the sam e rates, i.e. as long as the derived Transport Form at C om bination Set 
(TFCS) can cope w ith possible discrepancies a t the packet level (see section A.4.3.2.3).
In both  cases the required num ber o f  FA CH s is that num ber o f  servers o f  rate Rt that will 
guarantee the target blocking probabilities Ptu .
A .4.3.2.2 M apping o f  the FA CH s on S-CCPCH s
The objective o f  this function is to m ap the transport channels (FA CH s) estim ated in A.4.3.2.1 to 
the available S-CCPCHs. The num ber o f  available S-CCPCHs M  and their m axim m n capacity c, 
or a  rough estim ation o f  theirs, are assum ed to be know n a priori from  link budget exercises and 
Layer 1 sim ulation input. The link budgets for the indirect case dictated a m axim m n supported b it 
rate o f  384kbps, corresponding to SF 8. A llow ing codes for the broadcast channel and the 
announcem ent channel, the available S-CCPCHs at SF 8 are 6-734. In  the follow ing 
dem onstrations, we assum e the availability  o f  6 S-CCPCHs o f  SF 8.
There are two alternatives for this mapping:
One is to ignore the pow er requirem ents (Eb/N0) o f individual services. Then a m athem atical 
form ulation o f  the problem  could be:
34 Few channels of smaller SF (resp. higher rate) are preferred over more channels of higher SF (resp. lower 
rate) so that multiplexing gain is derived when multiple FACHs are mapped onto them.
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N
m inim ize z =
7=1
N
subject to ^ R t 'X.j < c -  y ;. , j  e  {l.JV} (B .l)
1=1
= 1 ,  i e  { l..JV}
M
w here y .  =  1 i f  S-CCPCH  j is used or 0 otherw ise and x;j =  1, i f  service (FA CH ) i is assigned to
S-CCPCH  j, 0 otherwise. This is the bin-packing problem : the CTCH /FA CH s are the items that 
have to be packed into the m inim um  possible num ber o f  bins, w hich  correspond to the S- 
CCPCHs. A  feasible solution o f  the problem  corresponds to cost values z less than or equal to the 
num ber o f  bins M . B oth approxim ate and exact algorithm s are available for the solution o f  this 
problem ; given the rather sm all num ber o f  S-CCPCH s, com putation efficiency does not pose 
significant constraints [235].
The second option is to take into consideration the pow er requirem ents (Eb/N0) o f  the individual 
services into w hat w e call “pow er-aw are packing” . W e can then apply a variation o f  the bin- 
packing algorithm  to derive a m apping that m inim izes pow er waste, in that it groups services o f  
sim ilar pow er requirem ents to each S-CCPCH. The E t/N 0 requirem ent is a  function o f  the 
Transport B lock (TB) size m ost frequently used35. The per-service E /N 0 requirem ent in the 
pow er-aw are packing is the one corresponding to the service guaranteed rate, nam ely to the TB 
size corresponding to the service guaranteed rate.
In com parison w ith (A .l) , only the objective function changes:
N
m inim ise z  -  Z y j - ( Eb/ N o ) j J z { i - M )
M (B.2)
w here (Eb/ N o). = max{(Eb/N 0)k,k  : xkj =  l}
A lthough the objective function in  this case is non-linear and less conventional, adaptations o f  the 
approxim ate algorithm s for the classical bin-packing problem  [235] can be used to obtain an 
approxim ate solution o f  the problem .
The m appings for the two alternatives described above are given in [236]. As expected, the 
pow er-aw are m apping tends to bring together services o f  the sim ilar m ean rate
A .4.3.2.3 D erivation o f  TCFS for each S-CCPCH
35 Performance at the physical layer and -subsequently power (Eb/No) requirement of the respective 
service- depends on the Transport Block (TB) size, the minimum data unit passed from MAC sub-layer to 
physical layer. The TB determines the size of the turbo coded packet and thus of the internal interleaver
[237].
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Strict rules or algorithm s for perform ing this task are difficult to devise. In any case, deriving the 
T ransport Form at Com bination Set (TFCS) a priori on the basis o f  traffic predictions is not too 
efficient. The TFCS should be broad enough to capture the packet-level dynam ics o f  the services 
expected over som e future tim e interval. The w ider the range o f  services, the broader the TFCS 
should be w ith  direct im pact on the term inal processing requirem ents.
The chosen Transport B lock (TB) sizes should be in  line w ith  the packet sizes expected from  the 
applications, so that fram ing overheads in term s o f  headers and padding are m inim um . The sam e 
reasons, nam ely the m inim ization o f  the overheads and the resource utilization efficiency, dictate 
T ransport Form ats (TFs) for each FA C H  that can cover the full range o f  short-term  rate 
variations.
A.4.3.3 Dimensioning the broadcast schedules for push &  store services
System  capacity no t required for stream ing services is used for the delivery o f  push and store 
services. This is the residual capacity after deriving the CTC/FA CH  requirem ents for stream ing 
services and is organized into FACHs carrying broadcast schedules.
E ach broadcast schedule carries several item s o f  various content types such as com pressed H TM L 
pages, audio files, video clips, softw are packages. The requirem ent for these services is the design 
o f  efficient broadcast schedules that, in com bination w ith  cache m anagem ent algorithm s at the 
term inal side, m inim ize the average response tim e. This is defined as the tim e elapsing from  the 
m om ent a  user expresses his/her w ill to receive som e content up to the m om ent the content is 
stored at his/her term inal, averaged over all item s. Users express their w ill to receive content, for 
exam ple, v ia  selecting a choice at the term inal. The term inal then -kn o w in g  from  the 
announcem ent channel (“m aster C TC H /FA C H ”) w hen the requested item  is next transm itted and 
the respective configuration in fo rm ation - turns to the appropriate S-CCPCH , receives the item  
and returns to the m aster-FA CH  reception state.
The design o f  optim um  broadcast schedules considers the num ber and sizes o f  the individual 
item s and their dem and probabilities. The latter can be regarded as m easures o f  the subscribers’ 
interest in individual item s or, equivalently, as a  w ay to quantify the audience size for each 
service. The m ore popular a  certain item  is, the m ore frequently it appears w ithin the broadcast 
stream  over the air.
The m axim um  num ber o f  item s that can be accom m odated on a  broadcast schedule as a function 
o f  the capacity o f  the FA CH  channel that w ill deliver them , for given target response tim es may 
be estim ated on the basis o f the bounds provided in [239] for item s o f  different length 
distributions and dem and probabilities. In this sense, the estim ated num ber is an upper bound. On 
the other hand, the use o f  intelligent cache m anagem ent techniques at the term inal side can reduce
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(resp. increase) the response tim e bounds (the num ber o f  supported item s for a  given bound) 
significantly.
A pparently the design o f  broadcast schedules targeting different response tim es is a  w ay to 
support service differentiation for push and store services. The m ain requirem ent is to support two 
or three different levels o f  service priority, for exam ple high, m edium  and low priority , w hci may 
be related to:
■ Service type: all item s o f  one service type m ay be allocated a  higher priority than all 
content com ing under a  different service type. This becom es relevant if  som e service types 
have stricter - in  relative rather than absolute te rm s- tim ing requirem ents. For exam ple, rich 
video/audio m essages providing highlights (e.g. goals) from  an ongoing football m atch m ay 
be prioritised over audio/video clips.
■ Item s w ithin a particular service type: all m essages or W eb pages do not have the same 
priority. Item s are rather prioritied differently, depending on their actual content.
■ U ser groups: the sam e item s m ay be provided w ith different priority to different user 
groups. This involves replication o f  the respective items over m ore than one data stream, 
each one featuring different frequencies o f appearance for the item s under consideration.
All three priority contexts - a n d  any derivative com bination- can be linked to charging 
considerations. M oreover estim ates o f  the response tim e can be used  for som e type o f  
“adm ission/load control” . A  new  item  w ill b e incorporated in the schedule, either as an  additional 
one or after pre-em pting a  less popular item , as far as it does not push the response tim e beyond a 
predefined target value.
A.4.3.4 Short-term  radio resource management functions: packet scheduling
The role o f  the scheduler in the proposed radio interface is apparently different than in  the 
standard UTRAN. In the latter case the packet scheduler allocates the radio resource in short-term  
having as a  significant criterion for its allocations the state o f the individual links. In the case o f  
the SATIN access schem e, inform ation regarding channel state is not available at the scheduler- in 
any case such inform ation w ould  have to be exploited in a m anner accounting for the point-to- 
m ultipoint nature o f  services; decisions about the scheduling o f  a  single service flow  should 
consider the state o f  several links corresponding to the users o f  each group.
Therefore the role o f  the packet scheduler is not that dom inant in determ ining the system  
throughput as it m ight prove to be in the terrestrial UM TS [228]. The throughput, in term s o f 
num ber o f  flows and respective rates, is m ainly determ ined by the adm ission control function 
N evertheless the scheduler carries the follow ing im portant tasks:
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■ Tim e-m ultiplexes flows with different QoS requirem ents into fixed SF physical channels, 
in a way that can satisfy these requirem ents. The latter have to do w ith the delay jitte r and 
the guaranteed rate for the data-stream ing services and the rate only for the broadcast 
schedules carrying push & store services. Increase o f the delay jitte r values calls for a 
respective increase o f  the buffer allocated for the playout o f  the stream  at the m obile 
terminal.
■ Adjusts the transm it pow ers o f  the flows, not on the basis o f  channel inform ation but rather 
on the basis o f  the packet/transport block size to be served or know ledge o f  the expected 
audience distribution w ithin the beam . This pow er adjustm ent is not o f  the same granularity 
o f the pow er control m echanism  but rather lim ited to a small set o f  values.
A .4 .3 .4 .1 Tim e scheduling task form ulation
The scheduler treats independently each physical channel (S-CCPCH) every TTI. For each 
physical channel, the scheduler is provided w ith a separate TFCS. The size o f  the TFCS, namely 
the num ber o f  T ransport Form at Com binations it com prises, differs from S-CCPCH to S-CCPCH 
and is a function o f  the dynam ics o f  the service data flows mapped on a given S-CCPCH.
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Fig. A-4: Example of data exchange between MAC and the physical layer when two FACHs are
multiplexed
Each Transport Form at Com bination (TFC), in turn, consists o f  Transport B lock Sets (TBSs) 
corresponding to the logical/transport channels m apped on the sam e S-CCPCH  (Fig. A-4). The 
selection o f  a TFC by the scheduler in a given TTI, directly determ ines the per CTCH/FACH TBS 
size, nam ely how m uch data from  that channel will be forw arded to the physical layer in the 
respective TTI. The set o f  the different TBSs corresponding to one CTCH /FA CH  form s its 
Transport Form at Set (TFS), w ith each TBS being part o f  a single Transport Form at (TF). The 
exact num ber o f  physical channels at a specific time instance and the corresponding m apping o f
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transport channels onto the code channels are defined by  the R B A M  and/or AC, depending on the 
R R M  operational m ode [229].
Let TBS sizCj (k) denote the size o f  the k'h T ransport B lock Set o f  the j th FA CH , 1<  j  < N (i) , 
m apped to the ith S-CCPCH, 1 < / < M . N(i)  is the num ber o f  FA CH s m apped to the ith S- 
CCPCH, w hile K i} is the TFS size o f  the j th FA CH  m apped to the itb S-CCPCH. W e assum e that 
the TBS sizes corresponding to the TFs o f  each FA CH  are sorted in increasing order, nam ely
TBS sizetj (k) < TBS sizetj (k + 1) 1 < k < K g  (B .3)
E ach T ransport Form at Com bination (TFC) corresponds to a  certain  am ount o f  data R, passed 
from  the scheduler to the Layer 1, upper-lim ited by the m axim um  allow ed data rate o f  the 
physical channel. The scheduler is g iven L TFCs per S-CCPCH, obeying the lim itations o f  3GPP 
standards, for example, there is an upper lim it to the TFCS size L that depends on the term inal 
class capabilities [228, chapter 6]. The task  o f the scheduler is to select every TTI and for each S- 
CCPCH i som e “appropriate” TFC /, 1 < /  < L ,  featuring a certain TBS size, TBS (l,m) 
1 < m <  N(i),  fo r each one o f  the N(i)  FA CH  channels m apped to it. The actual context o f  the 
term  “ appropriate” is dictated by several factors, like the service QoS requirem ents and the 
physical channel utilization efficiency, and differentiates the one scheduler from  the other. This 
d ifferentiation is sum m arized in the term  scheduling discipline, i.e. in the w ay the sem i-statically 
fixed capacity o f  S-CCPCH s is tim e-shared am ong the different FA CH s.
Multi-level priority queuing (MLPQ) - based scheme
This is effectively the adaptation o f  the m ulti-level, non-preem ptive priority  discipline (for 
exam ple, see [87]) to the W C D M A  context. In our case a CTCH queue at the RLC level m ay 
carry one service/flow  or a  broadcast schedule carrying m ultiple services (content types). The 
original schem e favours by default the h igh priority classes, being able to assure m inim um  delay 
for their packets, w hile it provides no guarantees for low er priority classes.
The Nii)  FACHs m apped to a single code channel i are ordered from  1 to N (i ) t according to 
their priority. The usual convention is followed, i.e. a  low er order num ber im plies a  higher 
priority. The choice o f the proper TFC for a  given TTI includes som e search over the possib le 
TFCs included w ithin the TFCS o f  the code channel.
The scheduler first seeks to allocate the m axim um  TBS size to the first FACH. I f  the queued data 
q\ are m ore than the m axim um  supported TBS size for this FACH in the TFCS, the selected TBS
size TBS s i ze { i f j  w ill be  the m axim um  one available in the TFCS. O therw ise, the selected TBS
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size is the m inim um  available in the TFCS that can serve the queued data, padding being applied 
w hen the m atch betw een queued data  and TBS size is not exact:
i f  q[ > TBS size{Kn) TBS {if)* =  TBS size., (K n ) 
e lse : TBS size{i,\)* -  TBS sizen (n )  
w ith : n =  m in{z: TBS size( 1, z ) > q [ }
Out o f  the w hole TFCS, a reduced TFCS, T F C S \, is derived for each physical channel:
(B.4)
TFCSxr = \ IJ TFC, : TBS [i f]  = TBS size{i, l)*
leTFCS
(B.5)
The procedure is repeated recursively for each one o f the N ( i) - 1 rem aining FACHs, nam ely for 
each FA CH  j:
i f  q ; >  TBS size{K , ) TBS{i, j j  =  TBS size,  (iK , )  
e lse : TBS size(i, j ) =  TBS sizeXj (n')  
w ith : n =  m in jz : TBS size (j , z ) > q '}}
w here the search is now  over the reduced TFCS that cam e out o f the previous step:
(B.6)
TFC Si = |J TFC , : TBS{l, j )  = TBS size(i, j ?
IsTFCSt'
(B.7)
Fig. A-5. Outline of the SATIN-adapted version o f Multilevel Priority Queueing-based discipline
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W hen m ore than one CTCHs o f  the sam e priority are m ultiplexed - a t  transport or physical layer 
(via F A C H s)- on  a single S-CCPCH , the channels m ay be served in round-robin m ode. The 
evaluation o f  the schem e has been carried out in  [240] and in m ore detail in  [241].
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B The ns-GeoSim simulator
The efficient m odelling o f  com m unication networks has been a standard requirem ent for years 
w ithin the com m unication system s world. A nalysis and sim ulation have com plem ented each other 
in providing insight to the netw orks’ dynam ics, the latter playing an ever-increasing role as the 
networks under consideration grow  in size and com plexity. In m any cases an  analysis becom es 
intractable, unless excessive, and often quite unrealistic, assum ptions are introduced.
Sim ulation has been heavily used throughout the w ork reported in this Thesis. The results 
presented in previous chapters w ere obtained w ith  the ns-G eoSim  sim ulator, a  GEO satellite 
netw ork sim ulation tool developed upon the N etw ork Sim ulator (ns) p latform  [116]. Initially, its 
objective was the investigation o f  TCP in teraction w ith the data link  layer in geostationary 
satellite networks. How ever, during the last three years o f  this w ork, it has evolved to a  m ore 
pow erful tool capable o f  addressing a  w ide range o f  issues that arise in the context o f  current and 
future satellite networks. In the follow ing section w e enum erate briefly the reasons that favoured 
the selection o f  ns for the sim ulator developm ent and its m ain features. T hen w e describe the 
m odules and capabilities w e added to the sim ulator, explaining also their relevance to the w ork 
reported in this Thesis.
B.l The Network Simulator (ns)
B oth the scope and the objectives o f this Thesis necessitated the use o f a netw ork sim ulation tool. 
The use o f  an  existent packet level sim ulation package as the basis for building our sim ulator has 
tw o apparent advantages w hen com pared w ith the developm ent o f  m odules from  scratch:
■ Code developm ent w ithin a standard interface that sim plifies the program m ing task.
A lthough this m ay prove a disadvantage in certain cases, m ost o f  the tim es it allows
significant tim e saving, in particular w hen the sim ulator supports object oriented
program m ing features.
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■ Capability to reuse m odules that are already available at the sim ulator. M ost significantly, 
the m odules can be reused w ithout additional concerns about their validation and 
debugging.
A t a second level, the use o f  ns as the p latform  for our sim ulator developm ent, as opposed to other 
available tools (e.g. OPNET), w as decided on the basis o f  the following argum ents:
■ G iven the strong presence o f  TCP in  the Thesis, the use o f  ns2 appeared to be the default 
choice. D uring the last 5 years, ns2 has becom e the de-facto sim ulation experim entation 
tool w ithin the Internet com m unity, both  academ ic and industrial. In  the area o f TCP in 
particular, m ost new  features and algorithm s becom e available in  ns2 m uch earlier than in 
any other com m ercial softw are platform.
■ The sim ulator is freely distributed. It does not have the licensing im plications o f  other 
software packages.
■ ns2, largely due to its academ ic profile  and free distribution, enjoys code contributions 
from  several research groups. Thanks to these contributions the sim ulator can evolve 
quickly and be updated w ith  state-of-the-art features and experim ental protocols considered 
w ithin the Internet com m unity.
■ The sim ulator caters for basic satellite code functionality, although regarding low  layer 
functions (M AC, ARQ), this is m ainly lim ited to placeholder class definitions.
B.1.1 Main ns features
ns is an  object-oriented sim ulator practising the split-level program m ing concept [116]. Tw o 
program m ing languages are used: C++, a  system  program m ing language, and  O bject Tel (OTcl), 
a  scripting language. It therefore supports a  class hierarchy in  C++ and a sim ilar one w ithin the 
OTcl interpreter. From  a user point o f  v iew  there is a  one-to-one correspondence betw een the 
classes in the two hierarchies. The u se r’s interface w ith ns is die O Tcl interpreter: every tim e the 
user in  the interpreter creates an object, a  corresponding object is instantiated w ithin the C++ class 
hierarchy.
The com bined use o f  the two languages allows the netw ork sim ulator to attack efficiently the 
trade-off related to scripting and system -level languages [242]: C++, as a  system  program m ing 
language is faster bu t m ore difficult to change. OTcl, on the other hand, inherits the latency o f  the 
scripting languages but can be m ore easily changed, providing a  m ore user-friendly program m ing 
interface to the end-user. These fundam ental features o f  the two languages dictate at the same 
tim e the tasks that should be assigned to each one o f  them. C++ is appropriate for protocol 
im plem entation and packet-level functions, w hereas the interpreter should be m ainly invoked for
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sim ulation set-up, quick object configuration, as w ell as sim pler code, w ritten  in an ad-hoc 
m anner and w ith lim ited reuse potential.
B.1.2 ns2 satellite code
ns w as initially oriented tow ards w ired netw ork sim ulation and m ainly point-to-point (p-t-p) links. 
Its original objective was the study o f  protocols and m echanism s residing effectively at and above 
layer 3 o f  the ISO protocol stack. This bias is reflected in the structure o f  the standard link  class 
that caters only for em ulation o f  the propagation delay (link_ m odule) w ithout addressing the 
low er layer functions (Fig. B -l) .
Fig. B -l. The ns standard link class implementation
W ith  this link paradigm  the study o f  m edium  access control (M AC) protocols or other aspects o f  
radio interfaces could not be addressed. Therefore the satellite code had to m ake use o f a  different, 
clearly m ore realistic, node paradigm , introduced earlier in  the sim ulator for the study o f  w ireless 
and m obile networks. E ach  node m ay have one or m ore link interfaces w ith a layered structure 
that resem bles m ore closely the functional architecture o f  w ireless radio interfaces (Fig. B-2). 
A lthough the code only includes link  layer (LL) and M AC classes that perform  elem entary 
functions, it provides a firm  basis for introduction o f  m ore elaborate features.
to Satchannel from Satchannel
Fig, B-2. The link interface in the ns satellite node paradigm
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The satellite-specific extensions o f  ns, relying heavily on C++ code, enable the sim ulation o f 
geostationaiy satellites and polar orbiting LEO constellations w ith m ultiple users per 
uplink/dow nlink and asym m etric links. B oth transparent and regenerative satellites, featuring 
som e form  o f  on-board processing/sw itching or inter-satellite links, are supported [116].
B.2 The ns-GeoSim extensions to ns2
The m ain parts o f  our extensions are related to these satellite-specific features o f  ns. M ore 
specifically, our program m ing effort was split into two slightly different directions: on the one 
hand, m odules w ere developed for the M A C and LL classes, p-t-p and non point-to-point 
fragm entation and TCP proxy features such as connection-splitting, im plicit adm ission control 
and TCP receive w indow  control. O n the other, substantial effort was pu t into adapting som e o f  
the m ainstream  code or contributed code functionality into the satellite node paradigm . This task 
was m ainly related to the adaptation o f  the interfaces am ongst the different classes o f  the 
respective software modules.
G iven that m ost o f  our additions w ere protocols and functions involving packet treatm ent and 
processing, w e im plem ented the m ajor parts o f  the sim ulator in  C++, taking care in every case to 
provide the respective OTcl interfaces and preserve the existing user-friendliness o f ns as m uch as 
possible.
B.2.1 Bandwidth on Demand
The BoD m echanism  im plem ented in  the sim ulator draws on [157] and [106] and so does the 
term inology adopted hereafter. The basic com ponents o f the system  are the BoD Entity and the 
BoD Controller. The form er is responsible for subm itting periodically requests for bandw idth 
(slots) according to the m om entary buffer occupation and the algorithms described in [157], w hile 
the latter takes requests into consideration, builds the burst tim e plan (BTP) and broadcasts it to 
the BoD  Entities. The evolution o f the BoD procedure w ith tim e is depicted in Fig. B-3.
processing delay 
at the BoD Controller
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
Resource tisaaias’ij
allocation ,. , processing delay
Fen° at the BoD Entity
-------------------------------- system response time --------------------------------
Fig. B-3. Time evolution o f the Bandwidth on Demand procedure
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The procedure is repeated periodically w ith  a period equal to the resource allocation period, w hich 
is equal to an integer num ber o f  TD M A  fram es (four in Fig. B-3). The code caters for processing 
delays at both the BoD  Controller (processing o f  requests and form ation o f  BTP) and the BoD 
Entity (processing o f  BTP and estim ation o f  requests). Several M AC transfer capabilities are 
supported: effectively they correspond to the ones described in the DVB-RCS specification [16] 
under the nam es Continuous R ate A ssignm ent (CRA), Free Capacity A ssignm ent (FCA), V olum e 
B ased D ynam ic Capacity A llocation (VBDC).
B oth m odules inherit from  a virtual SatM acTdm aD am a class, w hich in  turns inherits from  the 
base ns2 SatM ac class. The corresponding code blocks are sum m arized in Fig. B-4 and Fig. B-5. 
The object-oriented paradigm  was follow ed closely in building the two classes, so that m axim um  
softw are reuse is achieved. D ifferent versions o f the Controller and the Entity  can be derived by 
overriding the assignJ3TPQ  and estimate_request() blocks. Scheduling disciplines for the 
capacity allocation task  or different request algorithm s can be respectively incorporated in  these 
two blocks, leaving the rest o f  the code intact.
The C ontroller m odule is param eterized w ith respect to the follow ing aspects:
■ physical location -  it m ay reside either at the satellite (default configuration) or at the 
ground.
■ memory availability -  in  the form er case, requests that cannot be satisfied in a  given 
resource allocation period  are stored and served first in the next period. In  this case, the 
scheduling m echanism  deployed at the BoD C ontroller becom es effectively the scheduler 
described in [106]. W hen no m em ory is available at the Controller, requests, or parts o f 
them  that cannot be satisfied, are discarded so that term inals m ay have to repeat them  
( ‘m ay’ since the packets m ight be served via free capacity as well).
■ scheduling discipline -  the sim ulator currently supports three different disciplines and 
com binations o f  them  for m ultiple class treatm ent, nam ely the F irst Com e First Served 
(FCFS), the strict priority and w eighted Fair BoD  disciplines [146]. All schem es are 
straightforw ard adaptations o f  the respective disciplines in the w ired networks (see for 
exam ple [213]).
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Fig. B-4. Outline of the BoD Controller implementation 
The Entity m odule is param eterized according to:
■ memory availability -  the m odule configuration follows the configuration o f the Controller. 
In case o f  m em ory availability (default configuration) the Entity m aintains a couple o f  
additional variables.
■ request estimation method -  the three basic request estim ation m ethods are supported: 
requests in pre-assigned slots (default configuration), in random  access m ode (Slotted 
aloha), piggybacking.
data
frame inbound outbound
queue
M AC
sendUp
filtering
recv mac header
read
slots
Fig. B-5. Outline of the BoD Entity implementation 
The B andw idth on D em and m odules w ere used in chapters 4, 6, 7 and 8.
B.2.2 Link layer
The code added to link layer may be split into tw o categories.
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B.2.2.1 Segmentation and Reassembly (SAR )
The code im plem ents im plicit fragm entation and reassem bly at link layer. The model can be 
configured for:
■ transparent or acknow ledged m ode operation. The im plem entation in the second case is 
m ore com plicated but allows com patibility w ith ARQ protocols that w ork at the link layer 
frame level.
■ D ifferent frame sizes w ith options for padding and concatenation o f  link layer frames into a 
single M AC frame
B.2.2.2 A R Q  protocols
The protocols that are currently incorporated in ns2-GeoSim are:
■ basic reliable ARQ protocols such as the go-back-N and the selective-repeat protocols 
(after [124]).
■ non-fully reliable ARQ protocols such as a connectionless variant o f SSCOP [129] and the 
sim ple ARQ protocol in [128], called SCLLP in chapter 5.
W e made use o f  the SAR m odules in the sim ulations throughout this Thesis, w hereas the ARQ 
functionality was necessary for the studies reported in chapters 5 and 6.
B.2.3 TCP Performance Enhancing Proxy features
W e have sim ulated three main TCPPEP features.
B.2.3.1 T C P  connection splitting
In our sim ulator, TCP splitting is em ulated for one-way TCP connections via a rather sim ple 
extension o f  the TCPSink object, nam ely the agent object that m odels the TCP receiver functions 
such as TCP segm ent reassem bly and generation o f  acknow ledgem ent packets. The SplitTCPSink 
object com bines the roles o f  TCPSink for the terrestrial com ponent and that o f the application, 
placing calls to the TCP sender, over the satellite com ponent o f  the end-to-end connection (Fig. 
B-6).
app_recv
 S'
app_send
7 " -----
Fig. B-6. Split-TCP emulation in ns-GeoSim
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The sim ulator also allows split connection im plem entation w ith the Satellite Transfer Protocol 
(STP) for the satellite com ponent o f  the connection. The im plem entation o f  the STP protocol 
follow ed closely its description in [133]. It inherits from  the ns2 A gent class and it draws on the 
ns2 im plem entation o f  the TCP A gent class. In  this w ay the im plem entation o f  STP as the satellite 
com ponent o f the split connection fits w ithin the paradigm  o f Fig. B-6 by  replacing the second 
TCP A gent/ TC PSink pair w ith  an STP A gent /  STPSink pair.
The split-TCP m echanism  w as used  in the sim ulations o f chapter 5 and chapters 6 and 7. The STP 
im plem entation w as used in  the sim ulation com parisons o f  section 5,5.
B.2.3.2 Proxy-assisted sp lit-T C P  receive window control
Contrary to the split-TCP m echanism  im plem entation, this algorithm  as w ell as the im plicit 
adm ission control features described in B .2,3.3 are im plem ented as part o f  a  new  class, the 
TCPPEP class, w hich inherits directly from  the Connector class, one o f  the very basic ns2 classes. 
The TCPPEP class is w orking in  conjunction w ith the SplitTCPSink objects: a single TCPPEP 
instance controls one or m ore SplitTC PSink objects, having access to their state and being able to 
control their variables.
The m odules w ere used  in section 7.5.
B.2.3.3 Distributed im plicit admission control at the satellite network border
The im plicit AC functionality is part o f  the TCPPEP class capabilities. Its function requires the 
em ulation o f  the connection set-up feature o f  the TCP A gent class, w hich is provided in ns2 as an 
option. M oreover, the im plem entation required the creation o f a  TCP RST packet that resets the 
end TCP agent w hen the connection is blocked from  the adm ission agent.
The TCPPEP class has been enriched w ith  m easurem ent and estim ator m odules that allow  it to 
track  state at different layers o f  both the satellite dependent and independent layers o f  the protocol 
stack and m ake the adm ission decision accordingly:
■ the availability o f  spare capacity a t the M A C layer
■ the buffer occupation at M A C layer
■ the sm oothed RTT variables o f  the split-TCP connections and the respective TCP
retransm ission tim eout values
The last option w as retained in the sim ulations reported in section 7.3.
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B.2.3.4 Centralized admission Control at the N C C  (satellite gateway)
This part o f  the sim ulator m akes use o f  third-party code contributed to ns and  used in the 
sim ulations in [178]. The code em ulates elem entary Integrated Services functionality. The tw o 
m ain blocks are:
■ The AC agent running at the user side. It subm its requests carrying traffic descriptors like 
m ean/peak rate and m axim um  burst size.
■ The A dm ission C ontroller, that receives connection requests and m ay accept them  or reject 
them.
For the sim ple case o f  param eter-based adm ission control, these two blocks are enough. In case o f 
m easurem ent-based adm ission control (M BA C), an extra set o f  functions are necessary: a 
m easurem ent m odule m easuring buffer occupation, and an estim ator m odule that processes the 
m easurem ents and derives statistics and m etrics, in order to drive the adm ission decision upon a 
connection/flow  arrival.
The latter functionality w as introduced into ns2 as a  m odified link class (Fig. B-7), inheriting 
from  the basic link m odel o f  Fig. B - l .  W e adapted the M BAC m odules to the satellite case, taking 
into consideration the on-board sw itching scenario. In  that case w e had to split the respective 
functionality betw een the on-board sw itch  and the NCC node, w here the m easurem ents are 
collected and the decision is m ade and em ulate the extra delay incurring due to the ‘physical’ 
separation o f  these functions (Fig. B-8).
Fig. B-7. Standard link structure enabling measurement-based admission control
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to Satchamiel from Satchannel 
Fig. B-8. Adaptation o f measurement based admission control modules to the satellite paradigm
B.2.4 The ns2-GeoSim GUI
One o f  the basic disadvantages o f  ns in  com parison w ith other, professional packet-level 
sim ulators such as OPNET, is the lack o f  a graphical user interface (G U I) that m akes the 
interaction betw een the user and the sim ulator easier. Part o f  current our efforts on the ns-G eoSim  
sim ulator focus on the provision o f  elem entary GUI functionality.
The T k GUI toolkit is used  for this purpose. T k extends the basic Tel by adding a set o f  
com m ands for the creation o f  G UI, so that Tel and T k together constitute a  virtual m achine, 
portable across U N IX , M acintosh and W indow s environm ents [243]. The m ain  concepts o f  T k are 
com m on in  m ost GUI toolkits.
Central to the T k toolkit is the widget concept. A  w idget is a  w indow  that has a certain behaviour 
and appearance. W idget types include buttons, scrollbars, m enus, labels and text w indow s. A  
general-purpose draw ing w idget called canvas allows the creation o f  lines, boxes and bitm aps. T k 
w idgets are organized in a  hierarchy. A  T k  application sees a prim ary w indow , w ithin w hich a 
num ber o f  children w indow s (w idgets) reside. Each one o f them  m ay contain its ow n children 
w indow s and so on. This hierarchy is directly reflected in  the nam ing structure adopted for the 
w idgets and is exploited by  the geometry managers o f  the toolkit for arranging w idgets on the
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screen. These m anagers m ake extensive use o f  fram es. Fram es act as w idget placeholders so that 
recursive insertion o f  fram es w ithin other fram es can lead to versatile layouts.
Events such as m ouse m otion or keyboard events, are bound to the T k  w idgets to im plem ent the 
conventional event-driven control flow  paradigm . W hilst m ost events are supported 
autom atically, it is possible to create specialized effects and behaviours by using the bind 
com m and to register a  Tel com m and w ith a  specific event. T k also provides support for efficient 
focus m anagem ent and dialog boxes.
Fig. B-9.a shows a prelim inary console that enables configuration o f  the sim ulator for sam ple 
runs. It supports initiation and term ination o f a  Tel script, activation o f  debugging features, 
configuration o f  the different objects (traffic and transport agents, BoD m odules, satellite link  
bandw idths), selection o f  the param eters that w ill be traced for further processing.
A  second step aims at the design o f  an interface that w ill allow  batch-m ode runs to be m anaged 
(Fig. B-9.b). This task  involves the use o f  dialog boxes and m ore dynam ic interaction as w ell as 
I/O functions for the editing o f  batch executable files.
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